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ABSTRACT 
In this thesis, we study JB* algebras, the Jordan algebra 
analogues of B*_algebras.  Our results depend heavily on a recent 
Ce].fnnd--Neuinnrk theorem for unital JB--algcbras obtained by Alfsen, 
Shultz and St$rmer. 
The first Chapter, which contains the background material we 
require, is essentially introductory. The main result of the second 
Chapter is an analogue of the Vidav Palmer theorem for complex unital 
Banach Jordan algebras, which we use together with a strong version of 
the Russo-Dye theorem to derive many of the properties of unital 
JB*_algebras. In the third Chapter, we consider the problem of adjoining 
a unit to a JB*_algebra, and give some of the theory of the Jordan 
algebra analogues of von Neumann algebras, the unital JB* algebras which 
are Banach dual spaces. 
In the fourth Chapter, we give an algebraic characterisation of 
the isometries of a unital JB*_algebra onto itself. From this, we deduce 
an algebraic characterisation of the Hermitian operators on a unital 
JB*_algebra, and give a large class of Hermitian operators whose squares 
are not Hermitian. We also investigate the links between JB*_algebras 
and bounded symmetric homogeneous domains. Finally, the fifth Chapter 
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Introduction 
The axioms for a Jordan algebra first appear in the work of 
Jordan, Von Neumann and Wigner[43], who were seeking a suitable 
mathematical framework for the theory of quantum mechanics, but 
subsequent developments in this area did not follow their approach. 
Although they had considered only real, finite dimensional Jordan 
algebras, it was an easy step to transfer the axioms and cons Her 
Jordan algebras over an arbitrary field, and later on, an arbitrary 
ring. The algebraic theory of Jordan algebras has steadily developed 
since then, one stimulus being the unexpected connections between Lie 
and Jordan algebras. 
By contrast, the theory of Banach Jordan algebras has received 
li tle attention, mainly due to the lack of representation theory. 
The first significant results for Banach Jordan algebras were for 
those which were actually Jordan subalgebras of Banach algebras, and 
in [84],  Topping gave a satisfactory classification theory for a weak 
operator closed real Jordan subalgebra A of selfadjoint operators 
on a complex Hilbert space, which agreed with the usual one when A is 
the self-adjoint part of a von Neumann algebra. Further work in this 
area was done by Effros and Strmer [80], [81]. 
However the restriction to Banach Jordan algebras which are Jordan 
subalgebras of Banach algebras was a retreat from the initial work of 
Jordan,von Neumann and Wigner, and so, it was a major advance when 
Alfsen, Shultz and Stçrmer introduced and developed a theory for 
JB-algebras in [5] . 	JB-algebras are -a class of real Banach Jordan 
algebras, and they include the JW-algebras studied by Topping [84] , and 
the finite dimensional, formally real Jordan algebras. 
Despite the success of this theory, JB-algebras are real Banach 
Jordan algebras, while most Banach algebra theory is concerned with 
complex Banach algebras. It was possibly with this in mind that 
Xaplansky introduced and pointed out the potential importance of "Jordan 
C*_algebras" at the Edinburgh Mathematical Society Colloquium in 
St. Andrews in 1976. This choice of name was perhaps unfortunate, as 
the name "Tordan C*-algebra" is what Kadison in [47] called the self-
adjoint part of a C*-algebra, so we shall call Kaplansky's "Jordan 
C*-algebras". JB*-algebras. This name fits with B*-algebras being 
the abstract version of C*-algebras, as JB*-algebras are complex 
Banach Jordan algebras with an involution, which satisfy a condition 
which ties the norm and involution structure together,and are the 
abstract version of JC*-algebras, the closed self-adoint Jordan 
subalgebras of the bounded linear operators on a complex Hubert space. 
This thesis is concerned with some of the properties of JB*-algebras. 
Both JB-algebras and JB*-algebras have important applications to 
other topics in functional analysis, as the following examples show: 
Koecher[54], and Vinberg [87],[88],  showed that the finite 
dimensional fonDally real Jordan algebras are in one to one corres 
pondance with finite dimensional transitively homogeneous self-dual cones. 
In recent work on von Neumann algebras [8},[25], orientable facially 
homogeneous self-dual cones played an important role, and the problem 
arose of classifying all such cones. Partial solutions, which link the 
cone to a JB-algebra hav been given in [9] and  TO]. JB-algebras have also 
connections with other structures encountered in quantum mechanics [61] 
[73], [75],[26], [4]. 
In 1935, Cartan[20]classified all finite dimensional bounded 
symmetric homogeneous domains, using the theory of Lie groups and Lie 
algebras. In 1969, Koecher [55] gave a different approach, which 
3. 
emphasised the importance of Jordan triple systems, and it was thi s 
approach which Kaup [50]generalised. We shall show in Chapter 4, that 
the open unit ball of a unital JB*--algebra is a bounded symmetric 
homogeneous domain, and show how JO-algebras arise from some of the 
Jordan triple systems. 
We now sln;.!air] so the con outs of this thesis. There are five 
chapters, each having an introduction giving the contents of that chapter. 
Without anticipating many of the definitions , we cannot go into such 
detail here. Chapter 1 is essentially introductory, and it contains the 
background material we shall require. We cover some of the algebraic 
thouj y of Jordan algebras, and analytic theory of l3nnach Jordan algebras, 
introduce the JB-algebras of Alison, Shultz and Strmer, and conclude 
the chapter with results about diffcrentinb ii ty and homogeneous domains. 
The major result of Chapter 2 is a Vidav-Pnliner theorem for JB*-algebras , 
and for this, we have to extend results on numerical range from Baunch 
algebras to J]anach Jordan algebras. In addition, we prove a strong 
version of the Russo-Dye theorem for JB*algebras. 
Chapter 3 is concerned with two main problems; the first is 
adjoining a unit to a JB*-algebra, and the second is the theory of 
JB*_algebras which are Banach dual spaces. These correspond to von 
Neumann algebras in the as ;ociative case, and we only make a start on 
the theory. In Chapter 4, we prove Kaplansky' s conjecture that a 
linear isometry between unital JB*-algebras which takes the unit of the 
first onto the unit of the second is a Jordan homomorphism, and in fact, 
a more general problem about arbitrary linear isometriCs between unital 
JB*-algebras. To do this, we have to show that the open unit ball of a 
unital JB*_algebra is a hounded syo:etri C henogeneous domain. Finally, in 
Chapter 5, we give some open problems and conjectures. 
As Kaplansky expected in[49], since the work of Alfsen, Shultz 
4. 
and Stnner, there has been a flurry of activity on Banach Jordan 
algebras, and JB and JB*-algebras in particular. So, some of the 
work appearing in this thesis has either been published, or submitted 
for publication [94],[95],[96],[91}. In addition, some results have been 
proved independently by other authors [30],[78],[93]. However, as in 
the rest of the thesis, the work presented in all these areas is my 
own original work, unless specific mention is made to the contrary. 
We conclude this introduction with a few remarks on the material 
and notation which we assume. Throughout, we assume and use the 
standard theory of functional analysis. In addition, we state, without 
proof, many results on the algebraic theory of Jordan algebras, and 
the main results of Alfsen, Shultz and Khmer on JB-algebras. We shall 
not always give the original reference to well known results. 
We let R and C denote respectively the real and complex 
fields. The symbol iF will be used to denote a field which is either 
IR or C . We let R = {x c i:x j 0), IN= the set of positive integers, and 
= {0} UN , the non--negative integers. Further, we let 
A = {z c C:Iz < l} and, for z in C , we let Rez denote 2'(z+z). 
By a linear space, we shall mean a linear space over F . Let 
X and Y be normod linear spaces. We denote by XI the dual of X, 
that is, the Banach space of continuous linear functionals on X 	and 
by X1 the closed unit ball of X 	We denote by B(x,Y) the normed 
linear space of continuous linear operators from X into Y , with 
the usual supremurn norm, and write B(X) in place of B(X,X). Given 
T c B(X,Y) , the adjoint of T , denoted by T' is the element of 
B(Y',X') defined by 
(T'(f)(x) = f(T(x)) 
for f c Y' and x c X . (Re do not use the more common T 	for 
5. 
the adoint of T , as we shall frequently require the symbol T* 
to denote the image of I under an involution * ) If S is any 
map from X into Y , we let }erS = {x:Sx = 0) and 
TinS = {y c Y: there exists x in X with Sx = y) 
If E is a non-empty set of a norrned linear space X , we 
let coE and EöE denote re3pectively the convex hull and. the 
clooed convex hull of E , and we let SP enoto the linear span 
of E in X . ?urther, if X 	s a cni.i'Te noied linear space, we 
denote t1e absolutely convex hull of E by c;o 	•- f 
n 
= 0ti,...,a0) 	a finite subset of ' , vie Jet FE = u {a.e:e £ E) 
j - 	=1 3 
If M is a separating linear subspace of X' , we let T(X,M) 
denote the weak topology on X induced by M , that is, the weakest 
topology on X in which every element of M is continuous, see 
[66]. (We do not use the more common o(X,M) to avoid possible 
confusion with the spectrum of an element). if no confusion arises, 
we Sometimes identify X with its canonical image in X"= (X')' 
so that, for example, T (x' ,X) denotes the weak *_topology on X 
Finally, as is customary, we use the term "the llahn-Banach 
theorem" to cover several closely related results given in [66] 
Chapter 3, Section 1. 
6. 
CHAPTER 1 
This chapter contains much of the background material which we 
shall require later on, and none of the material is original. We start 
with the algebraic t:hLory of non-associative algebras, and in particular 
Jordan algebras, which is mainly taken from Jacobson [43]. We next 
consider some of the elementary properties of Banach Jordan algebras. 
These include the properties of the spectrum of an element, due to 
Devapakkiam [27],  the complexification and adjoining a unit, which is 
similar-to the Banach algebra case [14], and a construction due to Arens 
[7] which extends the product on a Banach Jordan algebra to a product 
on its double dual. 
Then, we present some of the theory of JB-algebras due to Alfsen, 
Shultz and Stç4rmer.[5]. We prove some of the elementary results in some 
detail, but only give a broad outline of the methods they use in proving 
their Gelfand Neumark theorem. We conclude the chapter with results of 
Harris [40]. These are mainly concerned with Mobius transformations of 
the open unit ball of certain subspaces of B(H), where H is a complex 
Hubert space, and some of their consequences. Finally, we give a 
simplification, due to Harris, of a result of Segal [74]. 
7. 
1.1 	 Nn-assocj;it:ive algebras. 
DEFINITION An algebra A is a linear space over ' with a map 
A: A x A -'- A called the product in A , such that 
aA(b+c) = a/\b + ai'c , 	(a+b)i\c = aRc + b/'%.c 
(Aa)r',b = ai\(Ab) = X(aJ\b) 
for all a, b and c in A and A c F. 	A non-zero element e of A 
is called a unit if, for all a in A 
a,e = e,\a = a 
and A is called an algebra with unit if A has a unit. 
Remark 	If IF = [R , A is called a real algebra, and if F = C 
A is called a complex algebra. 
DEFINITION. Let (A,/\) and (B,A) be algebras over IF . 	A 
homomorphism of A into B is a linear map of A into B such 
that, for all a and b in A 
G(a/\b) = C(a)f\G(b). 
If, in addition, G is one to one and onto, 0 is called an 
isomorphism. 
DEFINITION. Let (A, A ) be an algebra, and let B be a linear subspace 
of A. 
(1) 	B is a subalgebra of A if x/y e B whenever x s B and y e B. 
(ii) B is an ideal of A, if X/\ e B and yAx c B whenever x c B 
and y e A. 
The following Theorem, [70] plO, is the expected connection betwen 
homomorphisms and ideals. 
F:! 
THEOREM l'll. Let (A, p) and (B, i) be algebras over F , I an ideal 
of A , and G a homomorphism of A into B . Then the quotient space 
A/I is an algebra with product defined by 
(a+I) A(b+I) = (aAb) + I 
for a and b in I , kerG is an ideal, 1mG is a subalgebra, and 
C induces an isomorphism M of A/KerG onto 1mG defined by 
M(a+I) = G(a) 
for a in A 
It is usually necessary to restrict attention to algebras which 
satisfy additional axioms. 
DEFINITION. 	Let (A, A ) be an algebra. 
(1) 	A is associative if, for all a, b and c in A, (a/s.b)/\ c = a 
(ii) A is commutative if, for all a and b in A , a,\b = b,\a 
As the associative axiom is very often incorporated into the 
definition of an algebra, especially in functional analysis, we shall 
sometimes call an algebra, A , a non-assocL Live algebra to emphasise 
that A need not be associative. 
Apart from the associative algebras, three other classes of 
non-associative algebras have a well developed theory. These are the 
following classes. 
DEFINITION. Let (A,,\) be an algebra. 
A is an alternative algebra if (x/\x)Ay = xc(x/\y) and 
(xAy)Ay = x,\(yi\y) for all x and y in A. 
A is a Jordan algebra if A is commutative and 
(xAx)A (xAy) = XI\((Xt\X)I\y) 
for all x and y in A. 
(iii) A is a Lie algebra if 
(X/\Y) + (yAx) = a 
and 	(x t y) A z + (y A z) A x + (z A x) A y = 0 
for all x, y and z in A 
Remarks (i) It is customary to omIt the multiplication sign ' 	in 
associative and alternative algebras, with the product just being denoted 
by juxtaposition. 	For Jordan algebras, the product is usually denoted 
by x o y , while for Lie algebras by [x,y], for x and y in the 
algebra. 
(ii) For x in an algebra (A, A), and n c R, we define 
xi = x and by induction xn  = (x 1 )A x , for n 	2. 	If (A, A) has 
a unit e , then we let x0 = e 
(iii)With the above conventions, the definition of, for example, 
alternative algebras would be (A, c ) is alternative if 
x2y = x(xy) and (xy)y = xy2  
for all x and y in A . 	This is the sore common formulation of the 
axioms 
(iv) The property of being associative •, alternative , Jordan 
or Lie is hereditary, that is, a subspace or a quotient space of an 
associative (respectively, alternative, Jordan, Lie) algebra is an 
associative (respectively, alternative, Jordan, Lie) algebra. 
Let us now give examples of these non-associative algebras. 
Example 111 	Let EK be the Cayley algebra over R . Then 	is an 
8-dimensional real alternative algebra [70]. 
10. 
Fx arplel.i.2 	Let A be an associative algebra, and let S be a 
subspace of A such that if a c S , then a'  c S for every n C 
Then S , W) th product o , where nob 	(ab1a) for a and b in S 
is a Jordan algebra, and S is called a Jordan subalgcbra of A . A 
Jordan algebra B , which is isomorphic to such a Jordan algebra (S ,o) is 
called special [14 3]. 
212l.].3 Let A be an associative algebra, and let L be a 
subspice of A , such that given a and b are in L , we have 
,rib -- ha c L . Then L , with product [a,bJ = ab - ba is a Lie 
a I gel)ra. 
±P . 1l4 Let 	m a denote the 	algebra of all 	3 x 3 inatri COS 
the form - 
b 1 113 2 
13 b2  a1  
2 b3 
where 	a1,112, a 3 	c 	, i, 	a2  and n 3 	ni- c 	their conjugates, 	and 
b 1 , 	b2 , 	b 3 	c R. Then, if ab denotes 	the usual matrix multiplication, 
with multiplication nob aAb + bAa) 	is a Jordan algebra. 
8 
(113 , o) is an exceptional Jordan algebra, that is, it is not a special 
Jordan algebra [1] , [43]. 
The conjugates of eleent s of R are images under an involution. 
This is defined for an algebra as follows: 
DEFINITION. (a) Let A be an algebra over F . A linear involution on 
A is a map * 	A -* A such that 
(a+b)*  
a** = a 
(Aa)* = 
for all a and b in A and A 	ff , where X denotes the complex 
conjugate of A if A c C , and A 	A if A c 
An element a such that a* = a is called ceif-adjoint. 
(b) Let (A, A ) be an algebra over F . An involution on A is a 
linear involution on A such that, for all a and b in A, we have 
(aAb)* = b*Aa* 
We now give an example which generalises Example 1.1.4. 
Eimplel.1.5 	Let B be a real algebra with involution * and unit. 
Let 	M1 (B) be the algebra of n x n matrices with entries in B 
under the usual multiplication. Let t denote the involution defined 
on 	M I, (B)by [m.. J t =[m.]t where at  denotes the transpose of 
the matrix a , and let S0(B) denote the self-adjoint elements of 
(MI, (B) , t). Given a, b in Sn(B),  we define 	nob = (aAb+bA a). 
If (Sn(B), o) is a Jordan algebra, it is called a Jordan matrix 
algebra. 
We shall mainly be concerned with complex algebras with involution, 
and the following result gives a characterisation of when it is possible 
to put an involution on an algebra. 
LEA 112. (j) 	Let 	A 	be a co.-.Ilex a2gc1ra with involution, and let 	B 
denote the set of self-adjoint elements of 	A • - 
Then 	B 	is a real linear subspace of 	A 	such that 	A = EiB 	and 
such that, whenever a 	and 	b 	are in B, 	a Ab + b A a and 
i(aAb - bAa) are in 	B 
(ii) 	Let 	A 	be a complex algebrai and 	B a real linear subspace such that 
A = BiB, 	and such that, whenever 	a and 	b 	are in B 
12. 
aAb + bAa and i(arsb 	bAa) are in B. 	Then there is an 
involution * 	on A defined by 
(afib)* = a - lb 
for a and b in B , such that the set of self-adjoint elements 
of (A,*) Is B 
DEFINITION. Let A be a complex linear space, and B a real linear 
subspace of A rnch that A = TjB. Given a c A, the unique 
decomposition of a into h + ik where h and k are in B Is 
called the standard deCflTHS] on of a . 	Further, the map defined by 
= x iy 
for x and y in B is called the natural linear involution on A. 
If A is an ;ilgabra, and * is an involution, * is called the 
natural invoiiif in on A 
One of the major handicaps in the theory of non-associative 
algebra is tho lack of natural representations. 
DEFIN[T ION. Let (A, A ) be an algebra. Given b c B , we define 
Lb : A )- A by 
Tb(a) = bAa 
As (A,,) 	is 	an algebra, 	Lb  is a linear map for all 	b 	in 	A , but 
b 	- Lb is a homomorphism if and only if A 	is associative. 
For the remainder of the section, we shall give the elementary 
theory of Jordan algebras, relying mainly on [43]. A Jordan algebra 
(A, 0 ) has an important trilinear map defined by 
{a,b,c} = (aob)oc - (aoc)ob + (boc)oa 
13. 
for all a, b and c in A . It is immediate that 
a,b,c) = c,b,a) 
for all a, b and c in A , and that, if A has a unit, 
a,b,l} 	{a,1,b} = {1,a,b} = nob 
for all a and b in A . Given a and b in A , we define a 
linear operator Uab : A ± A by 
Uab (x) 	a,x,b) 
and abbreviate U 	to U . Then 
a 
U 
a 	a 	a 
- 2(L )2 - L 2 
As multiplication in A is not Associative, we cannot always 
"remove brackets" in formulae, and obtain identities which are still valid. 
However one way to act identities v;hich are valid in all Jordan algebras is to 
obtain ii neari sat -ions of the defining identities. As an example, the 
following formulae are valid in any Jordon algebra (A,o) 
(nob)o(cod) + (aod)o(hoc) + (noc)o(bod) = 
(ao(cod))ob + (ao(boc))od + (ao(bod))oc 
(ao(boc))od + (ao(bod))oc + (ao(cod))ob = 
((aob)oc)od + ((aod)oc)ob + 	o((bod)oc) 
	
{a,b,c)od -- nod,b,c} 	{a,bod,c) + {a,b,cod} 
[[LTJ,Ld] = L(bd) o c - Lbo(doc) 
where [T,S] = TS - ST for linear operators S and T on A 
These are given in [43] pp33-37, and are all that is required to give 
the following results [43] Theorems 15 and 1.6. 
LEIA 113. Let (A,o) be a Jordan algebra over F , without a unit. 
Then 	 ) is a Jordan algebra over F with unit (0,1) where 
(a,p) ,-,. (b,X) 	= 	(nob + jib + Xa,pX) 
14. 
LE1A 1•1•4. Let (B,o) be a real Jordan algebra. The coinp1cification 
(A,A
) of (BA is the set B x B with addition, scalar multiplication 
and product defined for all a, b, c and d in A and a, c R by 
(a,b) + (c,d) 	(a+c,b+d) 
(a+i)(a,b) 	(aa-f3b,cxb+a) , 
(a, b) ,- (c, d) 	(aoc-bod,aod+boc) 
Then (A, A) is a complex Jordan algebra with natural involution * 
whose set of se1fadojnt elements is B . In addition, if B has a 
unit 1, (1,0) is a unit for A 
The process of deriving identities by linearisation is, however, 
of limited application, and to get more information, it is necessary 
to use deeper Theorems on Jordan algebras. It is convenient to 
introduce the following notation first. 
Notation 	If A is a Jordan algebra, and x1,...., X c A , we denote 
by Q(x1,.... Xr) the Jordan algebra generated by x1,... x , r 
THEOREM 11.5. Let A be a Jordan algebra and a c A . Then if k 
and mcft 
k+rn 	k a 	= (a )o(a 
and so (Q(a) ,o) is an associative commutative algebra. If A has a 
unit, (Q(l,a),o) is also an associative commutative algebra. 
A proof of Theorem 1•1•5 may be found in [43] p36. It shows in 
particular that Q(a) is special ; the next result improves this)  [43] 
p48. 
THEOREM 11'6. (Shirshov-Cohn). Let A be a Jordan algebra, and let 
a, b c A . Then Q(a,b) is special, and if in addition A has a unit, 
Q(l,a,b) is also special. 
15. 
On the other hand, to prove a Jordan algebra is non-special is 
not easy in general, but there are identities called "s-identities" 
which are known to hold for all special Jordan algebras, but not all 
Jordan algebras. Although Albert [1] had previously proved M 	was 
not special, Cl ennie [33] produced an s--identity 
4{7, {x,y,x),z)y, (xOz)) - 2{z,{x,(y3xoz,y),x},z) 
- 41(xoz),y,(x,z,y,7),x}} + 2x,z,fy,xoz,y},z),x), 
which held in all special Jurdan algebras hut not in M 	. We note 
it is a three variable identity of degree 8, and remark that there 
are no s-identities of degree < 7 in three variables nor any s-identities 
in at most 5 variables which are of first degree in all of these. 
Another Theorem in the same area is the following, due to Macdonald 
which is proved in [43] p41. 
THEOREM 1•1•7. If a three variable identity is of degree at most one 
in one of the variables, and holds in all special Jordan algebras, then 
it holds in all Jordan algebras. 
As an example of the use of this Theorem, let A be a 
Jordan algebra and a, b, c, c A . Then 
= {{a,b,a},c,{a,b,a}} 
{ajb,a2,e},a} 
These formulae are of vital importance in establishing the properties 
of the inverse of an clement of a Jordan algbra with unit. 
DEFINITION. Let A be a Jordan algebra with unit, and let a s A 
Then a is invertible in A if there exists b c A , called an 
inverse of A , such that 
aob = 1 and a2ob = a 
16. 
Suppose a is invertible with  an inverse b in a JMrdnn 
Li a 	A 	uith unit. 	By tIe 	lily -Solo tlicorcni, Q(l ,a,b) 	is 
spool, oud an easy calculot La li--s that ab = ha = 1 , so that 
Q(l ,a,h) is an associative comnladve algebra with unit. On the 
othir 1-id if 	B 	is a Jorini nd , . IaMa of 	ii ns5uc]iitJve nlLra 
,with imit, such that 1 r B , •i1 I, 1) 	B are such that 
ab 	ha 	1 , then aob = 1 and a2 b 	a 	So, there IS 00 
;ii-i Ly about the use of the word inVcLt ihlQ H either an associative 
stihalgclna of a Jordan algebra or a Jordan subal gebra of an associative 
al 	•L ,:a. Fiji thor properties  of inverses are given in the following 
Ileciio rn , which 15 proved in [43] p52. 
FIIEURI - it 1,110.  Let A be a Jordan algebra wi Ii unit, and lot a, b i: A. 
Thin (1) If 	a 	is 	invertible 	in 	A with on 	inverse 	b 	, lLn 	b 	is 
invertible in 	A 	with an inverse 	a 
(ii) She following 	tliice 	cOi(iJtIiOTiS are equivalent 
(a) a 	is 	invertible, 
(i)) 1 	: TinUa 
(c) (Ua)-' 	ryists. 
If a 	is 	invertible, 	Mn it has a unique inverse 	c = 	(U )1 	a 
a 
 If a 	and 	b 	are 	inverses, 	(U )1 U 	and 	L 	L 	(U )1 
b a b a a 
ar:over {LkLbj1 	= 0 	for all 	k, j . 	If we define 	a 	
= b hi 




a 	for all integral 	k,j 
Ilence Q(1 ,a,a ' 	is 	an 	associative coniniutatfve algebra 
ii th on i t 
a and b are invertible it md only if Ui,h,a} is invertible. 
As an application, we show the following spectral slapping Theorem. 
17. 
L}1A 	1.1.9, 	Tel A 	be a complex Jordan algebra with unit, 
a c A 	, A c C 	and p 	be a polynomial in one variable with compl ex  
coo ffi dents. 	Then p (a) 	- A 	is not invertible in 	A if and only 
if 	A 	p(p) 	for some p e C 	such that 	a - p 	is not invertible in 
A. 
n 
Proof. 	Let 	q(z) 	= p(z) 	A x 	(z 	- p.) 	. If 	p(a) - A 	is not 
.j=l 
i1rti1ip, 	On q(i) 	is not 	JT1VOILJ1)l0, 	and 	hence 
11q(a) 	and 	so 
U(aIj )• 	U(ap2y U(a_p) is 	not 	invertible. 	Thus, for at least 
one 	j 	(1 	I j 	0 n) , 	U And hence 	a - P. 	is not invertible. a-p. 
oreover 	0 = q(p.) = 	p(p.) - A 	, as required. 	The converse is 
proved by reversing the above argument. 
For 	invert i 1)10 ci emonts , the Shirshov-Cohn theorem has been 
extended by NcCni o:on [57], 	to give the following result. 
T1flO1EM 11.10. 	Let A be a Jordan algebra with unit, and let a 
and b be invertible elements of A . Then Q(l,a,a 1,b,b 1) is a 
special Jordan algebra with unit. 
We conclude this section with some results about idempotents of 
a Jordan algebra. 
DEF1iNIiFON 	Let A be a Jordan algebra. An element: e c A is called 
jn 	:Fo1ent if e2 = e . If A is a complex algebra with involution 
a self -adjoint idempotent is called a projection. If A is a real 
Jordan algebra, an idempotent in A is also called a projection. 
18. 
LENA 1.1.11. 	Let A be a Jordan algebra, and let e be an 
idempotent in A . Let A3(e) = {x e A : c o x = j x) for j = 0,1,1 
Then 	A = A1 (e) 	A (e) ) AO (e) 	as a linear space direct sum and 
A1 (e) o A1 (c) C A' (e) , A0() o A° (e) C A° (c) , A0(e) o A1 (e) = 0 
A (c) o A (e) C A0(e) ® A1 (e) , A (e)  o (A0(c) 	A1 (e)) c A (e) , 
[L,L,] 	0 if a c A0(e) and b c A(e) 
The proof of Lc:.ra 11.11 nay be found in [13] p. 118,. The 
S 	decomposition A = A1(e) 	A(e) ®A0(e) is called the Pierce 
decomposition of A with rspLCt to e 
DEFINITION 	Let A be a Jordan algebra, and 	a,b E A. 	a 	and 	b 
operator commute if La commutes with 1b 
We note that Lemma 1441 (iii.) may be rephrased as a and b 
operator commute if a £ A0(e) and b c A1(e) . In a general Jordan 
algebra, it is not easy to determine whether two elements operator 
commute, but if one is an idesipotent, the next Theorem gives a satisfactory 
characterisation. The proof is taken from [5] and [43]. 
THEOREM 1.1.12. Let A be a Jordan algebra, a c A, and e an 
ideinpotent in A . Then the following are equivalent: 
(i) a and e operator commute 
a c A0(e) 0 A(e) , 
Le(a) = Ue(a) 
If, in addition, A has a unit, then these three conditions 
are equivalent to 
a = Ue(a) + Ui_e(a) 
Proof (1) 	(iii) As (LL - LaL0)e = 0 , we have Le  LaeLae , so 
(Le)2a 	T ea 	Hence 
Ue(a) = 2(L)2 (a) - T ea = Lea 
(iii) 	(ii) Suppose a = b + c + d whore b c A° (e) , c E A (e) 
and d c A(e) . Then 
L0(d) = d = 2eo(cod) - cod = U(d) 
and 	 71, (b)0 = 2eo(eob) - cob = U0 (b) 
Hence, by hypotheses Ile  (c) = L (c) 	However 
	
c. = Le(c) 	Ue (C) 
2co (eoc) - eoc 
So 	c = 0 , and thus a £ A0  ((,) A1 (c) 
(ii) - (i) Let a•= d + b where h £ A0(e) and d c A(e) . By 
Leijna l•lIl (iii), 	[Lb,Le] = 0 . 	If A has a unit, then it is 
clear that d c A° (1-c) , so [Ld,Ll] = 0 , and thus [Ld,Le] = 0 
Hence [a ,L] = 0. The general case follows from Lemma 113. 
Now assume A has a unit. 
(iv) As L) = (x P U(x) 	U1_ (x)) for all x in A , if 
L0(a) 	IJe(a) , hcn 	a = Ue(a) + Ui-e(a) 
(iv) 	(iii) Conversely, if a = Ue(a) + IJi_e(a), 
Le  (a) = Ue(a) 
DEFINITION. Let A be a Jordan algebra, and let e1 ,e2,...,e 	be 
idempotents. Then e1 ,.. .,en are orthogonal if ei oe = 0 for i 
If A is a Jordan algebra with unit, and e1 ,. ..,en are 
n 
orthogonal idempo tents in 	A such that e = 1 , there is a 
j=l 
notion of a Pierce decomposition with respect to e1,...,e , [43], and 
20. 
this is used to get a dcopor structure theory for Jordan algebras 
Altho"gh we do not use this directly, it is used in the proof of the 
"Halving Lemma", in [5] and in the classification of finite dimensional 
scmisimpl.e real Jordan algebras in {43] 
1-2 	 Banach Jordan algebras 
DEFINITION, Let (A,,,) be a non-associative algebra. We call A a 
Banach non-associative algebra if there is a norm fl.J on A such 
that (A, U .11) 	is a Banach space and 
a i b II a HaNdbIl 
for Al a and b in A . If A has a unit, A is unital if 
We shall mainly be concerned with Banach algebras (we keep the 
convention that a Banach algebra is an associative algebra), and 
Banach Jordan algebras, although it is more convenient at times to 
consider arbitraiy non-associative algebras. 
Exanple 121. Let A be a Banach algebra. Then any closed Jordan 
subalgebra of A is a Banach Jordan algebra. 
Example 1-2 2. Let C be a real Hubert space of dimension at least 
three. Let e be any vector of norm one in In and let N be the 
orthogonal complement of S(e) . Then if (. , . ) denotes the inner 
product on C, 	In with product 
(ne+a)o(e+b) = (a3+(a,b))e 0 (mb+ia) 
and norm 
Itcte+a112 = 	a12 	(a,a) 
21. 
where a, 	R 	and a,b e N 	is a real Banach Jordan algebra. 
The latter example is given in Topping [85], and the Jordan 
algebra obtained is called a spin factor. 
The purpose of this section is to develop the elementary theory 
of Banach Jordan algebras. We first introduce the following notation 
Notation 	Let A be a Banach Jordan algebra, and let xl,... Ixr c A. 
We let P(x1)... ,x) denote the norm closure of Q(x1)... 
LEMMA 12-1. Let A be a Banach Jordan algebra, and let 
xl,...,xr c A. 
Mu] ti pl icRtion is jointly continuous in the norm topology. 
P(x1,.. . ,x-) 	is a closed su'balgebra of A 
If Q(x1,.. .,xr) is an associative subalgebra of A , P(x1,.. .,xr) 
is a coniinutative Banach algebra. 
Proof (i). This follows from the submultiplicative property of the 
norm, in the same way as [66] p228 equn.9. 
(ii) and (iii) are easy consequences of (i). 
Our first main topic is the spectrum of an element. 
DEFINITION. Let A be a complex unital Banach Jordan algebra, and 
let x c A . Let pA(x) = fXcC:x-X is invertible in A) , and let 
GA(X) = C\PA (X). GA(x) is called the spectrum of x in A 
When no confusion can arise, we shall write p(x) and a (X) in 
place of pA(X)  and GA(x). Most of the results we present on 
o(X) 
22. 
are found in [27] , in slightly greater generality. Our approach 
follous the pattern in [66] for Banach algebras. 
LEMMA l22. Let A be a complex u ital Banach Jordan algebra. 
If x £ A and Ix<l, then 1 	x is invertible, and 
(l-x) 1 	p(l,x). 
(ii.) Let x be a c1uence of invertible elements of A converging 
to an invertible element x of A . If h = x- x , then, whenever 
IIhn fl < 1/611 x-111-1 
IlXn ' -	 + 	X' 	hn, x' }ll 	18 lIh 1 H 2 Ux 1 II 
and in particular x1 -* x' 
The set of invertible elements of A is open. 
Proof (1) By flnor:urt 1-15 and Lemma 121 , P(l,x) is a 
coeuiutative unital Banach algebra. The result now follows from the 
well-known result that (l-x 	= 
n=o 
By McCrimrnon's Theorem, Q(l,x,xn ,xn l,xl) is special. So, as 
X-
1 (x-x11)xl = x'- x 1 = x' (x---x)xl, 
xfll - x 1 = {x , (xxn) , x 1 } 
Hence, if 	OhII /6 UxU 	, 	as 	UUa (b)fl 	311a11 2 11b11 for all a and b in A, 
	
II Xn 1 	1 II 	U X 	1 x-1 11 
 
3 II 	1 111 x - xn1111 xn-111 
:~-,21 11 xn-1 11  
Thus IIx 1 11 	21IxII . Moreover, 
U)1 - x' + {x 1 ,h,x'}JI = 1{x' ,hn,x} 	[x',h,x}II 
= 11{x' 	x' ,hn,x'}IJ 
311 Xn ' 	II JIhU 11x-111 
9 U Xn 11 II hn U 2 U 	U 2 
181!hnIl211x1113 
23. 
In particular, as bn  ->- 0 , x 1  -- x° 1  
(iii) Suppose a is an invertible element of A . As Ua..1  is a 
continuous linear operator, there is an open set N containing a2 such 
that Ua_i(N) = {x 6 A 	Ill-xil<l} . As the map f(x)U(l) is 
continuous, there is an open set M , containi iig a , such that 
r'(N) = N . If y c N , then f(y) = y2 c N , so Ua_1 y2 is 
invertible. By Theorem 1-1-8, y2 is invertible, and thus y is 
invertible. 
THEOREM 1-23. Let A be a complex unital Banach Jordan algebra, and 
let a c A. Then 0(a) is a compact non-empty subset of € 
Proof We first note that if A c C and 1A1> Jail, then HA'aii < 1 
and so A e p(a). Hence o(a) is a bounded set in C . o(a) 	s 
closed by Lemma 1-2-2, and so 	(a) is compact. 
Suppose o(a) = 	. By the Hahn-Banach Theorem, there exists 
f c A' such that f(a 1 ) 	0 . 	Define g : C n- C by 
g(A) = f((A-a) 1 ) 
As 0(a) = 0 , g is a well defined function, and by Lemma 1•2'2 g 
is entire. Moreover, if lxi 	211aiI, 
II (A-aY' li 	= ixi' N(A'a)II 
H 	Z lx 	Na N fl 0 
= xI(lix 1 lall) 
2A 1  
so that g is bounded. Hence, by Liouville's Theorem, g is constant, 
and as g(A) >- 0 , as lxi 	g(A) = 0 for all A E C . This 
contradicts f(a 1 ) = g(0) 	0 , so a(a) 	0 
DEFINITION Let A be a complex unital Banach Jordan algebra, and 
2/4. 
let a e A . 	I1v npectral radius of a , denoted by r(n) is 
defined by 
	
r () 	 X1 	€ 0(a)) 
F lie t he j ,wxt Theorem, we tajili cc a IOpO1Oj1Cfl1 Iciinvi, whose proof 
rwy he 10151(1 in [66]. 
LI;;PiA 1- 2 4. lippose V and W are Opel qPts in a topological space X, 
such that V C W and W contains no boundary points of V . Then V 
is •i union of coiponents of W. 
THEOREM 1-2-5.  Jet A be a complex unital Bnnnch Jordan algebra, and 
let: J be a closed subaiglion of A containing the unit. 	If a e J 
la 	5 )  (a) 	is the Hnion of 1J (a) 	end a (possibly epty) collection 
of bounded components in the complement of a A(a) . In particular, the 
hciiindaiy of (fAX) is contained in U AW , and 
r(a) - im Ia 	1' = Of jaT1 1/fl 
a 
< 	 flE 
Pro-of For the first part, it suffices to show that p(a) is the 
union of certain coponent o of p (x) , and hence, by Lemma 1-2-4,  that 
every b:d;i:y pail: of p (a) is not in PA(a) . Let A be a boundary 
point of p(a). As n(a) 	is cpn, 	p(a) , but there is a 
Sequence {} in p (a) such that 	 . 	Suppose A c PA(a) 
As inversion is continuous, (a-A) 	-* (a-X)' , and in particular 
n e N} < K 
for sac K c 	Choose n o 	such that Jx-xI 	(2K)-1. By 
Theorem 1.1.8 and Lemma 1-2-1 , E = P(l,a-A11,(a-A)') 	C J 
is a commutative Bnnrich algebra , a 	A 	is invertible in E, and 
Iii 	- (a-X,)-'( . a-X) II 	1 (a-A 1-) 	II 	 < 
Hence a - A is invertible in E , vflich is a contradiction. 
25. 
To complete the proof, it remains to show that 
(a) 	urn 	 . 	However, this is inediate from the same result n-*oo 
 Banach algebras, and the first part above, if we take J 	P(l,a). 
COROLLARY 126. Let A he a complex unital Banach Jordan algebra, and 
J be a closed subaige' ra containing the unit. If a c J is such that 
is simply connected, that is CNOA(x)  is connected, then 
a(x). 
Although we have developed the spectrum for complex 
unital Banach Jordan algebras, we now extend it to to other situations 
we are interested in. These are analogues of results in {14 ]. 
LEMMA 127. Let A be a Banach Jordan algebra over IF without unit. 
Then A 	' with product and norm defined by 
(a,p)o(b,X) = (nob+pb+XapX), 
fJaI + 1111 
for a and b in A , and A and p in 	, is a unital Banach Jordan 
algebra. 
THEOREM 128. 	Let 	A 	be a real Banach Jordan algebra, and let 
AiA 	be its complexification. Then there is a norm 	p on 	AQiA 
such that 
(1) AeiA is a complex Banach Jordan algebra , 
max(PaII,Flb!J) 	p(a+ib) 	2 max(Iall,I!bI!) 	for a and b in A , 
p(a,O) = Pall for a in A 
	
Proof, Let S = {a c A:IIaII<l} , and let V 	Ico!(Sx{0}) • Clearly 
V is convex and balanced. Given (a,b) c A+IA and j > rnax(llall,tlbll) 
26 
we have 
(ii) '  (a,b) = jQ-4,O) + i(pb,O) s V 
SO that V is absorbent. Moreover, if p is the Minkowski functional 
of V , that is, p(x) = inf[t > 0 	t 1x s v},p is a semi-norm on 
AAA 	Luch iii at 
p((a,b)) 	2 max(UaPI ,IIblI) 
Conversely, if (a,b) e V , so that (a,b) = k1 (500k)(000) 
where Pk,  k E R 	k Y I lPk+!Ykl 0 1 and Uk 
C S , then a = klkUk £ S 
and b = k1 kUk C S , so that I!aU<l and HbII<l . Hence, we have 
	
max(IIaI,bI) 	p(a,b) 
and so p is a norm on A&A under which AiA is a Banach space. 
In particular Dali t p (a,O) for a in A , so as x E S implies 
(x,O) £ V 
hall = p(a,0) 
for a in A 
To show that (AA,p) is a Banach Jordan algebra, it suffices to 
show that if (a,b) and (c,d) are in V , then so is (a,b)o(c,d) 
M 
Hence suppose (a,b) = Bnk1k,) and (c,d) = 	 where 
k=i 	 01- 
ukv c S , and klHkI 	1 and 	 1 . 	Then 
(a,b)o(c,d) = k1 
	
akX 	(ukov.Q) c V 
as 	UkoVi c S and k1 
	
akXj I 	1 
These results allow us to make the following definitions. 
DEFINITION (i) 	Let A be a real unital Banach Jordan algebra. Given 
a £ A , we define o(a) as the spectrum of a in the complexification 
27. 
of A under the norm constructed in Theorem 1-2-8. 
(ii) Let A be a Banach Jordan algebra without unit. Given a c  A 
we define 0(a) as the spectiiiin of a in OF with norm and product 
defined in Leuna 1-2-7. 
As for Banach algebras, the spectrum of an element is related to 
the characters on A , that is, the non—zero homomorphisms from A into C 
Although we shall not need Theorem 1.240 we state it for completeness, 
and remark that the proof is similar to the one for Banach algebras in 
[G6]. 
LEhfIA 1 29. Let A be a complex unital Banach Jordan algebra, I a 
proper ideal of A , and x an invertible element of A. Then 
x t 1. 
I is contained in a maximal ideal. 
Maximal ideals of A are closed. 
If I is closed, A/i , with the quotient norm, is a complex 
unital Banach Jordan algebra. 
Proof (1) If x c I , then 1 = XOX- 1E I , a contradiction. 
This follows from Zorn's Leima. 
A maximal ideal M is proper, so as T = {x:Ol—xII<l} is an 
open set of invertible elements, MnT = 	. Hence, as T is open, 
N fl T = 	, and hence, by maximality, N = M , So N is closed. 
A/I is a complex Banach space under the quotient norm. Further, 
as IflT= 
iUi+illi, 
so Dl+ill = 1 . Finally, as A is a Banach Jordan algebra, so is A/I 
28. 
THEOREM 1.240. Let A be a conplex unital Banach Jordan algebra, and 
let F 	denote the set of all rLnra-I:rs on A . Let x 6 A and 
C 
(i) I(l) = 1 , and if x is invecLible, 	x) j 0 
(ji) t 
him 
 is a charnctor on P(i,x) 
NO ip(x) e 0(X) 
IIi,ijiI 	1 
1'A is a 
	r(A,A) compact subset of A'. 
Finally, we note the following Celfand-Mazur Theorem for Banach 
Jordan algebras. Again, we shall not require it in the sequel. 
THEOREM L 211.. Let A be a complex unital Banach algebra in which 
every non--zero element is invertible. Then A is isometrically 
isonorphic to € 
For the remainder of the section, we gva some of the properties of 
a construction due to Arens, [7]. 
DEFINITION Let (A, A ) be a Banach non-associative algebra, a,b r A 
f r A' and a, 8 r A'. 
Define f a r A' by 	a(1) = f(acb). 
Define pf r A' by 8f(a) 
Define 	a: -j 	A" by 	(co:8) (f) = 
The following Theorem is due to Arens [7] 
THEOREM 1.212. Let (A,1'.) be a Banach non—associative algebra, and 
29. 
let 	j : 	A A't be the natural umb dding. 	Then j (a A b) = 	j (a) ri j (b) 
cad (A', 	j ) is a Banach non--associative algebra. 11oreover, 	if 
1 	is a unit for A, 	j(l) 	is 	ri 	unit 	for 	Alt 	, and 	A" is associative 
if 	A is. 	If (B, A) 	is another Banach non-associative algebra, and 
I 	: A -'i- B 	a 	continuous homomorphism, 	then 	I" is a continuous 
homunorphism of (A'', A) 	i oto 	(B'', cl ) 
In order to avoid excess notation, if (A, ) is a Banach non 
associative algebra, we shall also use the symbol i\ to denote the 
Areas product in A" . In view of Theorem 1,2-12 , no confusion will 
arise. 
Let (A, x ) be a Banach non--associative algebra. A second product 
on 	A may be constructed by a v b = b A a for a and b in A . II: 
is e;u;y to see that (A, V) with the original norm is a Banach non 
nssoc.iat:ive algebra, called the reversed algebra of A . A is called 
(Arena) regular if 
avb bAa 
for all a and b in A" 
Even commutative associative algebras may fail to be regular. The 
following example, due to Civn and Yood [23], shows that A" may 
fail to be a commutative algebra, even if A is. 
Example 	Let L(R) be the group algebra of R , that is, the 
commutative Banach algebra of all Lebcsgue integrable complex valued 
functions on R for which 
11f 11 = ff(t)t dt < 
vi th he product 
(f*g) (s) = 'R f(t)g(s-t)dt 	 (s c 
30. 
TI)CII 	 with Arens product is a iionco; unutative Banach algebra. 
The following properties do hold for Arens products, however. 
LIfltA 1' 2. 13. Let A and B be J3niinchi Jordan algebras over iF, and 
let AcFB he the Banach Jordan algebra with pofl1twise addition, scalar 
mul t pi ira t ion and product, and norm 
IIx+yII = Inax( I!I! , ily II). 
Then (I)" is isometrically isomorphic to AM" 
L}J1MA 1-2-14. Let A be an Arens regular Banach non—associative 
algebra, and let E be a closed suhnlgebra of A. 	Then E is Arens 
r & gil I a r. 
LENNA 1-2-15. Let A be a Thunach algebra, and let (A,.) he the 
reversed algebra of A. If (A,o) is the Banach Jordan algebra where 0 
is defined by 
a o b = 	(nb + ha) 	(ab + a.b) 
then the Areas products obtained from the three al Lhras are related by 
a a 0 = (c 	+ a.) 
for a and Q in A". In particular, if A is Arens regular, (A",o) 
is a Jordan algebra. 
We conclude the section with two algebras which are Arens regular. 
The first is well known [69] , Theorem 1-11-2, while the second is 
essentially due to Shultz, [/]. 
THEOREM 1216. Let A be a B* - algebra, which, in its universal 
31. 
rcprcsntati on acts on the Hubert space 7C . Then A is Arens 
regular, and there is an isometri cal 	-- isomorphism F of A" onto 
the weak operator closure of A in ]3(0 such that a  A a (T (A",A')) 
if and only if F(aa 	F(a) in the weak operator topology. 
THEOREM 1'217. Let M be a finite dimensional Banach Jordan algebra 
over F , let I be an index set, and let 	M(I:a s 1) dnote the 
Banach Jordan algebra of bounded Iwu Li ens len I into N , with 
pointwis e addition, scalar  ul Li pl ice Lion end product, and norm 
II { ma  } II = 	sup { I!m1 II: a c I} 
Then (;(M:a E I))" is a Banach Jordan algebra. 
Proof. If X is the Stone-Cech compactification of the discrete Space 
I , then 	(M:a E I) is isomeLrically isomorphic to the space C(X,M) 
of all continuous functions from X into N. in order to calculate 
(C(X,M))" , we represent C(X,M) as a tensor product. If B and F 
are Banach spaces, EN will denote their algebraic tensor product. 
The completion of EaF in a norm a will be written F.F. Two 
important: norms on EaF are A , the least cross norm whose dual 
norm is a cross norm, and y , the greatest cross norm [71]. 
As 	C1(X) x N ->. C(X,M) defined by 
(f,m) = f(x)m 
for x in X is a bilinear map, 	ere is a unique linear map 
N -* C(X,M) such that 
f 0 m) = • 	f(x)m 
for x in X . As M is finite dimensional, i is one to one and 
onto. Moreover, if 	 o cF(x) , and m,m1,.,- ,m c N , we 
.32. 
have 
sup 	 x E X} 
s LIP {rnp I i f (x)g(m)I : g c (M')1} : x c X) 
J-1  
sup{snp E . 	F(f')g(m)I 	g E (M') } : FE ((c(x)) t ) } 
j=1 1 
= llf.crn H 
and 	11 1p (f®m) II 	= llf II 
n 
Also, given F c (C (x)) ' and C c N t , if II71 fj (x)mj II 1 	for all 
j 1  
X in X , we have 
n 
Y f. (x)C(m.) I 	uGh 	for a 1l x ul X 1 	J 
so I7 f hG'1, and thus J:1 3 	3 
I 	F(fj)G(mj)l,< 11F11 11G11 
'Jence, INp(. ) H is a cross norm on EF , at most X and whose dual 
is also a 	lOSS fluill. 	o, .y [71] Theorem 21 , 	p is an 
isometry foom C 
IF 
 (x) 0 H 	1 1 the XOori:1 onto C (X, M) . In particular, 
C F ( X ) ® M is complete in the X norm, and so 
c(x,M) = C(x)®M = CF(x) 0 M 
This result is stated in [37] p90. 
Next, if we define a product on c(X)ØM by 
= . 
then (CF(x)M,o) is a non-associative algebra, and 	is an 
algebra hollotlorphism, so that (C(X) M, o) is a Bonach Jordan 
algebra. 
As M is finite disensfonal, by [32] Corollary 5.1, (C(X) 	1) 
is isometrically isomorphic to (GF  (x)) 'M . Again, as M is finite 
dimensional, by [71], Theurjn 25, (c(x)) '®M is isometrically 
L somorphic to (CF(X))"®XM . As (GF(X))" is algebraically 
33. 
iso:jfrianlly isomorphic to C,(Y) for some compact Hausdorff space 
Y , it follows that (C(x,N))" is isometrically isomorphic to C(Y,H). 
To cm p1 ite the proof we have to show that the Arens product on 
(cFMOM)" is the tensor product of the Arens product on each factor, 
and for this, it suffices to consider only siplc tensors. Hence let 
f,g c 	 F c 	 , and a's c (CF(x)) 
1 	, and let 
M, n r 1, N c 	, and v,p e 	. Then 
(FN)(f)  (gm) 	FN(fg.nom) 
= F(fg) . N(nom) 
= Ffg., N11m 
= (Ff®Nn) (gm) 
So 	 = (c 00 V)(FQN)(f)  
= (CV)(FfVN) 
(aFf) (uN) 
(aFf) (vN1 ) 
= (aF@vN)(ffl) 
Thus 	 (Sw p)o(a)(F•N) = 
= (Q, 1) 
= F N 
= (() ((iov)N) 
= ((foa) (po))FcN 
Hence 
(c Y)o (a OP Q = (fon) c (pov) 
This completes the proof. 
1.3 	 Jn -algebras. 
The definition and 1:hicory of JB-algcb ms presented in this section 
is oliti rely due to Alfsco, Shultz and StØrrner [5], [76]. Despite the 
1;mt that Pe stall rely vJ:y heavily on their main results, it is not 
feasible to present here many of the proofs, but we nevertheless give 
an outline of their approach. 
DEFINITION. Let A be a real Banach Jordan algebra. A is a 
JB-algebra if, for all a and b in A , we have 
11a112  = 11a2 11 	Ha2+ b2 11 
We remark that Aifson, Shultz and St5rmer only consider nnilal 
JB-algebras. 
Example. 	If J is a JC-algebra, that is, a closed real Jordan 
subalgebra of self-adoint operators of a C*-algebra, then J is a 
JB-algebra. 
It mifht be expected that, conversely, every j3-algbr ....ruld be 
isometrically isomorphic to a JC-algebra. However, from work of 
Sherman [75], it is shown in [5] that there is a norm on M under 
which it is a unital JB-algehra. So, not all JB--algebras are special, 
and this is one reason why the work involved in getting a suitable 
Gelfand-Nor.rmrk theorem for unital JB--al.gebras is somewhat long and 
tricky in places. 
We now give some of the elementary theory of JB-algebras. 
DEFINITION. Let A be a unital JB-algebra, and let A2= {a2:a r Al 
35.  
We define an ordering on A by a 	b if, and only if, a 	b c A2  
The elcrents a rich that a t 0 are called positive. 
LENNA l 3 l. Let A be a unital J13--algebra. 
(1) 	Given x c A, 	the following are equi val ent  
 Hal xli 	a for 	all 	a 	11x11 	, 
 Hal xii 	a for 	some 	a 	11x11 	, 
 x 7z y2  for some y c 	(i,x) 
 xcA2 . 
 A2 	is a proper closed COnVeX C000. 
 A 	is formally real, 	that is, 	if 	nj 	n A 	(1 	j 	n) 	and 
n 
aj2 = 0 	, then 	a 4 = 0 	(1 	n) 
j=1 J 
Proof(i) The only iinn -trivial 	stips 	are 	(b) 	(C)  and 	(d) 	(a) 
(h) >(c) . Let 	z = a x - 1 	• Then 	z E Al 	, so, by the binomial 
series 	for 	square 	rolirs, there exists 	w c P 0 ,z) P(l,x) 	with 
W2= 1 + z . 	If 	y aw, 	then 	2= x 
(d) 	(a). Suppose x y2 , and let 	a11  ii 	. If z = -(xx 	then , 
z c Al 	, and so 	there exists 	w 	P(l,z) such that 1 + z = w2  
If 	v = a 2 w.  , 	then 
- •i( + al = V 2 + w2 -- w2 	V2 , 
so 
Pal 	xii = 	11v 2 11 < q V 2 + y2H V a 
(ii) 	By 	(i), 	A2  = a 	is A 	: P Hal!- 	all I 	Hai!} 	, and so 	A2 	is 	a 
closed convex cone. Further, if 	x2 = -- y2 	, then 
0 	1x112 = < 	J22JJ 	0 
and thus 	x = 0 . Hence 	A2fl -(A2 ) O} 	, so 	A 	is proper. 
0ii) 	This 	follows from 	(ii). 
M. 
Tt follows that (A,) is a partially ordered linear space. 
In fact, from [5], Theorem 21, (A,) is a complete order unit space, 
with the order unit norm coinciding with the given norm. 
[JILORiM 1-3-2.  Let A be a unital JB-algebra, and M a closed 
associative sulaigebra containing the unit. Then M is isometrically, 
order, and algebraically isomorphic to CR(X) , for some compact 
Ha OdOrff space X 
Proof. By Lemma 1-3-1 (1), if p, b c M , and a 	0 , b 1 0 , then 
there exist c, d s M such that c2 	a , and d2 = b . As N is 
associative, nob = (cod)2 j  0 . The rcault now follows by a theorem 
of Stone, see [45] Section 3. 
COROLLARY 1-33. Let A and B be unital JB-algebras, and let 
A - B he a Jordan 1ooiuorpliism such that 	(1) = 1 and Kerf = {O} 
Then 	is an isometry. 
Proof . Let a c A . As L(i,a) and 	(i>(l,a)) are associative 
suhaigebras containing the unit, and the closure of an associative 
subalgebra is associative, it follows from Theorem 13-2, and [6] 
Corollary 1-2 6 that 
IIc(a)l! = Hall 
COROLLARY 1'30. Let A be a unital JB-algebra, and let a c A. 
(1) 0(a) C R 
OA(a) = 
a 1 0 if and only if 	(a) C 
Proof (i) Suppose a+6i c o (a) , where a , c R , and A 1 0 
Let b = 	(a-a) , so that I c o(b). By Lemma 1-1-9, -1 6 o(b2) 
3 7. 
;o 	c 	
)( 1 ,b) (b
2) . 	Uo;over, by Theui.am 1-3,2, P (1 ,b) 	is 
ii ri ;i1 1y ordcr and igebrac.nily isunvnphic to c(X) , fur favic 
compact llausdorff space X . This is a contradiction, as —1 	a (X) (a2) 
for any 	a c CR(x) 
This follows from (1), and Corollary 1-2-6. 
Tins follows from (1) and (ii). 
e remark that, in [5], the spectrum of an clencuit of a unital 
JB—algebra is not based on the cop]exificaton. However, Corollary 
1-3- 4  (1) shows that the two def 1 	(OS coincide. 
It follows from Thcorcm 132, and Corollary 134, that if A 
is a unit,-ii JB—a]gebra, and a c A , then p(l,a) is isometrically, 
order, and algebraically i.souorphic to CR(a(a)) . Hence, there is a 
well behaved continuous functional calculus for ci (monts of A . 
particular, suppose that a and b are positive, and b2= a . As 
p(i,a) c i(l,h) , and posi Live rqu;ie roots are unique in a B*_algebra,  
b 	is a ii-Ocm limit of po ly I] Slid ; ii a , and is the unique pos I tLve square 
root of a . l'ornover, every c c A may be decomposed as c = c+ - c, 
where c = (c2), and c = c - c are positive. 
THEURH'I 1 	Let A be a unital ill-algebra, and let a c A . Then 
Ua Is a positive linear operator, that is, if b c A2 , then 
Ua(b'c A2  
We shall prove a more general result in Lerrna 3-1,6,  so, we omit 
the proof of !'luorcm 1-3-5. If A is a nuital 13-algebra, and a 	A 
as 	a2 	Ia2 ii 	, it fo I bus that 
a1 = Ua (2) 	11a2 1I Ua (i)r I1a21Ia2 
'8. 
Thuq, for (\1 cv b c A2 	e 
b2 < ILIlb 
The following theorem is es onti ally proved in [5] Section 9. 
The proof is modeled on the analogous one for C*--ai gebras , as found 
in [28], and so is omitted here. 
1 HOi{EM 1-3,6. 	Let 	A 	be a unital JB-nlgobra, 	and let 	J 	be a 
Cl os. d 	; obal. gebra of 	A 
J has an 	i Ideas ing app lox 	i:ia te identity of positive elements 
in 	J1 , that is, 	a not {e} 	in 	J such that 	0 	e 	1 	for all 
a 	, e I e 	whenever a 	, 	and, for each 	a 	in 	J , we have 
IN Ha e 	oaII 	0 
a 
If J 	is 	an 	ideal, then 	A/J is 	a unital iB -algebra. 
We now turn to the promised brief outline of the methods and 
the main results in [5] . We start with definitions. 
DEFINITION Let A be a unit-al JB-a]gebra. 
(1) The state space of A is {f c A t : f(l) 	HfH = l} 
(ii) A state f is called normal, if, whenever {aa}  is a decreasing 
net in A with infjjnujn () , then 	f(a) 	is a decreasing net in 
tR with limit 0. 
( ii) A set S of states an A is full, if S is convex and if 
a 1 0 if and oniy if f(a)k 0 for all f c S 
(ic) A set S of states on A is called invariant if, for all b 
in A , and for all f in S , Were exists X c R+ such that 
fUbo ?S 
(v) 	A is moco tone complete if, whenever {ba }. is an increasing net in 
39. 
A boindd love by an clement of A , then there exists a supr•nun 
of {h) in A 
The first step in [5] is to enbed an ;u:bi trary unital JB-algebra 
A with state space K into its enveloppiug algebra A , which is a 
monotone complete uni tal JB-algebra for which K nets as a full 
invariant set of normal states. A is a Jordan i ha I gel) ra of A" with 
Arens multiplication. The following result, [5] Lemma 4-2 and 
Propositions 43 and 4-9 , shows A has many projections. 
THEOREM 13'7. Let M be a monotone complete unrtal JB-algebra with 
a full Invariant set of normal states K , and let a c A . 	Then 
40A, the r (M, Sp (K)) closure of VIA, is a monotone complete 
associative algebra 1soiatrical ly 	)phIic as an ordered algebra to 
a monotone complete c (x) . Hence, 1hure xi s Ls a unique set 
{eA : AE RI of idcinpot:nts in W(I ,a) , called the spectral family of 
a, such that 
e  e if A j; 
'4uncvcr 	{p1 ) is a monotone decreasing net in R with infimum 
X , then ei
Vn 	
s a monotone decreasing net in A with infimum 	ex ; 
eX =0 for A < - 1a 11 , and e 	1 for A > Hal 
f(a) = An d(f(e)) , for all f in K 
the Stieltjes sums 	
n 
Z 	. (e 	- e 	) converge in norm to a 
=i j-i A 
as the mesh of the partition A0 < A1 < . . . 	of [—ILaD , laD] tends 
to zero; 
if 	is the set of idempotents of M , then 9 is a complete 
orthomojular lattice. 
Tn many ways, 	the von 	17:om 	lgcbras which are easiest to 
handle are the factors. We shall see Tat 	r that the set 	Z(N) in the 
following definition is a reasonable choice for the centre of M 
DEFIUTTJUN. Jet M be a monotone complete iinital JB-algebra with a 
full inveri ;nt set of noimal states. Let 
Z (M) 	{a e M : enrli l m:nt of the sport ral family of a 
OC I 0 tot commutes with each element of M} 
M is a •J13-foctor if Z(M) = LR 
1B'JJBiI l .3 8. Jet A be a unital JB-a1e1)r. Then for each 
a c A\{O}, there is a Jordan homomorphism 	a : A -* A such that 
0 	, 	and 	a(A)  is T (A,A') 	1onse in a JB-fartor. 
This is [5] Preposition 56, and we now sketch a proof. Let K 
be the state spore of A . By the Krein Milman theorem, there exists an 
extreme point p of K such that p (a) 	loll . As the set of idem - 
potonts in Z (A) is a coopl etc oethomodui or 1 ;it:tice by [5] Lemma 5-11, 
there is a smallest idempo Lent p 	in z(A) 	ech that p(PH) 	1 . If 
A > A is defined by 	a(b) = U pp 
 (b) for b in A , as p 	is 
p 
a cciii cal eic:ment of A 	a is a Jordan 1onomorp1vism, and, by choice 
of P 	a(a) 	0 . 	Finally, as p is extreme, Ttma is a 
JB-factor,by [5] Lemma 55. 
In view of [5] Proposition 5•6, Alfsen, Shultz and Strrner 
proceco to aralyse JB-foctocs. Ye give ttic s::5oiLs 0ft0L the next 
defi nit ion. 
DEFINITION. Let M be a JB-factor. 
Emu 
W A non--zero ider:otent e in H is minimal if, -Thlncver e 	C f g 
-:iiere f ond g are idesipotents, either f or g is zero. 
M is type I if M contains a minimal idempotent. 
(Hi) M is type I 	if n is the least upper bound of orthogonal 
idempotents, where 1 t n 
THEOREM 1-3.9. 	Let N 	to a JB-factor. 	If 	N is 	type 	17 , 	tI 
M 	is a spin factor. If 	M 	is not of type 	12 1 	N 	is 	isomorphic to 
a Jordan matrix algebra S111 (Q) 	. If 	M 	is 	type I 	where 	3 t n < 
Q, 	and hence 	N, 	is finite dimensional, 	while if 	M 	is type 	I 
where 	4 t n 	, 	Q is 	associative. 
In the 01 xt section, e shall skteh a proof) due to Harris 
which shows that all spin faciors are JC- -algebras. By a modification 
of the Geifand NeLruiark theorem for 0.nigcbrns, if Q is an associative 
algebra and N 	Sm (Q) is a 113-factor, then H is isometrically 
isomorphic to a JCa1gebrn, by [5] Ticorom 86. if M is a JB--fnctor 
of type 13  , then, by [5] Proposition 80, and the above remarks, 
either N = M or H is isometrically isomorphic to a JC-algebra. 
Hence, we have the folio ;ng Gelfand-Neumark theorem for JB-algebras, 
and two Corollaries. 
ThEOPEM 1.3 	JO. let 	A 	he a unital Wallphra. Thote is 	a Cc u ly 
C 	of Jordan iusioisorphisms A " 1mg of nOrTI One such that 
(i) Por all g in C , either Lag is a JC-algebra or Tiag = N83  ; 
or all a in ANO}, there e5-ts g c C such that g(a) j 0 
COROLLARY 1-3 , 11. Let A be a iini.tal JB-algebra, and let f he any 
' 2 
si 	I ry for M3 . Then the following are equivalent 
(1) A is spocinl,  
f(;i,b, ) = 0 for all a,b and c in A 
A is isomarrically ismorpliic to a JC-aigebra. 
COROLLARY 1 3 '12. let A be a unital JB-algehra, and let a, 1) s A 
Then 2 (1 , b) is a special unital JB--a] cbrn. 
Proof s If f is any s--identity for, then f(x,y,z) = 0 for all 
X, y and z in Q(l,a,b) by the Shirshov-Coin-i theorem. Hence, by the 
continuity of multiplication, f(x,y, z) = 0 for all x, y and z in 
P (1 a)h) . 	Mn result follows from Corollary 1,301. 
conclude this section with a restatement of Theorem 1-3,10 
and an :ppl ication due to Shultz [761. As we shall prove a similar 
result in Theorem 3.3.4, we shall not give the proof of the following 
Corollaries here. 
COROLLARY 1'3'13. Let A be a unital JB-algebra. Then A is 
isometrically isoaor2hic to a real Jordan subalgebra of 
S1 (B( 	, where X is a compact Hausdorff space, and C is 
a complex Hubert space. 
COROLLARY 1314. If A is a unital JB-algebra, then A", with 
Arens multiplication, is also a unital JB-algebra. 
43. 
1.4 	Ilolomorphic maps, 	and bounded symmetric homogeneous domains. 
Apart from some well known definitions and examples, most of the 
work in this section is 	due to 	Harris 	[39], [40]. 
DEFINITION. Let 	X and 	Y be complex Banach spaces, and let 	V 	be 
an open subset of X 
A map f : V Y Y is called holosorphic if, for all x in V 
there exists a unique element Df(x) of B(X,Y) , called the Fréchet 
derivative of f at x , such that, as h A 0 
IhII 	flf(x+h)-f(x)-(Df(x)) (h) A 0 
A map f : V 	V is called biholomorphic if f maps V one to 
one onto itself and both f and f-1 are holomorphic. 
DEFINITION. Let X be a complex Banach space, and let V be a bounded 
open subset of X . V is a bounded symmetric homogeneous domain if, 
for all a in V there exists a biholomorphic map s of V onto 
itself such that s2 is the identity, s(a) = a , and s(z) i z 
if z j a , and for cach b in V , there exists a biholomorphic 
nap 	f b of V onto jincif such that fb(a) = b. 
Example-  1-4-1. 	Let X and Y be complex Banach spaces, and let V 
be an open subset of x . If f c B(X,Y), then f1V is a holomorphic 
map, and (DfJ)(x) = f 
Example 1'4'2. 	Let A be a complex unital Banach Jordan algebra, 
and let V be the open set of invertible elements of A . The map 
f : V - V defined by f(x) = x 1 is a biholomorphic map of V onto 
V such that Df(x) = 
4. 
Noiu results about iiolomorph c ieaps on C are also valid for 
ofplex Banach spaces [42], [60]. 
iHLuW'JI 1-40.  Let X, Y and Z be complex Baicich spaces, and let 
V (X 	-md W C  be open sets. 	Let 	f 	: V 	Y 	, end 	g 	: W 	Z 	be 
holoTno i phic maps, and suppose that 	f(V) C W . 	Then 	gf 	is a 
liolomorphic map, and flgf (x) 	= Dg (f (x)) . Uf (x) 
COROLLARY 1 4-2. Let X be a complex Pan-ich space, and let V be an 
open sobset of X . 	if f is a hiIilouor1 Ic map of V , ad I is 
the identity map on X , 1(x) = Df (f(x)) .Df(x) , so that Df(x) is 
invertible, for all x H V , and (Df(x)) 	Df (f(x)) 
flee iKportnnt a oi 	i imHH pie N. ps Ii mi C to C is the 
local e-:H;Ln-e and c:onve[eai(:e of a io ec sHs :nim. 	A 
similar theorem is also true for holomorphic maps between complex 
Banach spaces, [60] p17 , and this is used in [53] to prove the 
following extension of Cartan's uniqueness theorem. A more elementary 
proof is given in [39]. 
THEOREM 1' 4'3. Let X he a complex Banach space and let V be its 
open unit ball. Suppose that f : V + v is a hiholomorphic map such 
that Df(0) is an isometry of X onto itself. Then f is linear, 
that if, f(z) = Df(0)(z) for all z in V 
COROLLARY l 44. Let X be a :ommplex Beach space, and let V be its 
open unit ball. Si pj so that f 	V x V is a bi1o1onmorpliic map such 
that f(o) = 0. Then I is the restriction of a linear isometry of 
X onto itself. 
45. 
Jt 	x n V, and g E (x') 
1 	Mine k : A v X by k(z) 
for z in A, and let 	z) 	gfk(z) . Then 	is a holomorphic 
mop of A into A with 	(0) 	0 . By Caimhy' s i neqiio liLies, for 
all y e h such that 0 < y < 1 
lD(0) ! 	sup {I(z) I : !zI = 
Hence 	W(0)k 	1 , and so, by the chain rule, 
Ig Df(0)kI I 1 
Thus I g Of (0) x I 1 1, and no, by the Hale hinach theorem, !Df (0)! 1 1. 
Similarly 	IDf' (0)1! 	1, and so, by Corollary 14'2, Df(0) is an 
isometry of X nul:o itself. The result follows by Theorem l43. 
The remainder of Harris results we r ji.i re are on what he 
called !J*ai gabras'. These are not al g:Lras as we hove defined them, 
so, we coil them C*._triple systems. Our applications of Harris' 
results will sir nly be to JC*_algebras  
DEFINITION. (Harris). Let 	iC 	be a coi)l hurt space. A closed 
subspace 	E of 	B() is 	called a 0 -triple system if, 	for all x 	in 
E , xxoc E E 
DEFINITION. Let JC be a complex Hubert space. A closed self-adjoint 
Jordan subalgebr a of BG 	is called a JC* a1gebra. 
LEh1A 14 '5. Let A 	be a 0*_ triple system, 	and let 	a, 	b and c e A 
If 	p is any polynomial, then 	p (ab) c 	-- cp (b*a) and 	p (ab°) cp (b*a) 	e A 
1flEOEM 	1-- 4,6. Let 	A he a C*- triple system with open unit ball 	V 
For each b c V , 	the N3bius transformation 
/6. 
is a biholoi:orphi c ,-,p of V (1)10 V with Tb(0) = b . Moreover 
(T10 -1 = 1-b' 	b (a) )* 
	1b (a) and 
(b (a)) (c) = (lbb*) 2  (l±ab*) 	c  (l+b*a) 	(l_b*b) 2 
for a E V and c c A 
Proof , (1 -bb*) 'b = b(l--bh) 2  by comparison of the power series 
expansions. ihunce 
Tb (a) = b + (lbb*) 2a  (l+b*a)l (l_b*b) 2 	 (t) 
So, by Lemma 1'4-5, TL (a) c A . i) fierentiation of (t) shous that 
1 1) has the derivative .isn 	;o T1) IS hQ]CmOrDilic in V 
Also, it is clear from (t) , 	that 	1'b  (o) r b , and (Tb  (a)  )= 1b* (a*) 
By 	Ii 	If nit e a c:nti ally due to Ho tapov, [64] Chap tr r 1 
Section 1, 
(lb*b) (i+a*b)1 (l a*a) (l±b*a)_l (l-b) 
- (i. (a) ) *T (a) is rosi t ive and i nra at ible. Hence Tb  (a) s V 
To complete tile proof, it suffices to show that S = TbT_b is the 
identity on V . iiuuaver 6(0) = 0 , and 1)6(0) 	b()DT—b(0) = 
so, by Theorem 14'3, S is the identity on V , as required. 
COROLLARY 147. Let A be a C*triple system with open unit ball 
V. 	LV:ry I) I hal a fOl ph c a ap f 	V - V is of tilO form f = ST—f_1 (0) 
v-here 	S : A >- A is a Sftj2CtiVe lIiaar Isosfatry. 
Proof,. By Theorem P 4 6, S 	f(T f _1  (o))' is a biholomorphic ran of 
V onto itself, with S(0) = 0 . Hence, by Corollary 1-44, S is a 
linear isometry. 
Re note that Theorem 1, 4'6 shows that the open unit ball of 
a C --tr Lple system is a bounded sy11etric homogeneous doman. 	A 
7. 
different application is given in [1/4] to derive a strong Ve5)On of 
he Run o-Dye theorem for unital C 	]g(1)Yfl5 [671. In fact, the 1J()OfS 
also work for unital JC*_nlgebras, and so we omit the details. 
LTThIA 1 48. Let A be a unital JG*igcbra,  and let x C  A be OCh 
that 0 < IxII < 1. 	Define 	F 	{A c C:JAIxjL) -A by 
lien F is a holoniorphic ip of tx 1 	into A such that F( A) 
is unitary for every A r C with I Al 	1 . Hince x if; in the closed 
(rnvex hull Of the unitary elements of A 
THEOREM 1-14  - 9. 	Let A 	be a thlii:al 	JC* al.gebra. Then 
A1 co[cxp ih 	: h 	h*  .d h E A) 
Theorem 1-4 -6 is n:-ed in [/40] toder ive a characterisation of 
the extreme points of the unit ball of a 0--triple system. It 
eneralises a result of Madison [6]. 
THEOREM 14 1O. Let A be a C*tri ple system, and let a E A1 
Thn, for a]1 b in A with fibil < 	, we have 
Ila + (l--aa) b (1_a*a) 	1 
a 	is an extreme point of 	A1  if jnd only if 
-, 	*\ 	/. j — 	a 	- 
for all b in A . Thus every extreme point of A1 is a partial 
iJ1et:'y. 
We conclude 	i- his 	section with the piowi.sed sketch of Harris' proof 
that 	11 spin factors ai e 	s ir 	rally :7 sOiO1)1t1C 	to unital JCalgebias. 
We omit many of the a1gebi.- .i c 1soofs -- dng the exterior algebra; 
these ;ire found in 35j 
Lot E 	be a real inner product space. 	For any 	n 	we 
let 	F denote the tensor product E 	. . . 	E 	(ii 	tunics). 	If 
denotes 	the group of nil penaitnt his on 	the 	set 	{l,2,. . . ,n} 
each p 	
S 
 induces an 	'III iaor1H;:i (also 	h:'ud by 	p) 	of 
such 	that 
p 	(('i 	...e1) 	°p(i) 	...C1j(1) 
If 	sgnp 	denotes the sign of the periiiitnt ion 	, we define a 
linear map JT : ®E a®'E by 
ii 	(n )1 	(sgTlp)]J 
1 
Let A°(E) 	F/Ker1T . Ten, if A°  h 	(E) = iR , the xLror algebra 
A (E) 	n . !P}, consists of all equences { z} such that 
11 	
(i) and only f ni tely neny zj are non -zero. We urijuarise 
the proper 1:1 os of A(f) we requ se in the following Theorem. 
THEOREM 1-4 11. Let E he a real inner product space, and let •A.(E) 
be the exterior algebra of E . Then /(1:) is a real inner product space 
and an associative algebra under a pcodict A such that 
iTq(Yi*••®Yq ) = llp+q(Xil 	XY1 
1 e/\() is a nit for ALE) , cad yy = 0 fur y 
fuethier, for a11 x and 7 	n  A(E) , 'ud y e A] (E) , we have 
where 6 	is a linear opera tui.0 on J\ (H) such fLat 6 (1) = 0 
6(p) = (y,p) for p in J(H) and 
6 
y 	 y 
(u V) 	(6 u) "xv + (-1)PUA y 6 v 
for u c AP(E) and v 	,A(E) 
THEOREM 1-4-12. Let E be a real ITI]lert p;ice 	th dLrnensjon at 
least three, let e be a vector of norm one, and let (E,o) be the 
Ic iian algebra with unit e defined in Exanpie 1-2-2.  Let C he the 
(0 pl etion of ihe real i neor product space A(E) . Then, there is a 
cuntjnuous Jordan Isonorphi sin of E into B(1 0.  
Proof. Given x n E, 
	
	let 	Ax = L, + 6x . Then Ax  is a linear 
operator on A(E) , acid, For y in 1(E))  we have 
(A)2 (y) = (L2 +x + L 5  X. + XL) (y) 
= 
X\(xY)+(X)AY - x,\( 7y) 
(x,)()y 
Thus, A 2 	(x,x)I , and so 
IIA 	= (Ay,Ay) = (A 2 y 9 y) = (x,x)I1y112 . 
Hence, Ax  is a COfltlflU(i5 Ii noar operator on A(E),  ciiìd so nay be 
extended to a unique elen1t of 	, also denoted by 	A 
Now define X : E 	i3(0 by ?(naix) 	a + Ax for a in P. 
and 	x in (Sp (e) ) 	. Then 
X((cce+x)2) = A((a2+(x,x))e + 2ex) 
= a2 + (x,x) + 2aA 
=C12+ Ax2+ 2aA 
(a+A)2  
and so X is a Jordan bran: :a:rFlIian. Ti idly, as fae + an} 
converges in the spin factor foLiO if and ealy if a1 	and a 	coxverge, 
it follows that X is a one to one continuous map. 
Finally, we note that the injection of 	ImX 	into a JC-algebra 
proceeds as 	in Llie proof of 5] Leraoa 85. 
0. 
CHAPTER 2 
The Vidav Palmer theorem [861, [621 , [15] cliamacterises unital 
algebras in terms of norm and alncbra s t wLure alone. In this 
chapter, we introduce JB*_a l gLIb ras, and one of our main results is 
an analogue of the Vidav POlc.1T 	 in: .. H ni. iaimch Jordan 
algebras. 	To provethis, LU is 	Ic; ry in 	 the LileolY of the 
ii uqkFic a1 1. A bo 	 i 	C 	. 	:1 	 :; 	I S 	ill i 	. 5 is what 
WC 10 in the fiiL ..o ;ct:Hns. 	In addhil a, if A is a COi:jDleX 
unital Banach Jordan algebra, and HerA denotes the Hermitian elemc Is 
of A , we show that if HerA is a Jordan algebra, then !]trA is a 
JB--ni.gcbra. So, we can use the results of [5] to derive results 
about A 
II) the Ll.i(l rcLi)fl, .0 givr 	of 	'1l.':;i1 ;fly 11 theory of 
unital J 	al gcbas , which we require to prove the Vidav Palmer 
theorem. The final cent- ion is mainly devoted to applications of the 
Vidav Palmer theorem. These include analogues of results in [15] , for 
ca.anl.e, that a ciuni.d Jordan idenT of :i n; 31  iB*algu:Lca is self- 
1 adjoior, and the qu rent ;ilgco a a a go 	I) 	til JB * --algoora, nod 
a dual characterisation of unital JB*_al.gebIns,  essentially due to 
Moore ([.591,[161) . We also give results which have no natural analogue 
in associative algebras, for example, that the cornplexification of a 
unital JB--algebra racy be given a norm under which it is a unital 
JB —algebra. We deduce from this a Gel. fond Noun:n- k then c-ni for 
unital JB * ---aloocas. 
Many of Ulioco icsults Love blOt.) sOmAlod for j)tlbifl C Lion 
( [93] , [94], [96], [97]) 
2-1 	 The Numerical Range in Dana di non -asso ciative alge-bi as 
Although we shall later seldom require such 	grncr;ility, 
tlu:oughout this socLion, we let 	(A, ,) 	be a complex un tal Jlanach 
non--associative algebra. 	We develop the theory of the numerical 
of an ol nt of 	A 	in this 	S 	ct 	en , and, as the numerical 
rnngo 	S 	Pvacolially a 	linear concept, many results in 	5] and 	[16] 
are also valid fur 	A 
DI:F -IN ITION. The set of states of k , dcnotd by D(A,1) is defined by 
D(A,l) = If c A' 	Y(l) 	1 = IIfll} 
GLen C E A , the n.crical range of a , denoted by V(A,a) is 
CA by 
f E D(A,l)} 
and the numerical radius of a , denoted by 	v(A, a) is dcl inud by 
v(A,a) = 	 A C V(A,a)} 
1TA 241. D(A)) is a non-empty T(A ,A) compact convex subset of 
A'. 
Proof, By the iJaba Baria ch theorem, D(A , 1) 	is non--epty. Clearly 
D(A,L) is a r(A' ,A) closed convex seoL of (A')1 	. Dance, by 
the i;oach Al aoglu theorem, D(A, 1) is 	i (A' ,A) Cu:j)aet. 
LEA 212. For all a and b in A , and all a and Q in € 
(1) \T(A,a) is a nun-empty compact convex subset of 
(i) V(A,a-h) = a + V(A,a) 
V(A,a+b) c \'(A,a) + V(B,b) 
v(A,a) 
52. 
Proof (i) follows from Lei-ma 2•1-1, while the remaining three parts 
follow easily from the definitions. 
LENHA 2•13. Let 	B 	be a closed subnlgclra of 	A 	containing the 
unit. Then, for all 	b 	in B 
v(B,b) 	= v(A,b) 
Proof By 	the IT; 	n-Bnnnch theorem, 	the restriction map 	f 
IsipS D(A, 1.) onto 	D(B, 1) . Hence 
v(B,b) 	= v(A,b) 
Tn view of Lemma 21-3, when no confusion can arise, we shall 
write D(l), V(a) and v(a) for D(A,l), V(A,a) and v(A,a) respectively. 
If 	P (a, 1) is a Banach algebra, we may derive many of the properties 
of 	V(a) from the known properties of V(P(a,l) ,a) . We shall do this 
in the next section,while here we derive the properties of V(A,a) from 
those of V(B(A)La)• 
DEFINITION. Let X be a complex Banach space, and let T c B(X). The 
spatial numerical range of T is defined by 
W(T) = {f(Tx) 	x c X1, f £ (x')1 and f(x) 	l} 
THEOREM 2-14. If a c A , then V(A,a) = V(B(A),La) = 
Proof Given £ c D(A,l), 10 = lull = f(l) = 1 , and so, for all a 
in A , we have 
f(a) = f(aAl) 
Hence, for all a in A , V(A,a) c W(La) 
Conversely, suppose £ C A' and x c A such that 
Ilfil 	lIxIl = f(x) = 1 . Define F c A T by 
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F(b) 	f(bAx) 
for b in A . Clearly F(1) 	1 and Ij1 	llfxll 	1 	50, 
for all a in A , we have T(La) C V(A,a) 
Hence V(A,a) = 	 and so, by Lenna 2'1.2 and [15] 
i1iO1ijfl 9-4, 
W(La) 	V(A,a) = 	V(A,a) = 7W(L) = V(B(A),L) 
C0LO1IARy 21.5. If a 	A , I lion V(n) 	11,111 	(,v(a) 
Proof 	By [15] Theorem 41, V(La) < iIL • IJ 
As A is a unital Bnnac1 non-fl.ssocatjve algebra, Pall 	liLa !1 
and hence the reult follows from Theorem 2'14. 
COO1LAY 216. Cjven 	f c A' 	, there exists 	°k C 	, 	fk c D(l) 
(1 	k < 4) 	SUch that 	f = a1f 1  a2f2 + I (a3f3- af,) 	and 
1 
Ok 	/e 	IJ Hence 	A' = Sp(D(1)) 
Proof 	Let 	p {1, 	-1, 	1, and note that 	Kc /:oP . 	Let 
T 	{(jn2,3,r) (1 	< k = 1) 	As 	D(1) 
IS 	- rt In the T(AA) tupology, the set 
in(i) x (-i)D(1) x T 
is co::poct in the product tuoology, and co (1D(1)) is the image of 
this ret under the map 
	
a1f 	02f2 +Ia3f3 iaf4  
a 	T(A',A) closed convex subset of 
et 	£ 	A' ,aid suppose :1 fIt 	(/2) 	If 	by 
the Hahn-Banach theorem, there (1 sts a C A nod q 	 such 
that 
supReg(a) : g eco(T°)(l))} 	Pef(a) 
St. 
Given g c D(1) , chose 	c C with 1L 	1 such that 
Ig(a)t 	Re >g(a) . Then X c V&oP 	so there exists 
(crj,a2, 3,a4) c T such that X 	/(a1 n2+ 1a3-00. So 
Ag c /co(Vo(l)) , and hence 
g (a) I 	Re Xg (a) 	/21Fef (a) - r) 
As I his holds for all g e 1) (1), we have 
Iall.I!fH I Re f(a) > (/1 v(a) 	(/e) 1 !1a!I > flfILIlafl 
which is a coot rad J et on. 
The above proof is essentially due to Sinclair, see [161, Lemma 312 
We now turn to study the 	lisrsi t. on ci eiiients 	of A 
1)1 FJNJT1ON (i) In clement a £ A is Hermitian if \ 7(a) C 	The set 
of Hermitian Ci L:rnt s is denoted by HerA. 
(n) An element f s A' is a Hermitian functional if f is in the real 
10 - sr span of B (A, 1) . The set of Hermilisa functionals is denoted 
by 1i(A) 
THEOREM 2-1-7 HerA is a cased real linear subspace of A 
HerAflillerA = {o), .STId H -A illerA is closed. Moreover, the natural 
linear iflvo1utin on RerAiHerA is continuous. 
Proof , Let 03 be a sequence of elements in HerA, and suppose 
that hn -* h , where h E A . As, for all f E O(i),f(b11 	f(h) 
we have f(h) E R. Hence HerA is closed. By Lcaua 2-1-2, HerA is 
a real linear subaFace. 
If b E HerAfliflerA , for all f £ D(l), we have f(b) £ 	{O). 
Thus V(b) = 0 , and so, by Corollary 2'].5, b = 0 
Nes t, si:ose {h +ik } is a sequence in A such that 	 HerA 
55 
for all n 	and h 	
n 
n + A -> x. For each in in N , we have 
e 	NO I! 	V(h111) 	v (h1 + 1k10) < Hh+ 1k01  II 
and similarly VMSI Qhm+ ik11 ll . Thus {hm} and {k} are 
Cauchy sequences in HerA , and so col'erDe to elements h and k 
In HerA 	As x = lin(h11+ An) = h + ik , we have x c HerA ilTrA 
and so iJerAiiiiorA is closed. Moreover 
= Ii - ik = lim(h1+ ik1)* 
and so the natural linear involution is continuous. 
We conclude this section with a 	o,rali sation of a result of 
Moore [59], but first we n,ed to consider the numerical range of 
elements of AU, the complex unital Daionh non-a sociative algebra 
under Arens multiplication. 
THEOREM 2-1, 8. 	If F c A" , v(A",F) is the closure of {F(f) :f c D(A,i) }. 
Hence C c A' is Hermitian if and only if G(f) c P for all f in D(A , 1). 
Proof 	By Tbaurew 2-n4, VA',F) = v'((A) LF). By [15], Theorem 95, 
V(B(A") ,L) = Lo{(LF) (1) : PGII = Util 	G(f) 	1} 
= co{(FG)(f) 	IGO = On 	0(f) 	11 
= Co{F(G) : IIGII = 'flt = G(f) = 11 
As 	C 	c A' , and 	lFGf IJ 	1011. Iffi , whanever 	HCH = 11th = G(f) = 1 
we have Gf c D(A,1) as G(l) = G(f) 	0(f) = 1 . So 
V(B(A") ,LF) C coF(f) : f s D(A,1) } 
On the other hand, if f c D(A, 1) 	and f daaotcs its canonical 
image in A''', f c D(A", 1) , and so 
{F(f) : f c D(A,1)1 C \'(A-,F) 
Finally, as [F(f) 	f c D(A, 1) } is ccA OX ) H(A",F) is the closure 
of {F(f) 	f c D(A,1)} 
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T1tLO}itj 2-1•9. The following are equivalent: 
A 	HerA G) illerA 
H(A')flH(A') '= {O) 
Moreover, if either condition holds, then A" 	HerA"iHerA" 
(1) 	(11). Let R(A') 	if c A' 	f(HerA) c) . By 
definition of 11(A t ) , H(A') c R(A') . Let f c R(A'). By 
Corollary 21'6 , there exists 91,92 c 11(A') such that f 	91 + i92. 
Suppose thei-e exists a c A such that 92 (a) 	0 . As 
A 	
llerA®jflerA , without loss of generality, we may assume 
a c HerA . Then (f—g1) (a) c R , while i (f—g1)(a) 	92(a) c 
which is a contradiction. Hence 	0 , and so f E H(A') . Thus 
H(A') 	
R(A'), nod, from this, it follows that Ii(A')n iH(A') 	{O} 
fly Corollary 216,  
Moreover enh f c A' L;o; a uninc rjrioion of the form f  
such that 
	
I!gI '2/e 11 fI1 	 (j=1,2) 
ore, if 01A is a sequence in H(A') converging to h = 	+ ik2 
where k1  nod k2c H(A') , for each n c N , we have 
- h = (k1 	h) + ik2  
and so h0 - k1. HenceH(A') is closed. Moreover, the natural 
linear Involution on A' is continuous. Now, we define a linear 
involution On All by 
F*(f) = (F(f*))* 
for f E A' nod F c A" . By the continuity of the natural linear 
"Volution ("Ti A t , F* C A" . Also, for all f £ H(A') 
(F+F) (f) F R 	nod A (FF*) (f) e 
As D(A,l) c 11(A'), by Thoorom 218 , we have 
A" 	HerA"Q iHerA", 	 - 
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and the involution constructed on A" is the natural linear involution 
on 	A" 	with respect to the above decomposition. 
By the proof of () 	(ii), it foliov:s that 
- 	c AtIt:(F*)F)} - {c A''':(HerA") CIR) 
Let A denote the canonical image of A in A" • To complete the 
proof, it suffices to show that A is a self-adjoint subalgebra of 
A" . If there exists b c A such that b** V A , by the Hahn-Banach 
theorem, there exists 	c A''' with 	(A) 	0 	but 	(b*) , 0 
By Corollary 216, 	+ i 2 with Ij c H(A''') Cj 	1,2). Let 
fj 
	jIj (j 	1,2) , and let f 	. As f 	0 , and f c 
by hypothesis we have f1 	f2 	0 . Hence 	(b*) 	i'2)(b) 	0 
which is a contradiction. Hence A is a self-adjoint subalgebra 
of A" , as required. 
Finally, we have shown during the proof of (ii) 	(i) that 
A" = HerA"Q iHerA" 
We note that, during the above proof, we showed that 1-1(A') is 
closed. In fact, under the hypothesis of Theorem 219, it is possible 
to show that (HerA)' 	H(A), and (H(A'))' 	Her(A") 
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2.2 	The Numerical Range in Banach Jordan algebras. 
Throughout this section, we let A denote a complex unital Banach 
Jordan algebra. As 	P(l,a) is a commutative Banach algebra for all 
a in A , we may use Ljnma 24'3 to derive results on V(a) from 
known results on v(P (I , a) , a) . Our first three results follow from 
this and t:he material of [15] and [14] Section 10. 
THEOREM 221. Let a c A. Then 
(i) o(a) C V(a) ; 
sup {Re X:A0V(a)}= inf{(j 1 (JIl+aaIHl) :a > O) = un 	1 (Dl+ciaII]) :a > 
(iii) Sill) {ReA:V(a)}= sup{cz 1 logI1expaat:a > 0)= lini{a 1 logttexpciall:a > 0}. 
C0F01,!ARY 2-2-2. 	Cl-v(-,n a c A , the following are equivalent: 
h e HerA, 
lim{a 1(111+ ja1Il-1):a c rR\{OJ) 	0 , 
11exp iahll = 1 for all a c IR 
THEOREM 2•23. If h c HerA, V(h) = coo(h) , and 
r(h) = v(h) = lihil 
One result, [15] Lemma 54, which is not easy to generalise states 
that if B is a complex unital Banach algebra, and a and b are 
in HerB, then j(ab-ba) e HerB. This is used in the proof of the 
Vidav-Palmer theorem for complex unital Banach algebras to show that 
if B = HerB'jHerB , then HerB is a Jordan subalgebra of B . We 
give a mild generalisation of this in Theorem 2•25, but first we 
show that HerA is a Lie triple system. 
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THEORLM 224. 	Let a, b and c be in HerA. Then 
(aob)oc - ao(hoc) e HerA , and 
[[Lc,Lal , L] 	HerB(A) 
Proof. By 'Theorem 21-4, La , Lb and Lc are in HerB(A) . Hence 
by [15], Lemma 54, [[Lc,La],Lb] c lTerB(A) . The remaining part now 
follows from Theorem 214, as 
[[LLa]Lb] = L (aob) oc_ no Cjoc) .  
THEOREM 225. Let B be a complex unital J3znach algebra, and 
suppose that J is a closed Jordan suba]e1n;a of B containing the 
unit. 	If J = 1TerJki iTJerJ , then IIerJ is a real Jordan algebra. 
Proof It suffices to show that if h r NInTJ, then 1,2 e lIerJ . As 
J is a Jordan algebra, 12 	p + iq wliere p, q e HerJ. As h(p±i.q) 
(p+iq)h, by [15], 	5.4 
hp - ph = I (qhhq) o HerA C' illerA 	{O}. 
Therefore hp = ph , and so qp - pq = -1 (j 2 p--ph2 ) = 0. Hence h2 is 
?normall! 	so tim t, by [15] Theorem 5'14 
V(h2) = coo  (112) = co(o(h)) 2 C R 
Thus h2 o TierJ , as required. 
As we were unable to find out if a similar Theorem held for 
closed Jordan suboigebras of A , we have to assume HerA is a real 
Jordan subalgebra of A in our Vidav Palmer theorem. 
THEOREM 22.6. If HerA is a real Jordan algebra, then it is a 
unital JB—algebra. 
Proof s Given a, b c HerA , as (5 (a) C IR , cc have 
J!a11 2 = (r(a))2 = r (a2 ) = 11a211 
and 
(a2) = (a(a))2 cR 
Hence, for all g E D(l) , by Theorem 22'3 , g(a2) E R. As 
b2  6 HerA , there exists f E D(l) such that 11b211 	f(b2) . Thus 
1a2+ b211f(a2+b2)( = f(a2) + f(b2) >11b2 0 
So 	HerA 	is a unital JB-algebra. 
This allows us to use the results of section 13. The next 
Theorem is a technical result which we use to derive an extension of 
the Shirshov-Cohn theorem for certain elements of A 
THEOREM 2-27. If A is special, and B is a real closed Jordan 
subalgebra of A such that B is a unital JB-algebra, A = BiB 
and, for all x in A 
	
lll 	nax(llhU , IkH) 
where x = h + 1k is the standard decomposition of x with respect 
to B , then A with the natural involution is homeomorphically 
*-isomorphic to a unital JC* algchra. 
Proof. As A is special, B is a special unital JB-algebra, and so, 
by Corollary 1•311, there is an isometrical isomorphism F of B 
onto a unital JC-algebra J . If K is the JC*_algebra J iJ , and 
we define C : A ± K by 
G(h+ik) = F(h) + IF(k) 
for h and k in B , then G is a *-isomorphism of A onto K. 
Let x c A , \.'ith standard decomposition x = h+ik. As F is an 
isometry 
IIG(x)II 	11G(h) + iG(k)11 < 1I1II + 110 < 20x11 
and similarly 	11G 1 11 	2 
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ThEOREM 228. If B is a real closed Jordan subalgebra of A such 
that B is a unital JB-algebra, A = BiB , and, for all x in A 
lxii 	max(iihfl ,ilkH) 
where x = h + 1k is the standard decomposition of x with respect 
to B, then, for each y in A , if * is the natural involution 
on A , P(l,y,y*) is a special complex unital Banach Jordan algebra 
such that BniP(l,y,y*) is a unital JB-algebra and 
P(1,y,y*) =  
Proof, B fl P(l,y,y*) is a unital JB-algebra. Given x c A , we have 
iix*iJ 	(Iix+x*iJ+iix_x*IJ) 	211x11 
so 	* is continuous. hence 11 (1 ,y,y*) is a self-adjoint subalgebra 
of 	A 	ind so P(l,y,y*) = B fl P(l,y,y*) C,  	fl P(l,y,y*)) 
Moreover, B n P(l,y,y*) is the closure of the real Jordan subalgebra 
of B generated by y + y 	and i(y_y*) . Hence by Corollary 1312, 
B n P(l,y,y*) is special, and so P(l,y,y*) is also special. 
CO' R011ARY 22-9. (1) If B is a real closed Jordan subalgebra of 
A such that B is a unital JB-algebra, A = B lB and, for all 
x in A 
llxll 	rnax(llhli , lkfl ) 
where x = h + ik is the standard decomposition of x with respect 
to 	B , then if * is the nat neal involution on A , for each y in 
A, there is a *-isomorphism F of P(l,y,y*)  onto a unital 
JC*_algebra, such that llFii < 2 , and IiF'iI< 2 
(ii) If HerA is a real Jordan subalgebra of A , thet-i for all x in 
HerAiOerA , 
lxii >1  max(Ilhll,ilkli) 
where x = h + 1k is the standard decomposition of x 
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(iii) If HerA is a real Jordan subalgebra of A , and A = HerAci'iflcrA 
then if * is the natural involution on A , for each y in A 
there exists a homeomorphic 	-isomorphism of P(l,y,y*)  onto a unital 
JC*_algebra. 
Proof, (1) 	This follows from Theorems 2-27 and 228. 
For all f E D(l) , if x = h + ik is the standard decomposition 
of x , we have 
lxii j I f(x) I = if(h) + if(k)[ > rnnx(I f(h)I , I f(k) F) 
Hence, as h and k are in HerA 
lxii I max (llhll Ail).  
This follows from Theorem 22'6, and (i) and (ii) 
We conclude this section with our first application of Corollary 
2-2-9. This result will be generalised in the following sections 
after we obtain a Russo-Dye t1aorem and a Vidav-Palmer theorem for A 
First we require a Lemma, which, in the finite dimensional case at 
least, is well known, [17]. 
LEt1A 2-240. Let K be a complex Banach algebra with unit, and let 
J be a closed Jordan subalgcbra of K containing the unit. Then, for 
all a and b in J , we have 
{exp ia,b,exp ia} = (exp2iLa)(b) 
Proof • Here, La(b) = (ah-i-ha) , and, by writing down the power series 
expansion for eXp2iLa, it is Clear that, for b in J,(exp2iLa)(b) 
does not depend on whether we regard 'a  as an element of B(J) or 
B(K). Thus, for the remainder of the proof, we assume La C B(K) 
Put h = ia, and define mh and Ph by 
mh(x) = hx 	Ph(x) = xh 
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for x in K . Then 2iLa = mh + Ph , and mh commutes with p 
so, for all b in J , we have 
(exp2iLa)(b) = exp(mh+ph)b) 
exp mhexp p(b) 
(exp h)b(exp h) 
= {exp ia,b,exp ia) 
THEOREM 2211. If A = HerAiHerA , and HerA is a real Jordan 
algebra, then, for all h and k in HerA , and all x in P(l,h,k), 
we have 
Ilexp ih, x, exp ih}II = lixU ; 
II{x, exp ih, x}IJ 	IxH2  
Proof s (1) By Corollary 22•9, 	(l,h,k) is homeomorphically 
*-isomorphic to a unital JC*_algebra. Hence, for all x in P(l,h,k), 
by Leir1na 2-2,10, 
{exp ih,x,exp ih} = (exp2iL1)(x) 
As h c 11erP(1,h,k), L1 s HerB(P(l,h,k)), 	nd so, by Corollary 222, 
U{exp ih,x,exp ih}II = 
for all x in P(l,h,k). 
(ii) As {v,{w,v2,w},v} = {v,w,v}2 for all v and w in P(l,h,k) 
for all x in P(1,h,k) we have 
ll{x,exp ih,x)U = I{expih,{x,exp ih,x}, expih}!I 
{expih,x, exp ih}2  
dI{expih,x,expih}jf2  
using (i) twice. 
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2'3 	 JB*- algebras. 
DEFINITION. Let A be a complex Banach Jordan algebra with an 
involution * . A is a JB*_algebra if 
* lI{z,z ,z}lI 	Jj z jJ3 	for all z in A 
11z11 	i!z*i1 	for all 	z 	in A $ 
each norm closed associative *-subalgel)ra of A is a B*_algebra. 
These axioms were introduced by Kaplansky. Actually, both conditions 
(ii) and (iii) are redundant, the latter being noticed by Wright in 
[93] 
LEMMA 2 3, 1. Let A he a complex Banach Jordan algebra with an 
involution * , such that for all z in A 
IL[z,z*,zJ!i = 
Then A is a 
Proof(a) 	First, we note that, for all z in A , we have 
liz!! < 311z*11 	 (t) 
as 	Hz113 = il {z,z*,z}ll < 3lizll2 llzD . 	Now suppose that, for all 	z in A, 
Uzi! 	Dzll 




*  I! 
for all z in A . By induction, starting from (t) , we conclude that 
ii z I! 	1Y- 11  
for all z in A . 	However, as z 	z for all z in A , it 
follows that 
*11 i!i! = liz 
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for all z in A. 
(b) Let B be a norm closed associative *-subalgebra of A . Then, 
as 	z,z*,z} = (zoz*)oz , for all z in B , we have 
1z113 = H lz,z* Z)H I IIzozIIIIzII 	IIzII2 llzIJ = 11z113  
for all z in B . Thus Hzoz*IJ = liz112 , and so B is a B* algeb ra. 
COROLLARY 2.3r2 	A  JC*_algebra  is a JB* algeb ra . 
Proof, If A is a JC*_algcbra, then A is a complex Banach Jordan 
algebra with involution, such that, for all x in A 
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ii{x,x*,x}112 = Ilxx*x112 = II (xx)3ll = Jlxx*113 = Hx116 
Hence A is a JB*_algebra. 
We shall see later that, as for JB-algebras, the converse to 
Corollary 232 is false. 
THEOREM 23'3. Let A and B be JB*_algeb ras,  and let f be a 
k--homomorphism of A Lto B. Then lift! I 1 , and f is an isometry 
if and only if Kerf = {O} 
Proof, (1) Let a be a self-adjoint element of A . By Lemma 121, 
P(a) is a B*_algebra, and R(a), the closure of the image of P(a) 
under f is also a B*_algebra.  Hence, by [69] Corollary 1'26 
Df(a) I! I l!aH 
For any x c A , let x = h + 1k be the standard decomposition of 
x . Then, as 
lb H = 	II h+ik+h-ik II 	(U ll + II 	II) - 	lxii 
and similarly NO 	'lxii , we have 
ilf(x) Ii < ilf(h) U + ilf(k) II 6 ilhil + Ilk11 	2lixll 
Hence, f iscontinuous. Also, 
Es 
Il f (X)113 = 1l{f(x),(f(x))*,f (x) }ll = lIf{x,x*,x)il 	1jflIHxV3 
and so 	Ufli 	1. 
(ii) If f is an isometry, then Kerf = {O} . Conversely, suppose 
that Kerf = {O}. Then, for each self-adjoint a in A , f is an 
isomorphism of P(a) into R(a) , and hence, by [69], Corollary 1'26, 
ilf(a) ii = laD 
For any x c A , let x = h + ik be the standard decomposition of 
x . As 
lxii < lihil + 11k11 = 11f(h)11 + 11f(k)11 	211f(h+ik) ii = 211f(x)ll  
it follows that tmf is closed. As 	f is a *_isomorphism 	tmf is 
thus a JB*_algebra, and f 1  11f is a -isomorphism of Tuft onto A. 
Hence, by (1), 	if 11 	
ll 
 <1 , and so f is an isometry. 
In Chapter 4 , we shall prove a partial converse to Theorem 2-3-3. 
Now, however, we restrict attention to unital JB*algebras.  It is 
easily seen that if a JB*_algebra  has a unit c , then c must be 
self-adjoint, and Hell = 1 . The next Theorem is the easy part of the 
Vidav-Palmer theorem for complex unital Banach Jordan algebras, and it 
allows us to use the .:ochineey developed in Section 22. 
THEOREM 234. (1). If A is a unital JB* algebra, and a is a 
self-adjoint clement of A , then a c HerA. 
If A is a complex unital Banach Jordan algebra with continuous 
involution * , such that the self-adjoint elements of A are 
Hermitian, then HerA is a JB-algebra, and A = HerA iHerA 
If A is a unital JB*_algebra, then A = HerAQiHerA , and 
HerA is a JB-algebra. 
Proof(i) If a is a self-adjoint element of A , P(l,a) is a 
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B*_algebra, and so ?texp iaaU = 1 for all a c 	. Thus a c HerA. 
(ii). If x is self adjoint, then x c HerA. Conversely, suppose 
x c HerA. If x = 	+ iq is the standard decomposition of x with 
respect to the involution * , then 
x -- p = iq c HerA ñ illerA = {O} 
So x = p is self--ajoint. Thus x is self-adjoint if and only if 
x c HerA. 	Thus A = hTerAi11erA , and HerA is a real Jordan algebra. 
It follows from Theorem 2-2-6 that HerA is a JB-algebra. 
(iii) This follows from (i) and (ii) 
THEOREM 2-35.(i) If A is a special unital JB*_algebra,  then A 
is isometrically *-isomorphic to a unital 	JC*.algebra. 
(ii) Let A he a unital JB*n1gebra, and lot x s A . Then P(l ,x,x*) 
is a special unital .JB*_al eb)ca. 
Proof () By Theoraws 02-7 and 2,30 (iii) , : ni Corollary 2-2.9, A is 
horneornorphically *isomorphic to a unital JC*_nlgebra. By Theorem 
2'3-3, this must be an isometry. 
(ii) This follows from Theorems 2-34 (iii), and 2-2-8. 
We conclude this section with a Russo-Dye theorem for unital 
JB*_algebras, and one of its applications. For ease of exposition, we 
introduce the following notation. 
Notation 	Let A be a complex unital Banach Jordan algebra. We let 
E(A) = {exp(ih) : h c HerA} 
THEOREM 2-3-6. Let A be a unital JB* al gebra,  and let W be the 
open unit ball of A . Then 
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W C co E(A) C co E(A) = Al 
Proof, Clearly 	0 c co E(A). Let x C WN{O) . By Theorem 23-5, 
P(1,x,x*) is isometrically isomorphic to a unital JC*_algebra. If h 
is a self-adjoint element of W n P(l,x,x*) , then h c co E(P(l,x,x*)) 
by [69] Proposition 14.5. Hence, if y c P(l,x,x*) , and 	1)711 
and y = h + ik is the standard decomposition of y , then IlhIi < 
ilkil <, 	and so y 	co E(P(l,x,x*)) 
Next, as x c iixDco E(P(l,x,x*))  by Theorem 14•9, there exists 
t c co E(P(l,x,x*))  such that 
ii lixIix - til < (11x1i1_1) 
Hence, by the above, there exists z c co E(P(l ,x,x*)) such that 
Iixilx - t = 01xll 1-1)z 	, and so 
x = lixilt +(l -lixll)z c co E(P(l,x,x*)). 
Thus W C co E(A) 
It is clear that co E(A) Cco E(A) , while, as Al  is closed and 
convex and E(A) c 11%, , we have Co E(A) c A1 . Conversely, as 
W C co E(A) , we have 
A1 zWCcoE(A) 
Thus A1 = co E(A) 
THEOREM 237. Let A be a unital JB*_algebra. 
(1) If h c HerA, and y c A , then ii{exp ih,y,exp ih}li 	lyli 
(ii) For all x , y and z in A , llfx'y,z)[I '< i1xii Dytt liz11 
Proof. (1) Let h c HerA, and y c A ., Let n c 	a{O} . By 
Theorem 236, there exists n E N, Xj C R , and h c HerA 
(j = 1,2,...,n) 	such that 	.X. = Dyll 	and 
11  
- . X. cap ih.il < o ily1! 
3=1 3 	 3 
For each integer j be tween 1 and n , by Theorems 2-3-4  and 2-2-11, 
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exp ih,exp ih,exp ih)I - !Iexp ih 	1 
Thus 
I1(exp ih,y,exp ih)ll < !1{exp ih,.. 1X.exp ih.,exp ih}fl +.3Tly 
1x{exp ih,exp ih,exp ih)I1 + 3rIIy 
(1 + 3)llyll 
As this holds for all r £ RN{O} , 
ll{exp ih,y,exp ih)ll 	flyll 
Moreover, as - h c HerA , and U 	U exp ih exp-ih 
ilyll 	I1exp-ih,{exp ih,y,exp ih),exp-ih)II 
IJ{exp ih,y,exp ih)ll 
ilyl' 
Thus 	H{exp ih,y,exp ih)ll = !iyIl 
(ii) As in (i), for any 	 , there exists n E N X c IR 
n 	 n 
and 	h. 
3 






exp ih.11 < nHyll 
j=1 3 = 	 J 
The identity {v,{w,v2 ,q},v) = {v,w,v}o(v,q,v) is valid in any 
special Jordan algebra, and hence, by Macdonald's Theorem in any 
Jordan algebra. Thus, for each positive integer j between 1 and n 
we have 
{x,exp ih,z}R = llexpih.,{x,exp ih.z)cx2ih}ll 
=expih. 	 ,z 3 exp1ih )ll 
J 	 3 	 3
P z 'expjih III 
3 
II xII Jizil 
Thus 
n 
ll{x,y,z)H 	ll{x,. !I X .exp, ih.,z}H + 3r1 1xll.I1yll.l!ZIl 
E A.1Ix,cx 	
3
p ih.,z)ll + 311xII.IIyILI1Zll 
j=1 3  
(l+3)x1I.lIyII.IIzU . 
As this holds for all 	ri E R 	{O) , 	lI(x,y,z}ll 	lixil ilyll Hzll 
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2.4 	 The Vidav'-'Palmer theorem for Banach Jordan algebras. 
We only require one last Lemma before the Vidav Palmer theorem 
for complex unital Banach Jordan algebras. 
LEMMA 2'41. Let A be a complex unital Banach Jordan algebra such 
that A = HerA'iHerA , and HerA is a real Jordan algebra. Let B 
be a unital JB*_algcLra, and let G : A + B be a honieomorphic 
*isomorphism where A is given the natural involution. Then, for 
all a in A 
laD < IIG(a)ll 
Proof. It suffices to show that if a £ A and IIC(a)ll = 1, then 
a 	A1 . If llG(a)ll = 1 , her by Theorem 236, there is a sequence 
{b} in co E(B) such that 
llbn - G(a)ll - 0 
As 	G is a homeomorphic *_isomorphism, if c = C- (b1 ) for all n 
then c n c co E(A) and 
11 C 	- all + 0 
In particular, 	Dcll + hail 	. However, as E(A) C Al  , for all 
n c IN , II ce ll 	1 . Thus a c A1 , as required. 
THEOREM 242. 	Let A be a complex unital Banach Jordan algebra. 
A is a JB*_algebra if and only if A = HerAiHerA and HerA is a 
real Jordan algebra. 
Proof. If A is a JB*algebra,  then, by Theorem 2.34(j, A = HerAiiTerA, 
and HerA is a real Jordan algebra. 
Conversely, suppose that A = HerA(iHerA and HerA is a real 
Jordan algebra. Fix Z C A. By Corollary 2-29, there is a 
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homeornorphic *-isomorphism 	G 	of 	P(l,z,z*) 	onto a unital JC*._a l geb ra . 
Thus by Theorem 2.2.11, 	for all 	x 	in 	P(l,z,z*) 	and all h 	in 
HerP(l,z,z*) 	, we have 
II{x,exp 	ih,x}II 	!IxII 
Now let 	w, 	i c 	 . 	Pick 	a C  P(l,z,z*) 	such that 
11 all 	1, 	and 	DC(a)II 	11 Gil 	- . 	As 	DC(a*)II 	= II (C (a) = 	IIC(a)Il 
we have 
G(a*) 	c IIG(a)ll 	coE(G(P(l ,z,z*))) 
by Theorem 236. 	As 	C 	is a homeomorphic 	*_isomorphism, this implies 
a* 	c IIC(a)IJ 	co 	E(P(l,z,z*)) 
Pick 	y c 	JIG(a)D 	co E(P(l,z,z*)) 	such that 	IIa*_ yll 	< w. 	Then, 	there 
exists 	n eIN 	, h. 	E 	1IerP(i,z,z*) 	and 	Xje IR+ 	(j = 	1,2,...,n), 	such 
that 	A = 	IIC(a)lI 	, and 	y = 	. 17.exp 	ih.. 	Therefore 
lI{a,a*,a}II 	!{a,y,a}ll 	+ 311afl 2 w 
(.A.lIa,e 	ih.,a)Il) 	+ 3w 
.) 	A.11 all  2 	+ 3w 
.1=1 3 
= 	DG(a)Il 	+ 3w 
DCII 	+ 3w 
So 
DC(a)11 3 	= iIG({a,a*,a})(I 
* 
DCII 	ll{a,a 	,a}Il 
lCD 	(IIGU 	+ 3w) 
As this holds for all 	w > 0 
lIG(a)11 3 	11G11 2  
However, 	DG(a)II 	> DCII 	- , 	so 	that 
(DGD 	- )3 	u Gil  2 
As 	this 	holds 	for 	all 	r > 	0 , 	11G11 3 	Dd112 	and 	so 	IIGJI 	1 , 
However, by Lemma 241, 	for all 	x 	in 	P(1)z,z*), we have 
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lxii 	IIG(x) ii 
Combining these results, we conclude that G is an isometry, and so, 
llz,z*,z)!l = IIG{z,z*,z }li = JIG(z)113llzIl 
Thus A is a JB*_algebra. 
The remainder of this section is devoted to applications of 
the Vidav Palmer Theorem. We start with analogues of results in [15], 
Section 7. 
THEOREM 243. Let A be a complex unital Banach Jordan algebra, with 
a continuous involution * , such that, for all x in A 
ll{x,x*,x }Il 	1Ixll2 lJx*ll 
Then A is a JB* algebra.  
Proof, Let h c A be self-adjoint. As, for all y in P (l,h) 
fyy*y} = (
yoy*)oy , it follows that 
llylI2lly<lI = l(yy*)yIJ 	!lyoyll lyll 
Thus 	llyoy*ll = ilyll lIy*Il , and so, by [34] or [15], Theorem 72, 
P(1,h) is a unital B*- algebra. Hence h c HerP(1,h). So, by Theorems 
2'42 and 234, A is a JB* algebra. 
THEOREM 2'4'4. Let A be a complex unital Banach Jordan algebra, with 
a continuous involution * such that every associative self-adjoint 
subalgebra of A is a B*_algebra. Then A is a JB*_algebra. 
Proof 	Let h E A be self-adjoint. As * is continuous, P(l,h) is 
an associative subalgebra of A. Hence P(1,h) is a B*_algebra,  and 
and so h c HerA . It again follows by Theorems 24'-2 and 234 that 
A is a JB*_algebra. 
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THEOREM 245. Let A be a complex unital Banach Jordan algebra with 
a continuous involution * 	such that, for all self-adjoint h in A, 
and for all X in C , 	(h) c jR , and r (l+Xh) 	II i+Xhll . Then A 
is a JB* algebra.  
Proof s Let k 6 A be self-adjoint. Then P(l,h) is a commutative 
unital complex Banach *_algebra such that, for all self-adjoint k 
in P(l,h), and for all A in C, a(k) C 	, and r(l+Ak) = 11l+Xk11. 
By [15], Theorem 74, P(l,h) is a B*algebra, so h e HerA. By 
Theorems 242, and 23'4, A is a JB*_algebra. 
THEOREM 24°6. 	Let A 	be a complex unital Banach Jordan algebra, and 
suppose that HerA 	is a real Jordan algebra. 	Then 	HerAtiHerA 	is a 
JB*_algebra, and if B 	is a 	closed subalgebra of 	A 	coatailling the unit 
that 	is a JB"-algebra with respect to some i nvoiuti on, 	then 	B C I1erA(iHerA 
Proof This follows from Lemma 21 3, and Theorem 242. 
The next Theorem has no natural analogue in the theory of Banach 
algebras. It is a converse to Theorem 2'34, and was also obtained by 
Wright [93]. 
THEOREM 247. Let B be a unital JB-algebra, and let ABiB be 
the complexification of B 	Then there is an equivalent norm on A 
such that A , with the natural involution, is a unital JB*_algebra. 
Proof. We recall from Lemma 128 that there is a norm p on A such 
that (A,p) is a coplex unital Banach Jordan algebra, the natural 
involution on A is an isometry, 
2max(llaD ,JIbD) 	p(a+ib) 	rnax(UaD ,HbII) 
and p(a) = hail for all 	a and b in B 
n 	 74. 
Let V = coexp ih;h c B} . U x = .Ea.exp ihj  with 
a.
3 
 c R , h. c B and r = .E a. 
3 
	
	 3=1 3 








(1-r)cxp iO + (l-r)exp iii c V 
3 
Hence V = {. 	a.cxp ih. : n 	, a. 	.E a. 	1, and h. c B) 
J1 3 	3 	 3 3=1 3 3 
so V is balanced and convex. 
Now suppose p(x) < 	. By Corollary 229, there is a 
homeomorphic *_iso1orp1isIn F from P(l,x,x*)  onto a JC*_algebra such 
that UF(x)II < 1 . Hence, by Theorem 23.6, F(x) € Co E(P(F(l),F(x(F(x))*). 
As F is a homoomorphic *_isorflorphism, X E V, and so V is absorbing. 
Let p be the Minkowski functional of V . Then P is a 
sminorm on A such that p(x) < I implies p(x) < 1 . Conversely, 
if p(x) < 1 , then x c V , and so, for some n F- 
n 	 n 
x = 	a cxp ih. with a. c ER
+ 
 , 	. 	a. 	1, and h. c B. j=1 1 	3 	 3 	31 3 3 
Hence 
p(x) = p(. 1a.cos h. + I . 1a .sin h.) 
<2max(D.a. Cos hJLII.Ea.  sin hJi) 
j1 3 	3 	j1 3 
2. 
Thus, p is an equivalent linear space norm on A, and in particular, 
(A,p) is a Banach space. Moreover, if h c B , and h = t 515exp 1k5  
where t c R , b c R 
, 	1 b 	1, and k c B , then 
h = 	(h+h) = t s=1b ens k 
so 
M 
< ii E b cos k II < t s=:1 S 	S 
Thus p(h) 	fihfl . Conversely, if h c B and lihil < 1 , then, by 
Theorems 132 and 236, h c V , and so p(h) < 1. Thus, if h c B 
p(h) = IWO 
7 5. 
To show that (A,)i) is a Banach Jordan algebra, it suffices 
to show that if x, y c V , then x o y e qV for all q c R such 
that q > 1. 	Hence, suppose m, n E N 	aj Ck c LR (1 <j 	n), 
n 	m 
(1 	k 	m), such that • E a. 	E k=1 ek = 11  and 
n 
h.,tk c B (1 < j < n),(l < k 	m). If a = . 	a.exp ih. and 
J=1 3 	3 
M 	 n m 
= k=1 ckexp it k 	then a o 	
= 	B 	a c exp ih. o exp it , with 
j=lk=ljk 	j 	k 
n m + 
a.ck c 	, and 	B a.c 	1 . Moreover, for all q c R with J1 k=1 j k 
q > 1 , by Corollary 2'29, and Theorem 236 
exp ih. a exp ltk c qV 
Thus a o 	c qV for all q > 1 , as required. 
It is clear that p(a) = p(a*) for all a in A , and that 
p(exp ih) < 1 for all h 	in 	B 	. Hence, 	for all 	h in 	B, 	we have 
1 = 	1111 = 	(l) = p((exp ih) a exp(-ih)) (i(exp i1j))2 	1 
so that, for all h in B , p(exp ih) = 1. By Theorem 242, (A,p) 
is a JB*_algebra. 
One immediate conclusion of Theorem 247 is that there exists 
non-special JB*_algebras. Moreover, by Theorems 2-4'7 and 1310, the 
following Gelfand Neumark theorem holds for unital JB*_algebras.  (This 
was also obtained in [93]) 
THEOREM 24-8. Let A be a unital JB*_algebra.  Then there is a 
family F of Jordan homomorphisms A - Imf of norm at most one, such 
that 
(1) 	for all £ c F , either Imf is a. JC*_algebra,  or Imf is the 
complexification of M8 with norm given by Theorem 2.4-7; 
(ii) for all non-zero a E A , there exists f c F such that f(a) 	0. 
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As for unital JB-algebras, Theorem 2.48 may be restated as 
follows. The proof is essentially due to Shultz [76]. 
THEOREM 2'49. Let A be a unital JB*_algebra. Then A is 
isometrically *-isomorphic to a self-adjoint Jordan subalgebra of 
where X is a compact Hausdorff space, and jf 
is a complex Hubert space. 
Proof 	Let F be the family of Jordan homomorphisms given in Theorem 
2'4'8. 	Let I 	{f E F : Imf is a JC*_algebra}, and let J = FI 
If, for each f c I , Imf C B(K) , then 	Imf C B(7() , where 
- £ 	 fI - 
fQf J1f . If X is the Stone-Cech compactification of the discrete 
set J , then 	E Imf = C(X,MiN). 	Hence, by Theorem 248 , A 
is isometrically *_isomorphic  to a self-adjoint Jordan subalgebra of 
C(X,M®iM) ® 
COROLLARY 24'10. 	If A is a unital JB*_algebra,  then the following 
are equivalent: 
A 	is isometrically *-isomorphic to a JC*_algebra, 
A is special 
If a, h, c c HerA , and £ is any s-identity for M , then 
f(a,b,c) = 0 , 
HerA is special. 
Proof, (i) 	(ii) = (iv) = (iii) 	is clear. 
(iii) 	(1) 	If A is not isometrically *_isolflorphic  to a 
JC* algebra,  there is a non-zero Jordan *_i omomorphism from A onto 
M8 0+ iM8 	Hence, there is a non-zero Jordan homomorphism g of HerA 
onto M8 . If 	f is an s-identity, and x, y, z are elements of 
such that f(x,y,z) j 0 , then, given any elements a, b and c in 
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HerA such that x = g(a) , y = g(b) and z = g(c) , we have 
0 = f(a,b,c) = g(f(a,b,c)) = f(x,y,z) 1 0 , 
which is a contradiction. 
As we noted after Theorem 2-24 , we do not know if HerA is 
a real Jordan algebra even if HerAiHerA is a complex Jordan algebra. 
However, Theorem 225 gives a hypothesis under which this happens, and 
this gives the following result. 
COROLLARY 24•11. Let B be a complex unital Banach algebra, and 
suppose that A = IJerBiHerB is a closed Jordan subalgebra of B 
Then A is isometrically *_isomorphic to a JC*_algebra. 
Proof This follows from Theorems 22'5 and 2.4'6 and Corollary 2'4'10. 
We now turn out attention to quotient algebras of unital 
JB*_algebras. A well known theorem states that every closed, two-sided 
ideal of a B*_ algebra is self-adoint, see, for example, [69] Corollary 
1.17.3. This was extended to closed Jordan ideals by Civin and Yood 
[24], and we now give a further extension to closed ideals of a 
unital JB*algebra by modifying the proof of Theorem 77 in [15]. 
THEOREM 2.412. Let A be a unital JB*_algebra,  and let I be a 
proper closed ideal of A . Then 
(1) if h £ HerA , then h + I c HerA/I , and so A/I = HerA/IciHerA/I; 
if a £ I , then a* e I 
Her(A/I) is a real Jordan algebra; 
AN is a unital JB*_algebra. 
Proof, (1) By Theorem 1'29, A/I is a complex unital Banach Jordan 
MM 
algebra. 	Given 	f e D(A/I,1+I), 	we define 	g E At 	by 
g(a) 	f(a+I) 
for 	a 	in 	A . 	Then 	g(l) 	1, 	while 
g(a)l 	= Lf(a+I)I 	11i11 	Va+IU 	hail 
So 	g e D(A,l), 	and hence if 	h E herA , 	then 	f(h+I) g(h) c 
Thus h + I c HerA/I. 	Hence 	A/I = hIcrA/IiRerA/I 
 Let 	a c I , and let 	a = h + 1k 	be the standard decomposition 
of 	a. If 	h 	I 	, by 	(1), 	h + I 	is a non-zero element of 	HerA/I, 
and so there exists 	f c D(A/I,l+I) 	such that 	f(h+I) 	i IRN{O} 
Again by 	(1), 	f(k+I) 	c hR , 	and so 
0 = f(a+I) 	= f(h+I) + if(k+I) 	j 0 
which is a contradiction. 	Thus 	h 	I , 	and so 	k E I . Hence 
a* = h - ik c I 
 . 	Suppose that 	b + I s HerA/I 	. If 	p + iq 	is the natural 
decomposition of 	b 	, then, 	by 	(1) 
(b-p) + I = i 	+ I c HerA/I n i HerA/I = 0} 
and so 9 c 	I . 	Hence, 
(b+I)2 = 	(p+I)2 = p2 + I e HerA/I 
Thus HerA/I 	is a real Jordan algebra. 
(iv). This follows by 	(1), 	(iii) 	and Theorem 242. 
COROLLARY 2413. Let A be a unital JC*_algebra, and let I be a 
closed ideal of A . Then A/I is isometrically *ihi  to a 
* 
JC -algebra. 
Proof Let f be an s-identity for M8 . If b + I e HerA/I , we 
showed in the proof a Theorem 2412 that there exists h o HerA such 
that b + I = h + I . It follows that, whenever a + I , b + I and 
c + I e HerA/I, then f(a+I,b+I,c+I) = 0 . Hence, by Theorem 2412 
and Corollary 2'410, A/I is isometrically *_isomorphic  to a unital 
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JC*_algebra. 
The above Corollary was essentially obtained in [31] by more 
elementary means. Corollary 2413 and part of Theorem 2-412 were 
also proved in [93]. The following Corollary also appears in [93], 
and is an easy extension of [5] Theorem 9.5. As we shall not require 
it later, we do not give the proof. 
COROLLARY 2-414. Let A be a unital JB*_algebra. Then there is a 
closed Jordan ideal I in A such that A/I is special, and such 
that whenever K is any closed Jordan ideal of A with A/K special, 
then I c  
We conclude this section with a generalisation of Theorem 23-3, 
and an application of Theorem 21-9. 
THEOREM 2415. Let A and B be unital JB*_algebras,  and let f 
be a *-homomorphism  of A into B • Then Imf is closed, and f' 
is an isometry of (Imf)' into AT 
Proof 	By Theorem 233, f is continuous, so Kerf is a closed ideal 
of A . By Theorem 24'12, J = A/Kerf is a JB*_algebra. Let 
k : A - J be the canonical map, and let g : J - B be defined by 
g(k(a)) = f(a) . By Theorem 1.1.1, g is a 
*-isomorphism of 	J 
onto Imf , and so, by Theorem 22'3 , g is an isometry. Hence Imf 
is closed, and, moreover, g' is an isometry of (iTmf)T onto JT 
As k' is also an isometry by normed linear space theory, we conclude 
that f' = kT g t is an isometry of (Imf)' into A' 
THEOREM 2416. Let A be a complex unital Banach Jordan algebra 
such that HerA is a real Jordan algebra. Then the following are 
equivalent: 
A is a JB*_algebra,  
A = }JcrA;iHerA, 
I(A') n iH(A') = {o} 




We study two main topics in this chapter. The first is the 
problem of reforming AQ'C , where A is a non-unital JB*_algebra, 
and AC is the Banach Jordan algebra with product and norm given 
in Lemma 127, so that AC is a JB*_algebra  in the new norm. We 
could not do this in general, but we were able to do it in a special 
case. Our solution uses a generalisation of results of Bonsall, [11], 
[13]. These give conditions on a real unital Banach Jordan algebra, 
A , under which A is a JB-algebra in an equivalent norm. An 
alternative approach is due to Smith [78], but he was also unable to 
solve the problem completely. 
The second main topic is the study of JB*_ algebras which are 
Banach dual spaces. Part of their importance is due to their links 
with quantum mechanics, see [4], and the earliest study in this area 
was prompted by these links [44], [61]. Work in this area has been 
rather sporadic since then, however, although Segal [73] introduced 
an axiom scheme for what are now called Segal algebras, and which 
extracted many of the essential ideas in [61]. Recently fleliyannis, 
[26], showed that a Segal algebra satisfying an additional axiom may 
be embedded into a larger Segal algebra which has "many" projections, 
the construction being similar to [5] Chapter 3. An argument used in 
[3] p.113  then shows that the larger Segal algebra is a JB-algebra. A 
different approach, which comes to the same conclusion is given in [3] 
and [4]. 
Some of the theory for JB-algebras which are Banach dual spaces 
is given in [76]. JB*_aigebras which are Banach dual spaces are the 
Jordan analogues of W* algebras, and some of the theory we give is 
no 
a tnernlist-ioil of material in [69]. However, the last section is 
devoted to a generalisation of results of Topping [84], in particular 
the concepts of centre, annihi I ators and quadratic ideals. 
31. 	 JB-algebras and JBaIgebras in an equivalent norm. 
This section is concerned with conditions under which a real or 
complex unital Banach Jordan algebra is respectively a JB—algebra or 
a JB*_algebra iii an equivalent norm. The main result for JB—algebras 
is a generalisation of work of Bonsall [11], [13], and we derive the 
result on JB*_algebras using Theorem 247. 
Throughout this section, we let A be a complex unital Banach 
Jordan algebra. 
Notation We let splsaA = {a r A : o(a) c} and 
InvA = {a c A : 0 1  o(a) ) 
DEFINITION. 	Let Q be a subset of A such that 1 c Q 
(1) Q is a wedge if, for all x and y in Q and a c IR , ax 
and x + y are in Q 
(ii) Q is a local. 	semi;lgebra if, for all x and y in Q and 
a E R 	such that (P(l,x,y),o) is a c,,7'.-mutative Banach algebra, then 
ax, x + y and x o y are in Q 
	
Q is locally multiplicative if x, y c Q implies 	x,y,x) c Q 
(iv) For each n EfP 
	
Q is type n if x c Q implies 
x o(l+x) c Q 
LEMMA 3-1-1. If Q is a subset of A such that 1 6 Q , and if 
83. 
either Q is locally multiplicative, or Q is a local semialgebra, 
then x c Q implies x1  e Q for all n c 
Proof 	This follows by induction. 
THEOREM 3.12. For any n c P, splsaA is a type n local 
semialgebra which contains all type 0 local semialgebras and type 0 
locally multiplicative wedges. 
Proof, Clearly 11 splsaA , and if a s splsaA and r c iR+,  then 
ra e splsaA . By Theorem 1.18, splsaA is type n for all fl E P. 
Suppose x,y e splsaA such that (P(l,x,y),o) is a commutative 
Banach algebra. By Corollary 12.6, x,y c splsaP(l,x,y) , and so 
x + y and x o y are in splsaP(l,x,y) C splsaA. 
Now suppose that Q is either a type 0 local semialgebra or a 
type 0 locally multiplicative wedge. As Q is type 0 and positive 
homogeneous, a + x 	is invertible, and (a+x) 1 is invertible for 
all a c R 	and all x c Q . So 
x s Q implies a(x)-) c {O} . 	 (t) 
Suppose a c Q and r expie 5 0(a) with r E ft "{O} and 0 < el < 
Let n EiN be such that 572 	nl el < i , and let b = an  . By 
Lemma 311, b e Q , and 0(b) contains a point - y + i6 with 
and 6 e 	{0} . Then (y+b)2 £ Q , and - 
which contradicts (t) . Hence 0(a) c R , as required. 
LEMMA 3.1.3. Let Q be a closed type 0 local semialgebra, or a 
closed type 0 locally multiplicative wedge in A . If a £ Q and 
a 0 r(a) , then 	a 	a c Q 
Proof • Let c c Q with r(c) < 1 . Then (1-c )-1 	+ b where 
cok 
 b = 	c Q . Hence 1 - c = (1+b)' c Q . So, by a suitable 
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scalar multiplication, if a c Q and a > r(a) , then (x 	a e Q 
As Q is closed, it follows that 	r(a) 	a e Q 
For the remainder of the chapter, we let W be a closed, 
type 0 locally multiplicative wedge in A , and let R be the real 
linear span of W in A . The next three results give some of the 
properties of R and W 
THEOREM 3.14. (1) W = R n splsaA 
a s R implies o(a) c 
R is a real closed Jordan subalgebra of A containing the unit. 
If a and b are in R , then r(a+b) I r(a) + r(b) 
Conversely if S is a subset of A satisfying (ii),(iii) and (iv), 
and X = S n spiseA , then X is a closed type 0 locally 
multiplicative wedge, and S is the real linear span of X 
Proof s (i) and (ii) 	Let a = x - y with x, y c W , and let 
a = r(y) . As a + a = x + (ay) c W , we have o(a+a) C 	, and 
so 0(a) C  
Moreover, if o(a) CIR+ , then r(a+a) 	r(a) + a 	, and so 
r(a) - a = r(a+cz) - (a+a) c W 
As 0(a) c [O,r(a)] , it follows that r(r(a) - a) 	r(a) , and so 
a = r(a) - (r(a)-a) E W 
Hence, as W is a wedge, R  splsaA C  . Conversely, by Theorem 
312, W c R n splsaA. 	Hence W = R n splsaA. 
(iii) 	As W is a wedge, R is a real linear subspace of A 
containing the unit. Let 	an} be a sequence in R which converges 
to a c A . Choose m c N such that, if p, q j m , then 
Da - aqfl 	1 . 	As a(ap--am) C 	, 1 + (a-a111) c W for p o m 
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As 	W 	is closed, 	1 + a 	am c W , 	and so 	a c R . 	Thus 	R is 
CIO.-(,d. 
Now suppose 	b c R 	and 	b = x 	y , 	where 	X, y e W 
Let z 	= x + y. 	By Leiniiia 	31.1, 	x2 , 	y 2 and 	z 2 	are in 	W , 	so 	that 
a2 	x2 + y2 	2x o y = x 2 + y2 	z 2 + x2 + y2 c R 
Hence R 	is a Jordan siibnl gebra of 	A 
 If 	a, b c R 	, then 	r(a) 	± a 	and r(b) t b 	are in 	W . 	Thus 
r (a) + r (b) 	± (ab) 	c W 	rid so 
r(ab) 	r(a) 	+ r(b) 
 Lt 	ii, 	v c X 	, iid 	A 	c . 	Clearly Av c X . 	Also 
r(r(u) 	+ r(v) 	(u1v)) 	r('- (v) -v) + r(r(u) 	- u) 	r(u) + r(v) 
and since 	(j(uv) c R, 	it follows 	that o(u+v) 	. 	Hence u + v c X 
Now suppose 	a) 	is a sequence in X 	wiji ch 	coiivriris to 	a c A 
AS 	S 1S 	closed, 	a c 	S. 	Also, 	for all n c 
r(Dall-a)< 	I Ilall-I!all I 	+ r(HaII-a0) + r(a -a) 
IiaD-IIa 	lI! + 	lln1II 	+ Ilan  - 	all 1-1  
and hence 
r(flaJl-a) 
Thus a (a) 	C , and so 	a c X. 	Hence 	X is 	closed. 
Let 	U c X, Then 	(l4-u 1 c 	splsaA 	, and 	if 	a > 1 + r(u) 	and 
X = a 1  (i-1-u) 	, then 	r(x) 	< 1 	and 	1 + u = c,,(I -x). So 
c S 	. Thus 	X 	is 	type 0 
fl 	0 
Finally, 	let u, 	V c X , 	and let 	yj c R +{0} 	As q +u c mv A, 
and (n+u2 	X fl Inv A , 	there exists 	w X 	and 	5 {O} such 
that (11+u)-2 	5 + W. 	w + v F x , and so 	5 + V + W c InvA fl X 
Hence x = 	(i1+u) 	2 + v 	X n TnvA 	, 	and so, as 	S 	is a Jordan algebra, 
+ u,x, 	r + u} c S n InvA 
that is, 	1 + {+u,v,-I-u} c S n InvA 	As 	this is 	true for all 	v 	in 	X, 
Elm 
and 	o(fi+u,v,+u)) C 	, we conclude that cF ({+u,v,+u}) c 
Hence fq+u,v,+u} E X , and as X is closed, it follows that 
{u,v,Lk} E X 
THEOREM 3.15 (1) a c R implies a2 E  W 
r(aob) 	r(a)r(b) for all a and b in R. 
w n(-W) = {a E R : r(a) = O} is an ideal of R 
If w E W n ThvA , there exists x e P(l,w) n W n InvA such 
that x2 =w 
Proof 	(1) This is immediate from Theorem 3•14. 
Let a, b ER , and let t 	-R. 	By (1), (a-tb)2  E W . As 
r(a2) - a2 and r(b2) - b2 are both in W , and W is a wedge, 
r(a2) -- 2t.a o b + t2r(b2) E W 
Hence, if X C (aob) , we have 
r(a2) - 2t + t2r(b2) 
As this holds for all t 6 IR , it follows that x2 < r(a2)r(b2) 
Hence 	II 	r(a)r(b) , and so 
r(aob) < r(a)r(b) 
If a c W n(-W) , then 0(a) cR n(-) = {O} , and so 
r(a) = 0 . Conversely, if a c R , and r(a) = 0 , then 0(+a) c 
and so a 	W i(-W) 	W n(-W) is a closed real linear subspace of 
R , and by (ii) 	W n(-W) is an ideal. 
Let w F W n InvA . Without loss of generality, we may assume 
r(w) < 1 . Then r(l-w) < 1 , and so, as R is a Jordan algebra, 
there exists x c R n P(i,w) n InvA such that x2 = w , and 
o(x) cR . Hence x c W n InvA n P(1,w) 
LEMMA 31-6. If x 	R and w E W , then {x,w,x} E W 
87. 
Proof • Let rl c 	, and let c = w + y . Then c c W fl InvA 




U (b2) = {b,x,b.12 
so, by Theorem 3•14 , we have lJbUc c W . As b c InvA , there 
exists d c A such that U 
d U b 	
I , and moreover, if b 	& + a 
where a c W and & c 	{O} , then 
d = 6 1(1+ 1a) 1 E W 
As 	W is locally multiplicative, U 
x 	d b x 
c U U U C c W . Finally, as 
W is closed, it follows that {x,w,x) c W 
In order to derive deeper results, we require a strong 
condition. Alternative charactersations of this are 
given in the following Theorem, and from this we derive a characterisation 
of those real Jordan subalgebras of A which are unital JB-algebras in 
an equivalent norm. 
THEOREM 3.1-7. The following conditions are equivalent 
W 	= {Q) and there exists N 	such that for all w in 
W , 	II(l+w)-1 U 	N 
W is a normal cone, that is, there exists K C R+{O} such 
that if x and y are in W , then 
IIx+y 	KIIXII 
there exists K C 	 such that, for all x in R 
r(x) 
>1 KIXII 
Proof 	(i) 	(iii). 	Suppose x e R and r(x) = 12 	Then 
o(1+x) C 1'1'2 ,'/21 /2] , and so 	(1+x)1 - W and o((1+x) 1
) C [2/3,2] 
L  
= 3/ (1+3 /2w)-1- Hence (1+x)1 = 2/3 + w for some w W , and 1 + X 	2 
M1 
Thus 
lxii < (t+Ui+xIi) 	3 JVi lj 	(3M+2)r(x) 
Hence, by a suitable scalar multiplication, as r(y) > 0 for all 
Y e JN{O} by Theorem 34.5, 
ilyli 	(3M+2)r(y) 
for all y in R 
(iii) 	(ii) • Let x, y 	W 	As r(x+y)-(x+y) E W , it follows 
that r(x+y) - x e W , and so r(x) < r(x+y). Thus 
	
iIx+yll 
>1 r(x+y) 	r(x) 	Ki!Xll 
(i) 	Given w e W , there exists x e W n P(l,(l+w 1) such 
that x2 = (1+w) 1 	As w c W , (1-i-w) 1 c P(l,w) , and hence. 
P(l,(l+w)') C P(l,w) 	Thus 
{x,l+w,x} = (l+w) a x2 = 1 
and hence, as x2 and {x,w,x} are in W , we have 
1 	= Ill! = iIfx,l+w,x}Ii = 11x2+{x,w,x)11 	Hxii = Kit (1 +W) 'Ii 
Hence it (l+w) 1 Il 	K 	Moreover, if x e W n(-W) , then 
0 = llx+(-x)ii 	Kiixii, 	so 	x = 0 
COROLLARY 3-1'8. If any of the equivalent conditions in Theorem 3-1.7 
hold, then r is a norm on R such that (R,r) is a JB-algebra and 
such that r and 11.11 are equivalent on R. 
Proof, By Theorems 3-l4, 31'5 and 347 (R,r) is a real Banach 
Jordan algebra such that r and iiHi 	are equivalent on R 	Clearly 
r(x2) = (r(x))2 , and in the proof of Theorem 3-1-7 (iii) =>(ii) , we 
showed that 
r(x) < r(x+y) 
for x and y in W 	As the squares of elements of R are in W 
we conclude that (R,r) is a JB-algebra. 
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COROLLARY 31.9. If any of the equivalent conditions in Theorem 31'7 
hold, then W n(_W) 	{O} , and each w c W has a unique square root 
in W 
Proof. This is an immediate consequence of Corollary 3-08, Lemma 131 
and Corollary 13'4.. 
Remark The hypothesis that {(l+w) 1: w e W} is bounded implies that 
W n -W = {O}, as shown in [11] Theorem 9 . We shall not require this. 
COROLLARY 3•110. Let S be a real Jordan subalgebra of A containing 
the unit. S is a JB-algebra in an equivalent norm if and only if 
S is closed, 
o(x) c R for all x in S ., 
r(x+y) 	r(x) + r(y) for all x and y in S 
there exists a constant K C lR+ {O} such that, for all x in S, 
r(x) 0 KIIxll 
Proof s If S satisfies conditions (i),(ii),(iii) and (iv) , then, by 
Theorem 3-14 and Corollary 31'8, S is a JB-algebra in an equivalent 
norm. 
Conversely suppose that p is an equivalent norm on S under 
which S is a JBa1gebra. As, for all x in S 
r(x) = Urn Ix
' II' fl = lim p(x2n ) 2 ' = p(x) 
(i),(iii) and (iv) are clear. By Lemma 1-34, Corollary 10'4 and 
Theorem 1'3.5 , S2 is a locally multiplicative wedge, and so (ii) 
follows by Theorem 3,1-4. 
We now turn to a characterisation of JB*algebras in an 
equivalent norm. We first require a Lemma. 
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LEMMA 3411. Let 	be a continuous involution on A such that 
S , the set of self-ndjoint elements of A , is a JB-algebra in an 
equivalent norm, p . If 	B is the complexification of S with a 
norm q such that (B,q) is a JB*._alCebTa,  rind q(s 	p(s) for all 
B in S , then there is ri Lorieoinorphic *.isomorphism from A onto B. 
Proof 	If F 	B -* A is defined by F((n,b)) 	a + lb for a and 
b in S 	then F is a Jordan *-isomorphism of B onto A . By 
4- hypotheses, tlh(1e eXists K C Rsuch that llxfl <1  Kp(x) for all x 
in S . Thus 
!la+ibJJ 	K(p(a)+p(b) < 2q(a,b) 
Hence, F i.s continuous, and by the open mapping theorem, F is a 
honcorno rplii sm. 
TflO}EM 3-1-12. 	if * is a continuous invol nUon on A such that, 
for SOffia K c 	v;ith 	K 	1, 
(1) K 1 	£leXp ui!1 	K for all selfadoint h in A ; 
(ii) r(h+k) < r(h) + r(k) for all self-adjoint. h and k in A , 
then A is a JB* algebra in an equivalent norm. 
Proof. Let S he t- he closed real Jordan subalgebra of self-ad5oint 
elements of A . Suppose that there exists h e S and a, 	c R such 
that 	0 , and a + i c o(h). Let k 	V1 (h-co ), so that 
- 
k e S and i c 0(k) . Hence, for all n c 
-f 
	t- XP fl 	°P(I,kfie 
xp (1fl1 
So, for all Tj o p, , 	 - 
	
exp ri 	Pe:p(-ik)ll < K 
This is a contradiction, and so, if h c S , then c,  (h) C 
We now show, for all h in S 
r (h) 	K-2- 
This is a well known result on reflOIliling Hermitian equivalent elements, 
see [14] Theorem 51. Let h C S . Then P(l,h) is a complex unital. 
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cornioutative Banach algebra with continuous involution which inherits 
properties (i) and (ii) from A . We define two new norms on P(l,h) 
as follows: 
p(x) = sup{II(exp ith)o x II: t EC.} 
and 	 p(x) = supp(xoy) : i(y) 	11 
It is easy to check that i and p are norms on P(l,h) such that 
KllXII 	p(x) < KUXII 
and 	 K 2 OXH 	p(x) 	K 2 UXII 
for all x in P(l,h). Moreover (P(l,h) , p) is a commutative 
unital Banach algebra, so it follows that the spectral radius is the 
same in either norm. Given t c 
ii((exp ith)o y) = sup{II(exp i(t+s)ki)o yll: s E iR} = i(y) 
and so p(exp ith) = 1 . Thus h e Her(P(l,h),p) , and so 
p(h) = r(h) 	K 2 hII 
By Corollary 3.110, S is a JB—algebra in an equivalent norm. 
Hence, by Lemma 3.111, and Theorem 247, A is a JB*_algebra in an 
equivalent norm. 
We note that the converse to Theorem 34-12 is clear. When A 
is a Jordan subalgebra of a complex unital Banach *_algeb ra , an easier 
proof of Theorem 3112 may be extracted from [72]. 
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3.2 	 Adjoining a unit to a JB* algebra. 
Up to this point, the JB-algebras and JB*_algebras we have 
considered have generally been unital. In this section we consider the 
problem of adjoining a unit to a non-unital JB*_algebra and reforming 
to get a unital JB*_algebra. We cannot follow the approach adopted 
in [69] for B*.algebras, as it relies on the left regular representation 
being a homomorphism. In Chapter 5, we shall indicate how this may be 
modified for Jordan algebras, but we take an alternative approach here. 
Throughout this section, we let A be a JB*_algebra  which does 
not have a unit, and we let B be the set of self-adjoint elements of 
A . We remark that it is not clear If 	B is a JB-algebra. We 
let J = AC be the complex unital Banach Jordan algebra with norm 
and product given in Lemma 12'7, and extend the involution on A to a 
continuous involution on J defined by 
(a,p)*  = (a ,p) 
for a in 	A and i in C . We ]et K = B 	be the set of 
self-adjoint elements of J 
LEMMA 3-21. j is a complex unital Banach Jordan algebra with 
continuous involution, such that, for all h c K 
1 < 11exp ihII 	3 
Proof. We have only to prove the last inequality. Let h c K , and 
suppose h = b + A where b c B and A c R . Then 
Iexp ihil = lexp iX . exp ibil 
= Jexp ibli 
= 1 + II(n)-1(ib)'lI 
By Lemma 2•3.1, P(b) is a non-unital commutative B*_algebra,  and so 
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0 < 	E (n yl(ib)ni < 1 + . ' 
Hence 
1 	exp ih 	3 
By Theorem 31'12, to sbow that J is a JB*_algebra in an 
equivalent norm, it suffices to show that the spectral radius is 
stibadditive on elements of K . Unfortunately, we were unable to do 
this 	g(Iral, 50 We have to put an additional liypo thesis on elements 
of B. First, we clear up a possible ambiguity about notation. 
A positive element of a JB* algebra Y is a selfad.ioint element 
of Y which is the square of a self-adoint element of Y . We denote 
by Y 	the set of positive elements of Y . The set of positive 
functi onal s on Y , wli ch we denote by (Y') + Y')
+ 
is 
{f c Y':f(y) r 1R for all y in Y} . If z is the set of selfadjoint 
elements of Y , and f c (yl)+ , then 	c 	. Conversely, as 
flx 	11x4-iyIl 	fixil + !lyJl 
for all x and y in z , it follows that for every g c Z' such 
that g(x) c R 	for all x c Y , there exists h £ (
yT)+ 
such that 
hfz = g 
Also, we note that by the uniqueness of the positive square root 
in a B* alOebra, and Lemna 2q31, 	
+ 
fl(--) = {o} 
THEOREM 32 -2. Suppose that, for all d in B • 
inf{lIa2+d 	a2 + d c A+} 	lldi 	 unue nOSitJ-ve 
rsoare root of d • llien, for all x and y. in B)  
(1) llx2 y2 	max(IIx 2,!yl 2) ; 
A+ is a closed convex cone 
x2+y2D, 
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Proof • Given x, y c B , we let q = x2 - 	. As 	= ç , we have 
lic!i 	(x2 -y2 ) + y21l = iix2 Ji , 
lid! 	II (y2 -x2 ) + x2l1 	Dy211 
and so 
Dcli = max(I!cIl ,llcII) < max (flx2ll ,lly2 iD. 
Let Q = a F B 	hall < 1 and 11b2-al! < 1 for all b in B1 ). 
Q is a closed, convex set. If a 	A+O}, then hlaiL1a c Q , as 
1b2 _IIalI_1a11 	max(11b2 Il ,l) = 1 
for b in B1 , while conversely, if a 	Q and hail = 1 , then 
a c A+  . Hence, as 0 c Q ( A+ , it follows that A+  is a convex 
cone. To show A+  is closed, we argue as follows. Let {a) be a 
sequence in A+ such that a 	a . If a = 0 , then a c  A , so 
we may assume a j 0 . Then DanIhan   	11a11'a , and so, as Q is 
	
+ 	 + closed, Dali -1 	Q . Hence 1ail
-1  a 	A , and so a 	A 
As (b2 ) = b2 for all b in B , it follows that 
ilx2 +y2 il 	hlxhI 
Starting with the axiom 11a2-b2 il 	max(hiah12 ,1Ibh1 2 ) for a and 
b in B , Smith [73] is able to show that K is a JBalgebra in an 
equivalent norm. Our proof of Theorem 322 was greatly simplified 
by the use of the set Q which was introduced in [78]. The crucial 
step in the argument in [78] is the existance of sufficient positive 
linear functionals of norm one. These play the role of the states in 
a unital JB*_algebra, as we now see. 
THEOREM 3.2.3. Let Y be a JB*algebra, and let Z be the set of 
self-adjoint elements of Y 
(i). If Y is unital, then f 	D(Y,l) if and only if f E (Y') and 
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IIfI Z D 	= i 
If 	Y is unital, 	then, 	for all 	d in 	Z 
inf{11a2 + 	dI a2 + 	d c 	Y) 	= 11d + 11 - 
If 	Y is 	such 	that, 	nf{11a 2 +dll:a2 +d c Y 	= 	Idg 	for all d 
in 	Z, 	then, whenever 	N is a closed self-ndoint subalgebra of Y 
f c 	(N)+ 	and 	f 
1NnZ 	
= 1 	, then there exists 	g c 	
(yt)+ 	
such that 
IIII 	= 1 	, and 	g I
N
= 	f 
Proof(i) 	If 	£ c D(Y,l) 	, then 	f c(Y) 	by Theorem 234, and 
clearly 	IIfJ 	II = 	1 z  
Conversely, 	suppose 	that 	lIfll 	= 1 	, and 	f c (Y 
t)+  
Let 	q c R 	, 	and let 	h Z 1 	be such that 
If(h)I 	+ 
As 	1 + h c Y,  we have 	f(lh) c R 	and so 
If(h) 	f(i) 
Hence, 	it 	follows 	that 	f(l) 	= 1 	= IIfITI 
Now let 	k c Z 	F(1k) 	is a positive linear functional on a 
Uni tal B*Rlc,bra, 	and so, 	by [14] Lemma 37-6, 
If(exp 	ik)1 2 	f(l)f((exp ik)o(exp-ik)) 	1 
Hence, 	by Theorem 2-36, 	1f(a)1 	< 1 	for all 	a c Y, 	Thus 	Ilf 1 = 	I, 
and so 	f £ D(Y,l) 
Suppose there exists 	x 	and 	y in 	Z such that 	flx2 +yll 	< Ilyl 
md 	x2 + y c 	. 	By Lemmas 213 	and 23-1, 	there exists 
k e D(y,1) 	such that 	k(y) = JIyll, 	and 	k(y) 	= 0 	. Hence 
1,(x2 +y) 	< k(y) 
As 	x2  C yf, 	it follows that 
< k(x2 ) 	< k(y) = 0 
This 	is a 	contradiction, 	and so 	11x2 +y11 	11y + 11 	. As 	y+ = y' 	+ Y 	£ 
+ 
Y 
it follows that the infimurn is attained. 
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(iii) An argiinent similar to Theorem 322 shows that Y is a closed 
convex cone. Define p : Z -* R 	by 
1) (a) = !Ia 	= in f{ 11b 2+aU : b c Z and b2+a c y} 
As Y 	is a cone, p(ta) = tp(a) for all t c 	and a c Z 
Moreover, if a, h, c, d c Z are such that a2 + c E Y and b2 + d 
then a2 + b 2 + c + d E Y and a2 + b2 e Y , so that 
p(c+d) < Ila2 +b 2 +c+dll 	a2 +cII + b2 +dII 
Hence 
p(c+d) < p(c) + p(d) 
If f E (N') and Ilf'N 	
= 1 , for any z c N n Z we have 
f(z) = f(z) - f(z) 	f(z) 	I!zII = p(z) 
Thus, by the Hahn-Banach theorem, there exists a real linear functional 
g : Z 	IR such that - p( -b) 	g(b) 	p(b) for all b in Z 
and 	
N(-,Z = gI 	
. For y £ Z 
g(y) I 	max(IIyll, 11y11) 	Ilyll 
so 	I1gII = 1 . 	If in addition, y c Y , p(-y) = 0 , and so g(y) c 
The result follows upon identifying g with an element of 	 as 
described before Theorem 322. 
THEOREM 32'4. Sujose that, for all d in B , and for all 
f s((P(d))') 	such that 11fIP(d)BII = 1 , there exists g (A') 	such 
that g !P(d) = f and 	hIgII1 	1 
(i) Given x £ B and p c 11R j o(x+) C 	if and only if p 
and, for all g in (A') 	with IhghI = 1 , g(x) 	p 
(ii). If h, k c K are such that o(h) 	and 0(k) 	, then 
a(h+k) cP 
(iii) r(h+k) < r(h) + r(k) for all h and k in K 
Proof (1) Let x c B and p c R . By [69] Proposition 1'17, 
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P(l,x+p) may be renormed in an equivalent norm under which it is a 
commutative B*_algebra, and we may identify P(l,x+p) with 
C(c(x+p)) . Suppose x + p c (C(0(x+p))) 	. As 0 c 0(x) , it 
follows that p c R . Let g 6(A') 	be such that 11g 1B11 	
1 
Then either g(x) = 0 , in which case 	g(x) 	- p , orI()( 	0 
In the latter case, we let f 	 and note by 
Theorem 323 that there exists m E D(C((x+p), 1) such that 
mIP() = f . As x + p is positive, 
f(x) = m(x) 	- p 
and so, as 	IIII 	IJ g I! = 1 , we have 
g(x) 	11 gl0 nB I1p 	p 
Conversely suppose x + p 	(C(G(x+p)))+ . Then, there is 
A c RN{O} such that - A E o(x+p) . If p c £R+ , there is a 
multiplicative linear functional f (P(l,x+p))' such that f(x)= -Xp 
and 	11f 'BIP(X)" = 1 . Hence, there exists g (A') 	such that 
= 	P(x) and 	DgJII = 1. So 
g(x) = f 	= - A - p < 	p 
Let g (A') 	be such that llJII = 1 . Let y, z E B , A,p c 
be such that o(h) CR 	and 	(k) CiR where h = y + X and 
k = z + p . By (1), X and p are in R 	and g(y) 	- A, and 
g(z) 	- p . Hence X + p c R+ , and g(y+z) 	-(X+i) . Again by 
(i), cy(h+k) 
(iii) 	Let a, b E K . As 	c(r(a)-a). CR 	and o(r(b)-b) cfR 
we have 
o(r(a) + r(b) - (a±b)) C  
Hence r(a+b) < r(a) + r(b) 
The preceeding results in this section may be conveniently 
summarised in the following Corollary. 
COROLLARY 32'5. If either of the following two conditions are 
satisfied, then J is a JB*_algebra in an equivalent norm. 
For all d in B , 	inf{Ja2+dD:a2+d E A} 	11 d+11 
For all d in B 	and all f in ((P(d))') 	such that 
11P(d)flB0 = 1 , 	there exists g e(A') 	such that g ( 	f 
and 	11g 1B11 = 1 
We conjecture that J is always a JB*_algebra in an equivalent 
norm. We conclude this section with a structure Theorem for 
embedable JB*_algebras. The proof fo1.1o\s from Theorems 2'4-8 and 
235, the only part perhaps not being iiediately clear is that a 
self-adjoint subalgebra of M®iM 	is semi-simple by [43] Corollary 
5•5•1. and hence has a unit by [43] Corollary 552. 
DEFINITION. A JB*_algebra Y is called embedable if there is an 
isometrical *_isomorphism of Y into a unital JB*_algebra. 
THEOREM 32'6. Let Y be an embedable JB*_algcbra and let a and 
b be self-adjoint elements of Y 
P(a,b) is isometrically *-isomorphic to a JC* algebra. 
There is a family F of Jordan homomorphisms £ -* Imf of norm 
at most one, such that, for each non-zero a c Y , there exists f e F 
such that f(a) J 0 , and for all f e F , either Imf is a 
JC*_algebra or Irnf M1M 
am 
3.3. 	 JB - algebras wliLch. are Banach dual spaces. 
In the proof of Theorem 326, we implicitly used the result that 
any finite dimensional JB*algebra, has a unit. This fails in general, 
* even for B -algebras, but it is well known that a von Neumann algebra 
has a unit. It makes no sense to consider a "weak operator closed" 
JB*_algebra, but fortunately, non-spatial characterisations of von 
Neumann algebras exist ([48] and [68]). Shultz showed that two similar 
characterisations coincide for unital JB-algebras, in [76]. 
THEOREM 3•3•1. (Shultz). Let A be a uBital JB-algebra. A is the 
dual of a Banach space if and only if A is monotone complete and has 
a separating set of normal functionals. 
Later in the section, we shall prove the easy part of this 
Theorem, but we are more concerned in this section with the properties 
of a similar class of JB*algebra. We start off with JC* algebras, 
and an analogue of results of Topping [84], and Effros and Strmer [31]. 
THEOREM 332. Let C be a complex Hubert space, A a closed 
self-adjojnt Jordan subalgebra of BGJ) , and let B be the set of 
self-adjoint elements of A . If J and K are respectively the 
weak operator closures of A and B , then K is a JC-algebra, and 
J = K1K is a JC"-algebra. 
Proof Clearly KiK C  . As the involution on B(70 is weak 
operator continuous, conversely J c K3 iK , and hence J = KQ 1K 
To complete the proof, we shall show that K is a real Jordan subalgebra 
of self-adjoint operators of B(O , and this will imply that 
J = K1K is a JC*_algebra. The argument is due to Topping [84]. 
K is a closed real linear subspace of self-adjoint operators. 
As 	B is a convex set, the strong and weak opera tor- c1osures of B 
coincide. Hence, if a c K , there exists a net {a } in B such that, 
a 
for all x in 
! aax -* llax 
Hence 	* IlaxII2 	for all x in C , and so 
(a2x,x) - (a2x,x) 
a 
for all x in 	. Hence a2  -,- a2 	in the weak operator topology. 
a 
As a2 c B 	for all a , it follows that a2 c K ,soK is a Jordan a 
algel)ra. 
THEOREM 333. Let A be a JC*_algebra. There is an isometrical 
-1sorrrphisrn F of A" with Arens multiplication onto a weak opeator 
closed JC*algebra such that 	a -- a (T(A",A')) if and only if 
F(a) -* F(a) in the weak operator topology. 
Proof. Let B be the C*algebra generated by A . By Theorem 1216, 
there is an isometrical -isomorphism G of B" with Arens multiplication 
onto the weak operator closure K of B in its universal respresentation 




b T(B",B') if and only if G(b ) -* G(b) in the weak 
operator topology. 
Let j : A -+ B be the injection map. Then j" : A" -+ B" is an 
* 
isometrical -isomorphism of A" with Arens multiplication into B I, 
with Arens multiplication, such that a a -- a (T(A",A-t))  if and only 
if j"(a) , j"(a) 	(T(B T',B T)), and j"(A") is T(B",B') closed. As 
B is Arens regular, F = Gj" is the map with the required properties. 
Our next three results are essentially due to Shultz (76) and 
Smith [78]. 
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THEOREM 3'34. If A is a unital JB*_algebra, then A" with Arens 
multiplication is a unial JB* algcbra.  
Proof By Theorem 2-49, A is isometrically *_isomorPIic  to a self- 
adjoint Jordan subalgebra of J = C(X,M 	iM)B() , where X is a 
compact Hausdorff space, and 7C is a complex Hilbert space. By 
Theorems 1•2-17 and 33-3 , and Lemma 1213 , J" is a unital 
JB*_algebra, where the Jordan product on J" is the Arens product. If 
e is the unit of A then e is an idci:potent of J" , Ue(J") is a 
JB*_algebra with unit e , and Ue(J") contains A" . A" is a 
Jordan algebra by Lemma 1214, and A" = ITerA"Gil1erA" by Theorem 
219. As HerA" = (HerU(J")) n A" , it follows that HerA" is a 
real Jordan algebra. Hence, by Theorem 24•2, A" is a unital 
* 
JB -algebra. 
LEMMA 3•35. If A is a unital JB*_algebra,  and B is a T(A",A') 
closed self-adjoint subalgebra of A" , then there exists an idempotent 
e in B such that e is an identity for B 
Proof 	By Theorem 1-36, B has an increasing approximate identity 
e} of positive elements of norm at most one. If r EfR 	and 
f c D(A,l) , then {e(rf)}  is a bounded increasing net in R , and 
so by Corollary 216, {eA} is a T(A",A') Cauchy net. Hence {e X}
converges to an element e c B ((A",A') , and, by Theorem 218, 
e c HerA", and e = sup{e} 
By Theorem 13'5, for all 2 we have 
(e-eA)2 IleeAD(e-eA) 
2(e-e) 
and so (e-e)2 _ 0 (T(A",A')). Let a c B n Her(A") , and let 
f s D(A,l) . As 
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I (a-aoe) (f) 1 	I (a-aoeA) (f) I * Iao(e—eX) () I 
la-aocIl +(Ia2(f)Ij(ee)2(f)I) 
-*0 
as A -* 	, a = a o e by Corollary 2'1'6. Finally as B is a self— 
adjoint subalgebra, it follows that e is a unit for B 
THEOREM 336. 	If A is an embedable JB*_algebra, then A" is a 
unital JB* algebra.  
Proof 	Let J be a unital JB*_algebra, and let j : A -* J be an 
isometrical *_isomorphism 	If (j(A))1  denotes the Banach space 
annihilator of j(A) in J' , see [66], and J' is given the natural 
linear involution as in Theorem 219, then it successively follows 
_1_J_ that (j(A))
1 
 and (j(A)) 	are self--adjoint subspaces of J 	and 
J" respectively. Hence jit 	A" -*(j(A))t1 is an isometrical 
*_isomorphism of A" with the Arens product onto the 	T(J",J') 
closed self—adjoint Jordan subalgebra (j(A))1' of JU 	Hence 	All 
is a JB*_algebra, and AIt has a unit by Lemma 3.3.5. 
In the remainder of the section, we shall study JB*_algebras  which 
are Banach dual spaces, but are not necessarily the double dual of a 
JB*_algebra. We shall follow the approach due to Sakai [69] for 
W*_algebras, and require the following result from Banach space theory, 
which is given in [29], section 55. 
THEOREM 3'37. 	Let X be a Banach space, S a convex subset of X', 
and £ e X". 
(i) S is T(X',X) closed if and only if S n r(X L) is T(X',X) 
closed for all r c fR 
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(ii) £ is i(XX) continuous if and only if f I is continuous  
in the relative i(xt,x) topology on 
LEMMA 3•3•8. Let A be a unital J -algebra.. which is the dual of a 
Banach space A. Then HerA and A +are 
T(A,A*)  closed sets. 
Proof s  By Theorem 3-37 (I) , as HerA and A+  are wedges, it 
suffices to shop that A1 c HerA and A1 n A+  are I (A,A) closed 
sets. Let: {x) be a net in A1 fl HerA , and suppose 	x + a + lb 
T(A,A*) where a, b c HerA , and b 1 0 . 	By considering {-x CX ) if 
. necessary, we may assume that there exists A c + '{o), such that 
A c o(h) • For some large positive 	 nd each a 
rx
a  in < (l+n2) < X + n < 11b+ 	a+i (b+n) II 
Since {x + in) converges to a + ib + in , it follows by the 
T(A,A) compactness of (1112).A1 	that a + ib + in c (l4n2 ) A1 ' 
This contradi cts the above inequality, and so Al  n HerA is T(A,A) 
closed. As A+ 	Al 	is the homeoinorpliic image of A1 n HerA under 
the map a -3- I a+l) , A+ 	A 	is also i(A,A)  closed. 
THEOREM 339. Let A be an ernbedable JB* algebra. A has a unit 
if and only if there exists x £ A l  such that, for all a 	in 	A 
a — 2{x,lx*,a) + {x,{x*,8,x*),x) = 0 . (t) 
Proof If A has a unit, it is clear that 1 satisfies (t). 
Conversely suppose (t) holds for some x £ A1 and for all a in A 
By Theorem 3•36, A" is a unital JB*algebra,  so by the separate 
I (A", A') continuity of the Arens product, and the - (A", A') density 
of A in A" , it follows that 
a 	2{x,x*, a) + {x,{x*,a,x*),x} = 0 
for all a in All . In particular 
- 	1 = 2 xoX* 	{x,(x*)2,x) c A 
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A similar result due to Sakai [69] and Miles [58] for B* alCehras,  
is used to show that a B*algebra 	Y has a unit if and only if Y1  
has an extreme point. We were unable to show this also held for 
JB*_algebras, but we note that (f) characterises the extreme points 
of the closed unit ball of a JC*algebra by Theorem 1410, and the 
extreme points of the closed unit ball of a unital JB*_algebra by 
recent work in [19]. We shall return to this problem in the next 
ch ip tier. 
COROLLARY 33'10. Let A be an embedable JB*_algebra, and let B 
be the set of self-adjoint lements of A . If B1 has an extreme 
	
point, b 	then, for all a in A , we have 
a - 2b2oa + {b2,a,b2} = 0 
Proof Let d c B'0} . By Theorem 326, P(b,d) is isometrically 
*_isomorphic to a JC*algebra. By Theorem 1410, 
b±{(1b2), 3IjdHi1d , (1_b2)} E B1 , and hence, as b is an extreme 
point of B1  
{(1-b2), 	, (1b2)} = 0 
Thus, {l-b2,d,1--b2} = 0 , and the general result follows easily from 
this. 
By Corollary 33l0, if A is an eiuhcdable JB*_algebra which has a 
predual A 	such that the set of self-adjoint elements is 	T (A,A) 
closed, then A has a unit. Since, in order to follow the approach 
in [69] we must d5501fl0 the set of seifadoint elements T(A,A) 
closed, there is therefore no loss in only dealing with unital 
JB * -algebras. 
For the remainder of this section, we shall keep to the 
following notation. 
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Notation A will denote a unital JB* algebra which is the dual of a 
Banach space A . S will denote the t(A,A*)  continuous elements 
of (AT)+ , and T the linear span of S . N will denote the set 
of all normal linear functionals on A , that is the set of all 
f E A' such that f'HerA is a normal real linear functional on HerA 
THEOREM 33'11. The involution is a T(A,A)  continuous map, and if 
E is a -r(A,A) closed real subspace of self-adjoint elements of 
A, then E1E is T(A,A) closed. 
Proof • Let {xa} be a net in A1 such that 	± x (T(A,A)) 
Let ha + ika = Xa be the standard decomposition of x . By the 
T(A,A*) compactness of Al , there exist subnets, also denoted by 
ha and ka such that ha ± h and k + k for some h and k in 
A1 . 	By Lemma 338, h and k are self-adjoint. Thus 
x = lim x a = lim(ha  +ika  ) = h + ik 
and so 
* 	. 	. 	. 	. 
x = h - ik = lim(ha-lka) = urnXU 
It follows that, given f c A , if g c A' is defined by 
g(y) 
for y in A , then g1A
,is T(A,A) continuous. By Theorem 337, 
g is T(A,A) continuous, and hence the involution is T(A,A) 
continuous. 
Finally, let p : A HerA and q : A - iHerA be defined by 
P(X) = (x+x*) and q(x) = (x_x*) for x in A . As * is 
T(A,A*) continuous, p and q are T(A,A)  continuous maps. Thus 
EiE = p-1 (E) () q-1 (E) is T(A,A) closed. 
LEMMA 3312. For any a c HerA such that a V A 
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there exists 	c S such that 	(a) < 0 . In particular, if b c A 
is such that i(b) = 0 for all i4 in S , then b = 0. 
Proof, As A+ is a T(A,A*) closed convex set, there exists a 
T(A,A*) continuous real linear functional g on HerA such that 
g(a) < infg(h) : h c A} 	As A 	is a cone, inf{g(h) : h E A} 	0, 
and so g(a) < 0 	g(h) for all h c A. If we define 	A' by 
x+iy) = g(x) + ig(y) 
for x and y in HerA , then 	c (At)+ , and as the involution 
on A is T(A,A) continuous, 	is T(A,A*) Continuous. The 
remainder is clear. 
THEOREM 3'313. HerA is a monotone complete JB-algebra with an 
invariant full set of normal states. 
Proof * Let {a a} be an increasing net in HerA which is bounded 
above by b . Without loss of generality, we may assume a  E A+ 
for all a , and so {aa} C 11bIIA1 . The compact Hausdorff topology 
T(A)A) is stronger than the Hausdorff topology T(A,T) on llbIIA1 
and hence T(A,A*) and T(A,T) agree on IMIA, . For every f c S, 
{f(aa)} is a uniformly bounded increasing net in fR 	, and hence is 
Cauchy. By the T(A,T) compactness of 11blIA, ,a} converges to an 
element a E HerA n 11bHA1 in both the T(A,A*) and the T(A,T) 
topologies. Moreover, by Lemma 33'12, a = sup{a} . Hence A is 
monotone complete. 
By Lemma 33d2, {f : f c S and 11 'HerA = l} is a full set of 
normal states, and hence it remains to show that if g is a normal 
state and d c HerA , then gU 	is a positive multiple of a normal 
state. This argument is due to Shultz [76]. 
As U 	is a positive operator, gU c (A') , and so it 
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suffices to show that if 	b ) is an incieasing net in HerA with 
CE 
b = sup b , 	
d a a 
then 	ii (b ) 	is an increasing net with U d (b) = supU(h) 
If 	d is i nyc it i Lie, 	(lJd) 1 = lu d-1 and U  	
are positive, so that 
11d 	
s ;ifl eider aiitonorpliism of HerA , and hence the result follows. 
For any d c HerA , there exists x E R 	such that A + d and A - d 
are 	i iivertib1 e. Thus snpUd(b Ot ) 	Ux+d(b) nod sll pUXd (ba) 	UA d (b )  
!Toraver,as U id 
	A d = 
2 2 + 2U  ' we have 
A2b 	+ U 
d  b = 	sup((UA+d + U A -d 	a 
)(b )) 
siip(A2b + Ud(bc )) 
= A 2b + sup U b 
t'c sliuI.l now show that La is a 	(A, A*  ) 	Continuous operator. 
Tn fact, this follows from Theorem 3-3-1, and the above proof, but 
we take the following alternative approach. 
THEOREM 331/4. Let e be a projection in A. Then the subalgebra 
U e A is r(A,A,) closed, and the maps U and Le  are T(A,A*) 
con t].iiiiOuS 
Proof 	U A = f x E  A 	U x = x) is 	a norm closed self-adjoint 
e e 
subalgebra with unit e and 	U (A+ A1) 	= {a c A+ fl A1 : 	a < e} 
e 
Hence, 	if 	{x } is a net in 	U (A1  n HerA) 	converging to 	x a 
((A,A*)) 	, then 
e 
x 6 A+ nA1 	, and e - x = lim(e-x )a 	
A+ , 	as 	A 	is 
T(A,A*) 	closed. Hence, x c  U(A n A 1 ) ana so 	U(P 	
A1)is T(A,A*) 	closed 
As 	U (A. n H erA) 
e 
= 	(A U n A1 ) - U 
+ 
r (A 	A1) 	the 	T (A,A) compactness 
e e 
of 	U(A+ n A1) implies that 	U(A1  HerA) 	is a 	T(A,A*) compact 
set. 	In addition, as 	1 - e 	is also a projection, 	U 	(A1  fl HerA) 1-e 
1c. a T(A,A*) compact set. 
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Next.,, we show that if (a ) is a net in A1 fl HerA 	and a 
+ 
{e,a,l-e) 	a (T(A,A*)) , then l.Jea 	U1 a 	0 • For any a £ It 
identifying P(l,e,a) as a JO-algebra, we have 
l{e,aa,l_e) + se 	(flea (l-e) + sell + U(l-e)ae + sell) 
ll(eaa(l_e) + sc)(l-e)ae + 
Ilea a(l_e)aae + s2e11 
Ha(l-e)a + 6 211 
(l+s2) 
As 	a C HerA for all a, a c HerA 	and so U e (a) c HerA . If 
Ue(a) 1 0 , 	U e (a) is a non-zero self--adjoint element of the unital 
JB*_algebra U A , and so there is a non-zero x in the spectrum of e 
U 
e 	 e 	 a 
(a) in U A . By considering (-a 3 if necessary, we may assume 
AcR. Thus 
X + s 	flu a + sell 	ha + sell 
e 
So, for large enough s, Ila + sell > (l+s2), which contradicts the 
T(A,A) compactness of (l+s2)A1 	Hence U e (a) = 0 , and by 
symmetry, U 
1-e 
(a) = 0 . As, for all y in A , we have 
Y = Ue 	+ 'i-e' + 2{e,y,1-e), it follows that the T(A,A*) 
closure of {e, Al n HerA, 1 - e) is contained in Al n HerA fl{e,A,l-e} 
Now, let {xa} be a net in: A1 	and suppose that 	± X 
(T(A,A)) . Let Xa = ha + jk be the standard decomposition of x a 
and x = h + 1k be the standard decomposition of x 	As the involution 
is T(A,A*) continuous, h ± h and k, -+k. Moreover {h) and 
{k} 	are contained in Al fl HerA 	Let a a 	e a 
= U h 	, ha = 	 ha 31  
and Ca 	2(e,h(,,le) . By the compactness of Al , there are subnets, 
also denoted by {a 
a} , {b} , and {Ca} and a, b, c £ Al 
fl HerA such 
that a 
a 	a 
-+ a, b ~ b 	and c -- c . By the previous argument moreover, 
a. 
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a C UeA , b 	Ui_eA and c c{e,A,l-e) . So 
Ue(h) = Ue(a+b+c) = a = lim a = urn Ue(h) 
Similarly, Uek = urn Uk , and so 
Ue(X) = urn Ue(x) 
Given f 6 A , define g s A' by g(y) = (Ue(Y))(f) for y 
in A . By the previous paragraph, 	g A 	is t(A,A) continuous. 
rtl 
Hence, by Theorem 33'7, g is T(A.A*) continuous. So Ue is 
T(A,A) continuous. It follows immediately that Le + (I+UeUie) 
is T(A,A) continuous. 
Finally if 	y} is a net in U e A such that yç ± 
)T (T(A,A*)), 
then UeY = urn UeY = urn ya = y , and SO ileA is -r(A,A*) closed. 
COROLLARY 3345. For all a in A, La and U 	are -r(A,A) 
continuous operators. 
Proof 	It suffices to prove that 
L 	
is T(A,A) continuous for all 
h c HerA . If h c HerA , then, by Theorems 3-3'13 and 137, for 
any 	Ti C IR+ {O} , there exists a finite family of projections {e. } 
in 	A and a finite set {X J .} in R such that 	
i -i] 
h - 	 A.e
J
jI < 
Let {x.} be a net in A1 such that 	x -+ x (t(A,A*)) . As 
(x -x) -)- 0 , it suffices to consider the case when x 	0 . Then, 
given f c A, we have 
I (hox) (f 	I ((h-.A.e.)o) (f)I + I ((..e.)oxa) (i)l 
n 
nilfil ~ . 	IA.I I (L 	(x ))(f)l 
jl j e. a 
Thus lim (hox)(f)I < T111f1l, and so lim (hoxa)(f) = 0 
Hence, if g 6 A' is defined by g(x) = (hox)(f) for all x in A 
is T(A,A) continuous, and so g is T(A,A*) continuous. 
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Thus, L 	is a 	T(A,A*) continuous operator. 
We remark that in [61], von Neumann essentially proved a 
"converse" to Corollary 33-15 as follows: if B is a JB-algebra 
with a predual B*) such that for all a in B, La is a T(B,B*) 
continuous operator, then B has a unit. 
It is clear that we have only started the theory of unital 
JB*a1gebras which are Banach dual spaces, along the lines suggested 
in [69]. However, in the next section we shall be more concerned 
with generalising results of Topping [84]. 
3.4 	The centre and the quadratic ideals of a JB*algebra. 
DEFINITION. Let A be an ernbedable JB*_algcbra.  We denote by 
Z(A) the set of self-adjoint elements of A which operator commute 
with all self-adjoint elements of A . The centre of A, 	(A) is 
defined by 	(A) = Z(A)t' IZ(A) 
At first sight, it is not clear that the centre of an 
embedable JB*_algebra is a Jordan subalgebra. In essence von Neumann 
in [61] showed that if A is a unital JB-algebra which is a Banach 
dual space, then z(A) is a Jordan subalgebra of A 	We shall use 
the following characterisation of operator commutativity, which 
extends results of Topping [84] and Alfsen, Shultz and Strmer [5], 
to derive a core general result. 
THEOREM 341. Let A be a unital JB*_algebra,  and let a and b 
be self-adjoint elements of A . The following are equivalent-  
(i) 	a operator commutes with b in A 
a operator commutes with b in A" , 
a operator commutes with all e in the spectral family of 
b in A" , 
Lea 	Va for all e in the spectral family of b in A", 
whenever J is a Jc*_algebra, K is a closed self-adjoint 
subalgebra of A containing a and b , and F : K v J a Jordan 
*Lo1noflxDrphi sm, then F(a)F(b)  = F(b)F(a) 
b2o a = {h,a,b) 
Proof • We first note by Theorems 3-34, 3313, and 137, that 
each sd f-adjoiiit x in A has a spectral family in Tier (P(l ,x))" 
(i) - (vi). If La 
 commutes with Lb , we have, in particular, that 
a o(bob) = b o(aob) 
As (b)2 = 	Lb2 + ub) , it follows that b
2 o a = b,a,b) 
(vi) 	(v) . Let j be a Jc*_algeb ra , K a closed self-adjoint 
subalgebra of A containing a and b , and F 	J o K a Jordan 
*_hoillop)orphism. Then F(a) and F(b) are self--adjoint, and 
((F(b)2 F(a) + F(a)(F(b) 2 ) = F(b)F(a)F(b) 
n 	50 	F(b) (F(b)F(a) - F(a)F(b)) = (F(b)F(a) - F(a)F(b))F(b) 
By the Kleinecke-Shirokov theorem, see for example [14] Proposition 
18.13 , F(a)F(b) 	F(b)F(a) is quasinilpotent. However, as F(a) 
and F(b) are self--adoint, i(F(a)F(b) - F(b)F(a)) is self-adjoint. 
Hence F(a)F(b) = F(b)F(a), as required. 
(v) = (iv). Let J = P(l,a,b). By Theorem 2-3.5, there exists an 
isometrical *-isomorphism F of J onto a JC* a i geb ra K . As 
F(a)F(b) = F(b)F(a) , it follows that K is a commutative C*_algebra. 
Thus K" is a commutative B*_algeb ra  under the Arens product. 
F" 	J" - K" is an isometrical *-isomorphism, and, as the spectral 
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family of b lies in 	Her(PC1,b))",  which we can regard as a 
subalgebra of .3" , it follows that 
F"(e)F"(a) = F"(a)F"(e) 
for all e in the spectral family of B . Hence 
e o a = {e,a,e} 
for all e in the spectral family of b. 
(iv) => (iii). This follows by Theorem 11'J2. 
(iii) 	(ii). Let n c 	 By Theorem 1-37, there is a finite 
set of projections 	e1,.. . ,en  in the spectral family of b , and a 
finite set 	11-'-,Xn of real numbers such that 
n 
lb - . 13
3 
X.e.IJ < n. 
3 =  
Hence 11 Lb - •XLell < 	, and so, as a operator commutes with 
every e., it follows that 
n 
lLaLb LbLa II 	2DLIl ULb- . 	X .L 31 3 e 
2PILa II 
Thus 	a operator commutes with b 
(ii) 	(i) 	This is trivial. 
We note that it may happen that the spectral family of b is in 
A. For example, if M is a monotone complete unital JB-algebra, with 
a full invariant set of normal states, then Z(M®iM) coincides with 
Z(M) defined after Theorem 1-37. 
THEOREM 342. If A is an embedable JB*_algebra,  then 	(A) is a 
commutative B-algebra. 
Proof • It is clear that 	(A) is a closed complex subspace of A 
To show that ç(A) is a Jordan algebra, it suffices to show that 
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Z(A) is a Jordan algebra. Let a C Z(A) , and let b be a self-
adjoint element of A . Let J be the JB*_algebra obtained by 
adjoining a unit to A , and let c + p c J , where c s A and 
PEC. 
a o(bo(c+p)) = b o(ao(c+p)) 





Hence {a2,b,a2} =(a2)2o b , and so it again follows by Theorem 34'1 
that a2 c Z(A) . By the definition of operator commutativity, the 
Jordan product is associative on Z(A) , and hence the result follows 
by Lemma 2-31. 
From the theory of partially ordered vector spaces with order 
unit, a more general definition of centre was given by Wils in [91] 
From the next Theorem, we shall show that this coincides with Z(A) 
for a unital JB*algebra. The possibility of this result was pointed 
out to me by Professor Wright. The proof is a slight modification of 
the analogous result for B*-algebras given by Andersen [6]. First 
we give the following definition due to Wils [91]. 
DEFINITION. 	Let A be a unital JB*_algebra. A linear self-adjoint 
map T : A -* A is called order bounded if there exists X c R 	such 
that 
- )a < Ta < Aa 
for all a c A+ . (We note that an order bounded map T is continuous 
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and 	11Th 	4X..) 
THEOREM 3'43. Let A be a unital JB*_a lgebra.  
If a 6 z(A) , then La is an order bounded map. 
If T Is an order bounded map on A , then T(1) c Z(A) 
Proof s (i) 	Let a c Z(A), and let b c A. By Theorem 2-3.5, we 
can regard P(1,a,b) as a unital JC*algebra. By Theorem 34'1, 
ab = ba , and so P(l,a,b) is a commutative C*_algebra. Hence, 
- hail b < Lab < Dali b 
and so La is order bounded. 
(ii) By replacing T by (2A)'(AI+T) if necessary, we may assume 
0 < T  < a 
for all a c A . Let q = TITA , so that 	q : HerA * HerA is 
a continuous real linear map. Let B denote the envelopping algebra 
of HerA in (HerA)" constructed in [5] Section 3 . By an analogue 
of the Kaplansky density theorem, [5] Proposition 3.9 , if a c B2 
there exists a net {an} in HerA such that an  c  IlaJl 2 Ai and 
a2  - a T((HerA)U,(HerA)) . As q":(HerA)" -- (HerA)" is cc 
T((HerA)",(HerA)') continuous, it follows that 
Oq"(a) < a 
by Corollary 1'314 and [76] Theorem 23. 
Now let p be an idempotent in B. As 0 	q"(p) 	p 
and (HerA)" is a unital JB--algebra, q"(p) = u(q"(p)) . Hence 
q"(l)o p = (q"(p))o p + (q"(1-p))o p 
q"(p) + LU1_(q"(l-p)) 
= q 11 (p) 
Also 	 U(q"(l))= U(q"(p)) + U(q"(1-p)) 
= q"(p) , 
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and so L(q"(1)) = U(qU(l)). As B is a monotone complete unital 
JB-algebra with a full set of normal states, B contains the spectral 
family of every element of B . Hence, by Theorems 2'4'7 and 3'41 , 
q"(l) = q(l) operator commutes with every element of B. In 
particular, q(l) = T(l) c z(A) 
In [91], Wils defined the centre of a partially ordered vector 
space with order unit as {T(1)T is an order bounded map} , Hence, 
we see that for unital JB*.algebras the two definitions of centre 
coincide. 
We now turn to a generalisation of some of Topping's work on 
quadratic ideals and annihilators. In the previous section, we used 
the symbol 
I
to denote the Banach space annihilator of a set. This 
symbol will not be used again in that context, so we shall use 
with a different meaning in this section. 
DEFINITION (i) Let A be a JB*_algebra, and let B be the set of 
self-adoint elements of A . An absolute order ideal I is a self-
adjoint complex linear subspace of A such that if h c B fl I 
then I hi = 2h - 	B n I , and if a 	I and b C B are such that 
Oba , then bI 
(ii) A quadratic ideal of a Jordan algebra J is a linear subspace 
I of J such that, whenever a c I and b 6 J 	we have {a,b,a} c J. 
In view of Theorem 24-12, it might be expected that every 
quadratic ideal of a unital JB*_algebra  would be self-adjoint. 
However, this is false even for von Neumann algebras. 
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Example 	Let JfT he the complex Hubert space of all sequences 
co 
Tx} of complex numbers such that 	E [x 12 < 	, with the usual 
inner product. Let T c B(10 be the unilateral shift, defined by 
T({x}) = {Y} , where Yn = ç o if n = 0. 
n-i if n>0. 
It is well known that T*({x}) 	{z0) where z = Xn+t for a 	0 
and hence T is a partial isometry such that T(T*)2 j (T)2T 
If J = UT(B(JO) , then J is a weak operator closed quadratic 
ideal of B(W , and T E J . Suppose that T* E J . Then there 
exists A c B(O such that T* = TAT . Then, as T = TT*T , we have 
TT*T* = TT*TAT = TAT = TATT*T = T * T * T 
which is a contradiction. Hence T* 	J , so that J is not 
self-adjoint. 
THEOREM 344. 	Let A be a unital JB*_algebra.  
If J is a self-adjoint complex linear subspace of A , then J 
is a quadratic ideal of A if and only if J fl HerA is a quadratic 
ideal of HerA 
If I is a closed self-adjoint complex linear subspace of A 
then I is an absolute order ideal if and only if I is a quadratic 
ideal. 
Proof.(i) Clearly, if J is a quadratic ideal of A , J fl HerA is 
a quadratic ideal of HerA . Conversely, let x c J , and let 
x = h + ik be the standard decomposition of x . Then h, k c J 
and so, for all y in HerA 
{h,y,k} = - 	- Uk)(y) e J 
Hence, for all y in HerA 
Uy = {h,y,h} - {k,y,k} + 2i{h,y,k} c J 
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It now follows easily that J is a quadratic ideal of A 
(Ii) Suppose that I is an absolute order ideal, and let 
a 	I n HerA and b 	HerA . By Theorem 2-35, we may regard 
P(1,a,b) as a unital JC*a1gebra  and I n P(1,a,b) is an absolute 
order ideal of P(1,a,b) . By [84], Theorem 2, {a,b,a} E I n P(l,a,b) 
and so I n HerA is a quadratic ideal. Hence by (i), I is a 
quadratic ideal of A 
Conversely suppose I is a quadratic ideal, and let b c I n HerA 
As b2 = Ub(l) , it follows that P(1,b) C 1 , and hence Ibi c I 
If in addition a c HerA is such that 0 	a 	b , by Theorem 2-35, 
we may regard P(1,a,b) as a unital JC*_algebra,  and I n P(1,a,b)n HerA 
is a closed quadratic ideal of P(l,a,h) n HerA. Thus by [84] Theorem 2, 
a c I 	and so I is an absolute order ideal. 
DEFINITION. 	Let A be a unital JB*_algebra, and let M be a subset 
of HerA . The annihilator of M , denoted by M , is defined by 
M = {a E HerA : La commutes with Lb  and {b,a,b} = 0 for all 
b in M} 
THEOREM 34-5. Let A be a unital JB*_algebra,  and let M be a 
subset of HerA 
(i) Let b c N and a E HerA . a c M 	if and only if, whenever 
J is a closed self-adjoint subalgebra of A containing 1, a, and b, 
K is a JC-algebra and F : J -- K a Jordan *_jmrphjsm,  then 
F(a)F(b) = 0 
(ii) M - is a closed subalgebra and quadratic ideal of HerA 
Proof (1) Suppose a 	M' , J is a closed self-adjoint subalgebra 
of A containing 1, a and b , K is a JC*_algebra, and F : J -* K 
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a Jordan *_homomorphism.  By Theorem 341, F(a)F(b) = F(b)F(a) 
and so 
(F(b)F(a))(Fb)F(a))* = F(b)F(a)F(b)F(a) = 
Hence F(b)F(a) = F(a)F(b) = 0 
Conversely, if J = P(1,a,b), by Theorem 23'5, there is an 
isometrical *-isomorphism F of J onto a unital JC*_algebra. Then 
by assumption, (F(b))2o F(a) = {F(b),F(a),F(b)} = 0 . As F is an 
isometrical -isomorpliism we conclude that b2o a = {b,a,b} = 0 
Hence, by Theorem 341, a E M1  
(ii) It is clear that N1 is a closed real linear subspace of HerA 
Let a E M1 , and let b 6 N . By Theorem 235, we may regard 
P(l,a,b) as a JC*_algebra, and so by (i), it follows that ab = 0 
Hence 
b2o a2 = { b,a2,b} = 0 
and so, by Theorem 3.41, a2 s 	Thus N 1 is a Jordan subalgebra 
of HerA , and in particular, lal e M 
Now suppose a 	, and that a 	d 	0 , where d e HerA 
Then 
0 = U b a U 
b 
 d 0 
for all b in M . Let b c M. 	By Theorem 2•35, we may regard 
* 	 1 	1* 
P(l,b,d) as a JC -algebra, and so, as 0 = (bd 2)(bd 2 ) , it follows 
that bd = 0 . Hence 
b2o d = {b,d,b} = 0 
and so d 6 N. Thus, by Theorem 34'4, N1 is a closed quadratic 
ideal of HerA 
THEOREM 346. Let A be a unital JB*algebra,  which has a predual 
A , and let I be a self-adjoint complex linear subspace of A. Then 
the following are equivalent 
(i) I is a T(A,A*) closed quadratic ideal of A 
I is a T(A,A*) closed absolute order ideal of A 
(iii)I = M'Q iM 	for some set M C TerA , 
(iv) I = UeA for some projection e c A 
Proof (i) > (ii) follows by Theorem 344. 
(i) 	(iv) 	We have already noted that if I is a quadratic ideal, 
then I is a Jordan siibalgebra. Hence, by Lemma 3 	and Corollary 
3.3.10, there is a projection e in. A such that e is the unit for 
A . As I is a quadratic ideal, 
UeA c_ I = UI c_ UeA 
and so I = U A e 
(iv) 	(iii) 	. Let 	M ={l - e3. 	By Lemma 1.1.11 	and Theorem 1.112 
lJe (HerA) 	C . 	Conversely, 	if 	x e 	, Li(x) 	= Ui_e(x) = 0 
and so 	x = x o e 	. Hence 	UeX = x , and so 	x c 	U(lTcrA) . Thus 
C U(JierA) . 	So 	M = 	Ue (flerA), and hence 	N® iM 	UeA 
(1) 	. Let 	fa ct ) be a net in H1  converging to 	a 	A (T(A,A*)). 
As 	HerA 	is  T(A,A*) 	closed, 	a c HerA . 	Given 	b r H, 	we have 
b2o a = urn b 2o ac, 	= lirn{b,a 	,b} 	= {b,a,b} 
and fb,a,b) = lim{b,aa,b} = 0 
by Corollary 3•3-15 	and Theorem 34-1. 	Hence 	a E M 	by Theorem 34-1, 
and so 	M 	is 	T(A,A*) closed. By Theorem 3311, MDiM 	is 
T(A,A) 	closed. 	I 	is a quadratic ideal by Theorem 3-4-5 	(ii) 	and 
Theorem 3.44(i) 
Part of the above Theorem, along with the following Corollary 
was obtained by Edwards [30]. 
COROLLARY 3-4.7. let A be a unital JB*_algcbra which has a predual 
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I 	is a T(A,A) closed Jordan ideal if and only if I = Ii P 
for some central projection p 
Proof s  Suppose I = hA where p c Z(A) . By Theorem 346, I is 
a 	1(A,A) closed quadratic ideal. Moreover, if a £ hA 	and 
b E A , then 
b o a = L b a = LbLa = LPLba = U(aob) 
by Theorem 1-1-12, and so I is an ideal. 
Conversely, suppose that I is a T(A,A) closed ideal. As an 
ideal is a self-adjoint quadratic ideal, it follows from Theorem 346, 
that I 	UA for some projection p c I . To complete the proof, 
we have to show that p c Z(A) , and, by Theorems 341 and 3'313, 
it suffices to show that p operator commutes with all projections, 
or with all s r IlerA such that s2 = 1 . The following argument is 
due to Shultz , [76], Lemma 21. 
Let s c HerA such that s2 = 1 . As I is an ideal, Up 	I 
Also 
(U5p) 2 = {s,p,s}2 = {s,{p,s2 ,p},s} = s,p,$) = hJ5p 
so that U5p 	p . By the positivity of U 	and the fact that 
(U)2 	I , it follows that 
p = (U)2 p 	U5p 
so that U5p = p . Hence, by Theorem 341, s operator commutes 
with p , as required. 
We remark that, under the hypothesis of Corollary 347, a 
T(A,A*) closed ideal of A is complemented. In essence, von Neumann 
obtained this in [61]. 
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CHAPTER 4 
The main result of this Chapter is Theorem 43-6, which states 
that if F is a linear isouletry of an eirhedable JB*_algebra A onto 
itself, then F{x,x*,x} = F(x),(F(x))* , F(x)} for all x in A 
We prove this by initially tackling the simpler problem when A is 
unital and F(1) = 1 . This simpler result was conjectured by 
Kaplansky, and we prove it in section 1. An alternative proof appears 
in [95]. In section 2, we apply this result to find algebraic 
characterisations of the Hermitian elements of B(A). As a consequence, 
we produce a large natural class of Hermitian operators whose squares 
are not Hermitian. 
In section 3, we show that the open unit ball of a unital 
JB*
_algebra is a bounded symmetric homogeneous domain, and, from this, 
deduce our main result. Finally, in section 4, we indicate how the 
theory of JB*_algebras is related to the study of certain bounded 
symetric homogeneous domains. This is mainly a survey of the work of 
Kaup and his colleagues, and is not my original work. 
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4•1. 	 Kadjson's Theorem for JB - algebras. 
This section is concerned with showing that a linear isometry 
F of a unital JB*_algebra A onto a second unital JB*_algebra B 
such that F(1) = 1 , is a Jordan *_ homomorphism. This was conjectured 
by Kaplansky, and extends a well known theorem of Kadison [46]. Our 
proof will follow the original proof of Kadison for B*_algebras; a 
different approach was taken in [95]. 
We start off with results on the extreme points of the unit ball 
of a unital JB*_algebra. 
DEFINITION. Let A be a unital JB*_algebra. u e A is called 
unitary if u is invertible and u' = u . x £ A is called a 
partial isometry if {x,x*,x} = x 
LEIA 4•11. Let A be a unital JB*algebra. 
(i) 	1 is an extreme point of Al  
If u is a unitary element of A , then u is a partial 
is o:ie try. 
If x is a non-zero partial isometry of A, then 11x11 = 1 
If u e Al , then u is unitary if and only if U 0 U 	1. 
If u is unitary, then u is an extreme point of Al  
Proof (i). Suppose that 1 = (c+d) , where c and d are in A1  
Then if a = (c+c*) , and b = (d+d*) , it follows that a and b 
are in A1 , and 1 = 	a+b) . Thus a = 2 - b , and so P(1,a,b) 
is an associative subalgebra of A , and thus is a commutative 
B*_ algebra. Hence, by [69],  Proposition 1'66, a = b = 1. Applying 
the same Lec1n!cjue again, it follows that p(1,c,c*)  is a commutative 
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B*_algebra, with 1 = (c+c*) , so again by [69], Proposition 1 66, 
C = c = 1 . Hence d = d* = 1 , and so 1 is an extreme point of 
All 
This follows by Theorem 1'18. 
This is clear from the definition of a JB*_algebra.  
If u is unitary, then u o u = 1 . Conversely, suppose 
U 0 U = 1 . If we regard P(1,u,u*) as a JC*_algebra, we have 
1 =(uu*+u*u) 
Hence, by [69] Proposition 1'66, or (I), uu* = uu = 1 . Hence u 
is unitary. 
If u is unitary, by (ii) and (iii), 11ull = 1 . Suppose that 
u = (x+y) where x, y c Al  . Then 
1 = u o u = (xox*+ x*oy + xoy*+ yoy*) 
As xox, x*oy, xoy and yoy 	are all in A1 , by (1), we have 
xox 	xoy* = yox 	yoy* = 1 
By (iv), x is unitary, and so by Theorem 1110, Q(l,x,x*,u,u*) 
is special. By Corollary 2•4d0, we conclude that P(l,x,x*,u,u*) is 
isometrically isomorphic to a JC*_algebra. By Theorem 1410, u is 
an extreme point of (P(1,u,u*,x,x*))1 , and so 	u = x = y . Hence 
u is an extreme point of Al  
LEI'A 442 Let A be a unital JB*_algebra. 
(i). If x is an extreme point of A1 , then x is a partial isometry. 
If x is an invertible partial isometry, then x is unitary. 
If a , b c A+ 	 i and a + ib 	s unitary, then b = (1-ar) 
Proof s  (1) x is also an extreme point of (P(l,x,x*))1 , and so the 
result follows by Theorems 2'3'5 and 1'410. 
(ii) By Theorem 118, Ux is invertible, and x 	= (u)-' x . Thus 
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= U 1  U x* = UI X = 
X x 	x 
(iii) As 	1 = (a+ib)o(a-jb) = a2 + b2 , we have 
1 = 0a2  + b2 11 	Da2ll 
and so (1_a2 ) 	is well defined. Moreover, as b is positive, and 
positive square roots are unique, 
b = (b2 ) = (1_a2) 
THEOREM 4'13. Let A and B be unital JB*_algebras, and let 
C : A ± B be a linear isometry of A onto B with C(1) = 1 . If 
a 	A1 n A+ n InvA , and x = a + 1(1-a2 ) 2 , then G(x) is unitary. 
Proof As a 	A1 n A+ , x is a well defined element of P(a) , and 
an easy calculation shows that 	x 	is unitary. By Lemma 41'1, 	x 	is 
an extreme point of A1 	, and so, as C 	is an isometry, C(x) 	is an 
extreme point of B1  
Let a = inf{A:X E o(a)} , and choose n E N such that 
2nct > 1 . Then 
110(x) - nil = lIx - nil 
= la - n + i(l_a2 )11 
= sup(l A-nj2 + I 1-x21 )2 	A E 
= sup{1n2 -2An+l1 	A c o(a)} 
= ln2-2un+l1 2 
< n 
Thus 11n1G(x) - ill < 1 , and so G(x) is invertible, by Lemma 1'22. 
Hence 0(x) is unitary by Lemma 4'1'2. 
THEOREM 4•1-4. Let A and B be unital JB*algebras, and let 
O : A ± B be a linear isometry of A onto B with 0(1) = 1 . Then 
C is a Jordan * ho 	hi 
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Proof 	As C is an isometry of A onto B with G(1) 	1 , C' is 
an isometry of B' onto At which maps D(B,l) onto D(A,1). Hence, 
if x c HerA , and f c D(B,l), then f(C(x)) 	((;'(f))(x) c JR 
and so G(x) c HerB . By symmetry, G 1 maps HerB into HerA , and 
so G maps HerA onto HerB . Hence, by Theorem 234, C(x*) 	(C(x))* 
for all x in A 
To show that C is a Jordan homomorphism, it suffices to show 
that G(c2) 	(C(c))2 for all C in HerA , as the remainder of the 
	
argument is similar to that in [46]. If b e A n A1 	then G(b) is 
self-adjojnt and 
llC(b) - 1H = 	- 111 < 1 
so that G(b) C A+ n A . Hence C preserves the order structure. 
Now suppose a c A+ n A1 n InvA . By Theorem 413, 
C(a+i(1_a2)) is unitary. As C preserves the order, G(a) £ A 
and G((l_a2)) c 	. Hence it follows by Lemma 41•2, that 
G((1-a2)) = (1 
As the same holds for. aa whenever a c IR such that 0 < a < 1 
and the binomial expansion for (l-t) = 1 - t + CEO c 	converges 
n2 
absolutely and uniformly on [0,1], it follows that 
2n 1 - 	a2G(a2) + 	
2 





G(a2) - 2 	c 2fl2 	2fl 	 2 	 2fl2 
fl2 
a 	C(a ) = (G(a)) 2 	ca 	(G(a))2 n1  
Thus, as a - 	, we conclude that C(a2) = (G(a))2  
Next, by a suitable scalar multiplication, if b E A+  n InvA 
then G(b2) = (C(b))2 . Finally, given c c HerA , there exists 
AcR +  such that c + 	c A n InvA . Then 
+ 2AG(c) + G(c2) = 
= 
= A2 + 2AG(c) + (G(c))2 
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and so 0(c2) = (0(c))2  
Our first application is a converse to Theorem 2415. This 
extends a result of Civin and Yood [24]. 
COROLLARY 4 •l5. Let A and B be unital JB*_algebras, and let 
F : A - B be a continuous linear map of A onto B such that 
F(l) = 1 , KcrF is an ideal of A , and F' : B' 	A' is an 
isomtry. Then F is a Jordan -Iloiflomorphism. 
As F is continuous, KerF is a closed ideal of A , and hence 
is self-adoint. Moreover, A/KerF is a unital JB*_algebra,  and if 
p : A -* A/KerF is the natural map, then p is a continuous Jordan 
*1iflhiOr 1.] m, and there exists a well defined one to one continuous 
linear map of A/KerF onto B , such that F = Op. Hence F' = p'G', 
and so, as F' and p' are isometres, 	G' is an isomefry -of: 	- 
B' onto (A/KerF)'  . Thus C is an isometry of A/KerF onto B 
As C(l+KerF) = 1 , it follows that C is a Jordan *-isomorphism by 
Theorem 414. Hence F = Op is a Jordan --homomorphism. 
1e conclude this section with two results concerning auxiliary 
involutions on JB* algebras. This generalises results of Civin and 
Yood [23], and is included for couparison with the results of section 4, 
and to give a partial solution of a problem in [12]. 
COROLLARY 41. 6. Let A be a unital JB*algcbra,  with dcfinicig 
involution * . Let -- be any involution on A . Then DatiHilall 
for all a in A 	
t 	 *-1 f and only if 	a * = a I for all a in A 
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Proof 	Suppose that a±* = a*t for all a in A , and define 
C : A + A by G(a) = at* . Then C is a Jordan *_automorp1ism, so 
by Theorem 23•3, C is an isometry. Hence, by Lemma 234, we have 
RatIl = hail 	for all a in A 
Conversely suppose liatil = hail for all a in A . If 
C : A -* A is defined by G(a) = a* , then C is an isometry of A 
Onto itself, and C(l) = 1. Hence, by Theorem 4-1•4, 	G is a 
Jordan *_hOmOmOrphism, and so 
at* = G(a) = (G(a*))* = a*t** = a*t 
for all a in A 
Before our final result in this section, we require two Lemmas, 
which appear in [22]. 
LEMMA 41'7. Let V be a complex linear space, and let 	be two 
linear involutions on V such that 	a*t = a 	for all a in V 
Then a* = at if and only if x = 0 is the only solution of 
xt = - x* 
Proof 	Suppose x = - x 	implies x = 0 . Let z c V , and let 
L * 
y=z -z' . Then 
	
= z - z 	_(zt_zt*t) = - yt 
and so y = 0 . Hence z = zt* . The converse is clear. 
LEA 4-18. Let X be a compact Hausdorff space, and let C be a 
automorphism of c(x) such that C2 = I . If C is not the 
identity, there exists a non-zero self-adjoint element f c C(X) such 
that fG(f) = 0 
Proof C induces a homeomorphism t of x onto X such that 
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(GL)(x) = f(t(x)) 
for all x in X . As C2 = I , it follows that t2 	I . If 
C i I , then there exists x c X such that t(x) j x . Let U be a 
ncghbourhood of x such that t(x) V U, and so x 	t(U) . If 
W = U\t(U) , 	we note that W fl t(W) 	. 	As t(W) is an open 
set containing t(x) , by iirysohn' s lemma, there exists a continuous 
real valued function f on X such that f(t(x)) = 1 , and f(z) 	0 
for z j t(W) . Then, for any z c X , we have 
(fC(f))(z) 	f(z)f(t(z)) 	0 
THEOREM 41 9. Let A be a unital JB* algebra with defining involution 
* 	if 	is an involution on A such that a±*  = a*t for all a 
in A and if x = 0 is the only solution of {x,xt,x} = 0 , then 
for all a in A. 
Proof By Lemma 417, it suffices to show that if x c A , and 
x 	- X* , then x = 0 . Let x = h + 1k be the natural decomposition 
of x with respect to the involution * . We note that if s = S 
* 	*t 	t 	 t 	 t then (s i ) = s = , so that h + h 2nd k + k 	are self-adjoint 
with respect to the involution 	. As 
0 = 	+ x = (h +h) - i(kt+k) 
it follows that 0 = h + h = k  + k 
By Corollary 416, f is continuous, and so, as h = - h 
and i = 1 , we may define a *_automorphism  G : P(l,h) ± P(l,h) 
by 0(a) = a*t for a in P(l,h) . By Lemmas 4'18 and 231, if 
G is not the identity, there exists a non—zero self—adjoint element 
f c P(l,h) such that {f,G(f),f} = 0 . 	As C is a *_automorphism, 
0(f) = ft 	and so {f,ft,f} = 0 . This contradicts the hypothesis, 
and hence G is the identity. In particular, 
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ht = h* = h 
and so h = 0 . Similarly k = 0 , and so x = 0 , as required. 
4.2 	 Hermitian Operators on JB*_algebras. 
In [77], Sinclair used Kadison's theorem on linear isometries 
in [46] to give an algebraic characterisation of the Hermitian 
operators on a unital C*_ algebra. In this section, we extend this to 
characterise the Hermitian operators on a unital JB*_algebra, and as a 
Corollary, we derive a large class of Hermitian operators whose squares 
are not Hermitian. This will appear in [97]; an alternative approach 
has been given in [50], [52] and [19]. 
It follows from Theorem 214, that if A is a unital JB*_algebra, 
and a c HerA , then La £ HerB(A) . We now consider a second source 
of Hermitian elements of B(A) 
DEFINITION. 	Let A be a JB*_algebra. A derivation on A is a linear 
map 6 : A -* A such that, for all x and y in A 
6(xoy)=6(x)0y+x06(y) 
A *_derivation on A is a derivation 6 on A such that 
= 
for all x in A 
We note that it has not been assumed that 6 is continuous; 
this will be proved for einbedable JB*.algebras in Theorem 422. 
First we require some well known results for derivations, see [17] and 
[43]. 
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LEMMA 4-2.1. 	Let 	A 	be a JB*_algcbra, and let 	6 be a derivation on 
A. 
(1) If A 	has a unit, o(i) 	0. 
 For all x, y and 	z in 	A 
6{x,y,z) 	=' {6x,y,z) 	+ x,6y,z) 	+ {x,y,6z) 
 6 is the sum of two *—derivations. 
 
If[I'M 
denotes the binomial coefficient, then for all 	m 	in 	N and k) 
for all x 	and 	y in 	A , 
M 
(6kX)O(6m_kY).  6m(xoy) = 
	rk) k=o 
Proof (1) As 	6(1) 	= 6(12) 	= 26(1) 	, it follows 	that 	6(1) 	0. 
 As fx,y, z} = (xoy) a z - 	(zox) c y + (yoz) o x I it follows 	that 
6(x,y,z) 	= xoy)o6z + 	(6xoy) oz + 	(xo6y) c..z 
- (zox)o6y - 	(6zox) oy - (zo6x) a  y 
+ 	(yoz)o6x + 	(óyoz) ox + 	(yo6z) ox 
= 	{6x,y,z} 	+ {x,cSy,z} 	+ [x,y,6z) 
 Let 6(1) (x) 	= 6(x) 	- (6(x*))* 	, 	and 	6(x) 	= 1(6 (x)+(6 (x*))*) 
for x in A . 	Then 	 * (1) and o(2) are 	—derivations on A such 
that 
6 = 	6(1) 	i6 (2)) 
This follows by inductioii. 
THEOREM 422. Let A be an embedable JB*a1gebra,  and let 6 be 
a derivatjn on A . Then 6 is continuous. 
Proof s  First, we may assume that A has a unit, for, it not, we may 
define 	6(1): A@C + AC by 6(1)(x+) = 6(x) , and it is easy to 
check that 6(1) is a derivation. By Lemma 42'1 (iii), it suffices 
to assume that 16 is a *_derivation 	Moreover, as it is enough to 
show that 6 is continuous on HerA , then, by the closed graph theorem, 
it suffices to show that, given a sequence 	x} in HerA{0} 
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such that x -* 0 and 	x) -~- a + ib , with a and b in HerA , 
then a = b = 0. 
As i6 is a *_derivation 	6(x*) = 	i(i6(x*)) = i(i(x))* = ((x))* 
for all x in A, and so 
a 	ib = (a+ib)* = lim((x))* = 1im6(x) 
= 
"m(x) = a + ib. 
Thus b = 0 
Suppose that a j 0 . By considering {kx11} for a suitable 
	
k c fR if necessary, we may assume 	1c 0(a) . Define f : R -* R by 
if x 
f(x) 	2(x-) 	if 1x 1 
1 	 if xl 
Then f is continuous, and, if we identify P(l,a) with C(o(a)) 
h 
= f!() 	is a positive element of norm one in P(1,a) such that 
{h,a,h} 
Let Yn = Xn + 3IIxnIIl . Then Yn 	0 , 6yn = 6xn , and so 
{h,y,h} = 2{h,y ,h} + {h,y,h} 
-* {h,a,h} 
Hence, there exists m c N such that, for n m 
11{h,y1 ,h} 	{h,a,h}IJ < 1/8 . 	 (1) 
Now, as y < Ilynil411XnIi 	, and Ub is a positive operator, 
UhY 	411x 1!h2 
and so 
(8I1xnIJ)-'{h,y,h} 	{h,a,h} 	 (ii) 
Moreover, jJx 	+ x 	0 , so that 
(411 xnII)-1{h,yn,h} 	(411xjJ)' 21Ixn h2 = h2 
and hence 
11(41!x H)'{h,y,h}JI 	Hh2II = I n 2 
132. 
Let d = {hYmh} . By (iii) , there is a multiplicative linear 
functional 4) on P(l,d) such that 4)(d) 	211xm II . As 
4) E D(P(l,d),l), 	there exists P E D(A,1) such that )PIP(Id) 
We let 	K = fx E A(xox*) = 0) and note that, as 4) is 
multiplicative on P(l,d) , K fl  P(l,d) = Ker4) . Hence, there exists 
U, v c (P(l,d)) 	such that u, v c K fl P(l,d) and d - 4)(d)1 = u2 - v2  
Now, for all A c fR , and all w C A , we have 




* 	* 2 	 * 	* 
	
+wou )) 4'P(uou )iP(wow ) 
As u = u C K , for all w in A , we have 4)(uo(w+w*)) = 0 . If 
we replace w by iw in the above equality, it follows that 
i (uo(ww*)) = 0 , and so 	(uow) = 0 for all w in A . A similar 
argument shows that 	vow) = 0 for all w in A , and, in particular 
(uo(u)) = (vo(v)) = 0 
Hence 
= 
= 	(u2_v2 )) 
= 0 	 (iv) 
By (i) and (iv) 
< 1/8 
However, this contradicts (ii), as 
Lp{h,a,h}I 	)4)((41Ixmii)-' d) 
2*2 
Thus a = 0 , and this completes the proof of the theorem. 
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Before we derive the analogue of Sinclair's results for 
Hermitian operators on B*_algchras, we consider the connections 
between *-derivations and *tli 	This is well known for 
semi-simple finite dimensional Jordan algebras, and the proof given 
in [17] is also valid for JB*_algebras.  
THEOREM 423. Let A be a unital JB* a1gebra.  
(1) 	If 6 is a *derivation then exp it6 is a 	 for 
all t c ER 
(ii) Conversely, if i E B(A) and exp itiP is a *_automorphism for 
all t c ER , then P is a *derivation. 
Proof s (i) 	exp it5 is a one to one continuous linear map of A onto 
A. If x and y 	are in A , then 
Co 
(exp it)(xoy) = 	(n!) 1(it)(xoy) 
n=o 
	
Co 	 n 
= 	(n)1(it) 	 o( sn-k y) n=O k=o 
Cofl 
=E 	E ,((k!)(ito)kx)o(((n_k):)1(jt6)ny) 
n=D k=o 
Co 00 
= ( 	(r!) 	(it)rx)o( E 16)5y) 
5=0 
= ((exp itS)x)o((exp it6)y) 
Moreover, 
n* * ((exp it5)(x*))* = ( 
	(n!)'((itó) x ) n= 0 
( 	(n!)(it)n(_l)n(ónx)*)*  n0 
Co 
= 	(n)-'(it(x) n=0 
= (exp Itó)(x) 
Hence exp it6 is a *at 	h 	of A 
(ii) As exp it is a *._automorphism, given x and y in A , we have 
Co 
x o y + itJ(xoy) + E(it)"(xoy) 
00 	 Co 
= (x + iLb(x) + E(it)'x)o(y+iti(y) + E(it)y) 
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If we equate the power of t of degree 1 in the equality, we obtain 
1J)(xoy) = ip(x)o y + x oip(y) 
Similarly, if we equate the power of t of degree 1 in the equation 
* + it b(x*) + E(itb)fl(x*) 	
-co 
2 
we conclude that 
= - ((x))* 
THEOREM 4'2'4. Let A be ainita1 JB*algebra. If a c HerA 	and 
is a *-derivation  on A , then La c HerB(A) and 5 r UerB(A). 
Conversely, if A E HerB(A) , then there is a unique b c HerA and a 
unique *_derivation 	
on A such that A = Lb + 
Proof s  If a c HerA , then La E HerB(A) by Theorem 21-4. If S is 
a *_derivtion on A , then ó c HerB(A) by Theorems 4'23 and 2'33, 
and Corollary 222. 
Conversely, suppose A c B(A) . Let b = A(1). Given f c D(A,1) 
we define F (B(A))' by F(a) = f(o(l)) for o c B(A) . As F(I) = 1. 
and 
jo(l)JJ < lIoll 
it follows that 	F c D(B(A),I). Hence f(b) = f(A(l)) =F(X) 
and so 	b e HerA . Thus p = A - Lbc HerB(A) 
As 	ij(l) 	= 0 , 	it follows that 	exp itJ 	is a linear isometry of 
A onto A which takes 1 onto 1 . Hence, by Theorems 41'4 and 
423, 	is a *diti 
Finally, as every derivation of A maps 1 to 0 , it follows 
that the decomposition of A is unique. 
An alternative characterisation of the Hermitian operators on a 
unital JB*_algebra is given in the following Theorem. Kaup [50] also 
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obtained this result, as we point out in Theorem 4'4-3. 
THEOREM 425. Let A be a unital JB*algebra, and let A E B(A) 
Then A c HerB(A) if and only if 
A{b,c*,d} = {Ab,c*,d} 	{b,(Ac)*,d) 	{b,c,Ad) 	 (t) 
for all b, c and d in A 
Proof s If A 6 HerB(A), then A = La + 6 where a c HerA and 6 is 
a 	derivation,  by Theorem 424, and so it suffices to show that (t) 
holds for La and 6 . 	However, 6 satisfies (1) by Lemma 4-21, 
while from [43]p.37,  for all b, c and d in A , we have 
L{b,c*,d} = {Lb,c*,d} - {b,L (c*),d} + {b,c*,Ld} 
= L a b,c*,d} - {b,(L c)*,d} + {b,c*,Ld} 
as 	adllerA. 
Conversely, suppose A E B(A) 	and A satisfies (t) . Let 
a = A(l). Choosing b = c = d = 1 , we have A(l) = A(l) 	(A(l))*+ A(l) 
so that a is self-adjoint. 	Hence, by Theorem 2l'4, La  c HerB(A). 
If 4' = A - La 	then 4(1) = 0 , and by the previous part of the proof 
4.' also satisfies (t) . Taking d = 1 , we deduce that for all b 
and c in A 
4)(boc*) = (b)o c - b o(5(c))* 
In particular 	4(c*) = - (4(c)) , and so, for all b and c in A 
we have 
P(boc) = i,U(bo c + b o i,t(c) 
Thus iP is a *_derivation and so A = La + 	c HerB(A) by Theorem 
4'24. 
COROLLARY 426. Let A be a unital JB*a1gebra, and let A E B(A) 
Then the following are equivalent 
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(1) A c HerB(A) , 
A{a,b*,a} = 2{Aa,b*,a} - {a,(Xb)*,a} for all a and b in A 
A a,a*,a} = 2{Xa,a*,a} - {a,(Xa)*,a} for all a in A 
We shall not prove the above Corollary, which is obtained by 
linearisation of (t) , as it is included only for comparison with 
Theorem 44- 3, Instead, we derive from Theorem 4-2-5 a characterisation 
of those a c HerA such that (La )2r  HerB(A) 
THEOREM 42'7. Let A be a unital JB*algebra, and let a C HerA 
Then (La)2 C HerB(A) if and only if a £ Z(A) 
Proof 1 As (La )2Ma + L 2) , it follows that (L)2 c HerB(A) if 
and only if U r HerB(A) . Suppose first that U  c HerB(A) . Let 
h S HerA , and let x, y S (P(l,h)) 	such that h = 	- y2 . Then 
Ua{XXl) = {Ux,x,l} - {x,(Ux)*,l} + {XX Ual}  
Since a and x are self-adjoint, UX = (U 
a
x)* , and so 
{ a,x2,a} = x o a2  
Similarly, {a,y2,a} = y2 a a2 , so that 
{a,h,a) = h o a2  
Hence, by Theorem 3-4'1, 	a r z(A) 
Conversely, if a S Z(A) , and b £ HerA , then 
Ua(b) = La2 (b) 
and so (La )2S HerB(A) 
4.3 	 The general Kaplansky conjecture. 
In this section, we consider a more general problem than that of 
section 41. Here, we characterise all isometrics between embedable 
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algebras. It is a modification of work of Harris [/40], and an 
alternative approach is due to Knup [50]. 
Notation If A is a uni tal Jb * -algebra, we let 
K(A) = {x+iy 	x,y c HerA and y c A+  n Inv A) 
and we let A0 denote the open unit ball of A 
K(A) can be regarded as a generalised "upper half-plane". Our 
first aim in this section is to show that A0 is a bounded symmetric 
homogeneous domain.  
THEOREM 4'3°1. Let 	A 	be a unital JB*_algehra. Define 	s 	: A0 + A 
and 	t K(A) A A 	by 	s(a) = 	i (a+1) (l-a)1 	and t(b) 	= (bi) (b+i) 
fln 	S is 	a h]lololnorplli c nap of 	A0 	onto 	iç with inverse 	t 
Ds(a) 	= 2iU(1)l  and 	Dt(b) = 	2iU(b.)l 
Proof If 	a c A01 	then 	1 - a 	is 	invertible, 	so s(a) 	is well 
defined. Also, if 	b c K(A) , 	0 V V(b+i) 	, and so 	t(b) 	is well 
defined. 
Let 	a 	 * 	i A0 . As s(a) and (s(a)) are n P(1,a,a*  ) , in 
order to show that s(a) c K(A) , it suffices to show that if 
= !P(1,a,a*) 	
then 	a) c K(P(1,a,a*)) 	By Theorem 235, we 
may regard P(1,a,a*) as a JC*_algebra, and so 
1 	((a)((a))*) = ((a+l) (1-a) 	+ (l a*)1 (a*+l)) 
= (1_a*) 	(1_a*a) (1 -a) 
As Uall < 1 , 1 - a*a e A fl Inv A , and hence 	j_l((a)_((a))*) 
F- A fl Inv A . Thus 	(a) c K(P(l,a,a*)) 
Let b c K(A). It similarly suffices to show that if 
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t 	tIp(lbb*) then I1(b)II < 1 , and againwe regard P(1,b,b*) 
as a JC*_algebra. So 
1 - (b)((b))* = 1 - (1_2i(b+i)_l)(1+2i(b*_i)- ) 
= (b+i 1 ((b+i) (b*_i) - (b-i) (b*+i)) (b*_i) 
= 2(b+i)-(1(b*_b))(b*_j)_l 
As 	_l (bb*) E A fl InvA , it follows that 1 - t(b)(t(b))* E A) InvA, 
and so 1t(b)II < 1 . 	Hence, t maps K(A) into A0 
It is easy to verify that -s-t(b) = b and ts(a) = a , so that s 
and t are inverses. As s(a) = 2i(1-a) 1 - i and t(b) = 1 	2i(b+i 1, 
it follows from Lemma 122 that s and t are holomorphic, and 
Ds(a) = 2U(la)_1 and Dt(b) = 2iU(b+i)_1 
LEMMA 432. Let A be a unital JB*_algebra, and let b E K(A) 
with standard decomposition x + iy. Define pb:K(A) 	A by 
= x + Uy (C) 
for c in K(A) . Then 	Pb 
 is a hiholomorphic map of K(A) onto 
itself, Dpb(c) = U I , and 	= b 
Proof , Let c £ K(A) , and let h + 1k be the standard decomposition 
of 	c . Then pb 
	
= x + Uy (h)+lUy (k) 	so that Pb (c) c K(A) 
Thus p b maps K(A) into K(A) . Moreover, if we define 
q (c) = U(c-x) , p q = q p = I , and q 	maps K(A) into K(A) b y 	 bb bb 	 b 
Hence, p b is a one to one map of K(A) onto K(A) . It is clear that 
is biholomorphic with Dpb(c) = U 	and that Pb(1) = b 
COROLLARY 433. Let A be a unital JB*_algebra,  and let a £ A 
(1) The map Ra  : A0 '- A0 defined by R 	tP ()S is a biholomorphic 
map of A0 onto A0 such that R(0) = a 
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If 	a c IR ;,rith 0 < a < 1 , and a 	al 	then 	Ra(z) - (0+z) (14-a Z) 
and DRa(z) 
(1+czz) 	101' all z in A0 
Proof 	(i) 	It follows by Theorem 4'3'1 and Lemma 432 that Ra  
is a biholomorphic map of A 0 onto itself. Further, 
Ra 	s(a) 
(0) 	tp 	s(0) 	
s(a) 
tp 	(i) 	ts(a) 	a 
As 	s(a) = i(l+a)(1-a2 , p s(a) (c) 	(1+ct)(l-a) 1(c) for c in 
K(A). Hence, for z c A0 , we have 
t 	(a)S  (z)  
(a+z) (1+az 1  
/ 
Thus Ra(z) = (a+Z) (1+az) 1 = cC1 (1+cxz + a2-1) (l+az) 	, and so 
]JRa(z) = -a 1 (a2-1) a U(1+)l  
= (1a2)U(1)l  
The maps Ra defined in Corollary 433 are the "obvious" 
analogues of Ifdbjus transformations, at least when a is central. 
Better candidates for the special case may be found in [41]. 
Before we apply Corollary 4•3- 3 to derive our main results in this 
section, we require a Lemma. 
LEMMA 4•34• Let X be a complex Banach space with open unit ball W 
and suppose that f 	w - W is biholomorphic. Suppose also that Y is 
a closed subspace of X such that if g = f jYrV , then g maps 
Y ñ W onto Y fl W . Then g is a biholomorphic map of Y fl W onto 
Y n 	such that 	 - 
Dg(a)(c) = Df(a)(c) 
for all a c y n W and all c c Y 
Proof 	Let a c Y fl W , and let d 6 Y be such that Ildil = 1 . As f is 
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holomorphic, for all T1 c (R'-{0} , there exists 6 £ II 	{O} such 
that whenever lihil 	6 , we have 
JIf(a+h) - f(a) - Df(a)(h)!I < nithil 
In particular, for h 
	
116 	(f(a+h) - f(a)) - Df(a)(d)lJ < 
Hence, as 	Y is a closed subspace, Df(a)(d) c Y , and so, by a 
suitable scalar multiplication, we conclude that Df(a)J c B(Y) 
Moreover, for all h c Y with lihil 	6 , we have 
Dg(a+h) - g(a) - Df(a)(h)II < Till hII 
and so g is holomorphic, and Dg(a)(c) = Df(a)(c) for all a £ Y fl W 
and all c £ Y 
Finally, f 1 also satisfies the hypothesis of the Lemma, and 
FYflWr' = g 1 . It follows by the above that g 1 is 
also holoorphic. Hence g is biholomorphic, as required. 
THEOREM 43°5. If A is a unital JB*_algebra, and F:A - A is a 
linear isometry of A onto A , then F(l) is unitary. 
Proof 1  Let a c IR be such that 0 < a < 1 , and let a = al . For 
b 	A0 , we let R,0 :A 	A0 be the biholornorphic map of A0 onto 
itself, with Rb(0) = b , defined in Corollary 433. If h = (RF (a)Y1 FRa 
then h is a biholoinorphic map of A0 onto A0 by the chain rule, and 
h(0) = 0. Hence, by Corollary 1•4°4, h is the restriction of a linear 
isometry of A . In particular, for all x and y in A. , it follows 
that Dh(x) = Dh(y). 
We now apply the chain rule to compute Dh(x) and Dh(y) , where 
x = - al, and y = 0 
Dh(x) = [D(RF O)(FRa(x))]F[DRa(x)] 
= 
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= (1_02) 	[D(R ())-1 (0)]F 
Dh(y) = [I)(RF(a)) lF(a)]F[DRa(0)J 
= (1_a2){D(RF()lF(a)]F 
As 	F is a linear isometry of A onto its(-,]f, it follows that 
(la2)-lD(RF)I(0) = (1a2)D(R)F(a) 
Let Y = P(1,F(a),(F(a))*) . As (RF)l maps Y ñ A0 
onto Y n A0 , it follows by Lemma 434 that if g = (RF )l Iy(_ 
then g is biholomorphic and 
Dg(b)(c) = D(RF )-](b)(C) 
for all b c Y n A 	and all c in Y 
By Theorem 235, we may regard Y as a JC*_algebra, so that, 
by Corollary 1,4-7, g = kT1 (0)' where k is a linear isometry of 
Y onto Y , and 
T(q) = (1pp*)H(p+q)(l+p*q)_1(1_p*p) 
for p and q in Y ml A0 . As g1(0) = ((RF ) l Iy) l (0)=RF (0)=F(a), 
it follows by the chain rule that 
D(RF(a)) l(b) (c) = k{DT(b)](c) 
= 
for all b in Y (1 A0 and all c in Y . Thus 
D(RF)'(0)(c) = k(lF(a)(F(a))*)c(l(F(a))*F(a))2 
and 
D((a))l(F(a))(c) = 
for all c in Y . Hence, as k is one to one, it follows that 
so that 
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(l_F(a)(F(a))*) (l_(F(a))*F(a)) = (1_c*2)2  
Hence, 
1 - a2(F(1)(F(l))*+(F(1))*F(1))+ aF(l)((F(1))*)2F(1) = 1 	2a2 + a' 
and so 
F(l)o(F(l))* - 1 = a2(F(1)((F(1))*)2F(1)1) 
Thus, as a -- 0 , we conclude that F(l)o(F(l))* = 1 . Hence, by 
Lemma 411, F(l) is unitary. 
A simpler proof of Theorem 4.3.5 is available when F(l) is 
self-adjoint, since, as F(l) is an extreme point of Al  , it follows 
that (F(1))2 = 1 by Corollary 3310. 
THEOREM 4'36. Let A be an embedable JB*_algebra, and let F : A -* A 
be a linear isometry of A onto itself. Then, for all x in A 
F{x,x*,x} = {F(x),(F(x))*,F(x)} 
Proof 	By passing to A" if necessary, we may assume A has a unit. 
By Theorem 4.3.5, F(1) is unitary, and so P(l,F(l),(F(l))*) is 
a commutative B*algebra.  Hence, by the extended functional calculus, 
there exists h c Her(P(l,F(l),(F(l))*))t! such that F(l) = exp ih 
We may regard (P(l,F(1),(F(l))*)) 	as a subalgebra of A" , so if 
we define C : A" -- All by 
C(x) = {exp-ih,F"(x),exp--ih) 
for x in A", it follows that C is a linear isometry of A" onto 
itself, and G(1) = 1 . By Theorems 334 and 414, C is a Jordan 
*_automorphism, and so C{x,x*,x} = {G(x),(C(x))*,G(x)) for all x in 
A". Hence 
{exp_ih,F!?{x,x* ,x} ,exp-ih} 
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{eXpih,{F''x),(F(x))*,F hI()c)),exp_ih), 
for all x in A" . In particular, F{x,x*,x) ' {F(x),(F(x))*,F(x)} 
for all x in A 
We remark that Kaup and his colleagues have obtained similar 
results from their constructions associated with bounded symmetric 
homogeneous domains [18], [19], [50], [51],  [521, [53]. We shall 
indicate some of their results in the following section. 
4.4. 	Recent results on bounded symmetric homogeneous domains. 
In the previous section, we showed that the open unit ball of a 
unital JB*_algebra is a bounded symmetric homogeneous domain. Here, 
we Summarise, without giving the proofs, some of the work recently 
done on these domains. 
The finite dimensional bounded symmetric homogeneous domains 
were classified using Lie algebra and Lie group theory by Cartan in 
[20]. 	Later, Koecher [55] and Loos [56] obtained the same results 
using Jordan algebra theory. In the following Theorem we give their 
results. For r in IN , we assume Cr has the usualinner product, 
and if A is a matrix, we let At  denote the transpose of A 
Moreover, we let ft(.ci1K denote the complexification of 1K , the Cayley 
algebra over JR , and let a denote the conjugate of cx in 1K(11K 
THEOREM 44-1. Every hounded symmetric homogeneous domain .D CC 
n
15 
biholomorphically equivalent to a product of irreducible bounded symmetric 
homogeneous domains. Every irreducible bounded symmetric homogeneous 
domain is equivalent to one of the following list for some r and S in N. 
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Notation 	 Domain 	 Dimension 
{a c B(Cr,Cs):!Ial! < l} 	 rs 
B(Cr) :at = -a,IIaIl < 1} 	 jr(r-1) 
IIIr 	{a c B(Cr):at = a,IJalI < U 	 r(r+1) 
IVr 	{a c Cr:a*a < (1+fataI 2) < l} 	 r 
V 	{a c MiM:flaII < l,a = 0 a 	where c2, c IKeiUK} 16 
- 00 
- 00 
VI 	{a c M(iM:llaI < U 	 27 
The norm on M?iN 	is that given by Theorem 247. By 
[40] 2, the domain IVr is the open unit ball of a C*_triple system, 
and so every finite dimensional bounded symmetric homogeneous domain 
is biholomorphically equivalent to the open unit ball of a subspace of 
a finite dimensional JB*algebra.  This subspace need not be a subalgebra, 
but in each case, the subspace is closed under the product {a,b*,c}. 
This leads us to the following definition due to Loos [56] and Kaup [50]. 
DEFINITION. Let E be a complex Banach space. A Hermitian Jordan triple 
system on E is a map { , , } 	ExExE - E such that, for all 
a, b, c and d in E 
(1) a -- {a,b*,c} and c - {a,b*,c} are continuous linear maps and 
b -* {a,b*,c} is a continuous conjugate linear map ; 
{a,b*,c} = {c,b*,a} ; 
a o {b,c*,d}* - {a,b*,c} ci d* = (aod*)(cnb*)_(ccb*)(aud*) ; 
where xoy c B(E) is defined by (xc.x y*)(z) = {x,y*,z} for x, y 
and z in E ; 
ana* c HerB(E) . 
1 /4 5. 
Conditions (i), (ii) and (iii) are purely algebraic, and are 
satisfied by any subspace K of a complex Jordan algebra with 
involution J , such that a,b*,c)  c K for all a, b and c in K 
where 	, , ) is the normal triple product on J . In [50], Kaup 
showed that lie rini Li an Jordan triple systems are the natural structures 
associated with complex Banach manifolds. We state the main result 
of [50] in the next Theorem without defining all the concepts involved. 
IHEOREM 4-4 ,2. The category of simply connected, symmetric complex 
Banach manifolds with base point is equivalent to the category of 
licrinitian Jordan triple systems. 
A full analysis of Hermitian Jordan triple systems seems impossible 
at present. However, Kaup does single out a subclass for which some 
theory is possible. (In order to be consistant with our previous 
notation, we do not use fto as he does, 	for this 	subclass.) 
EF1NITI0N. A Hermitian Jordan triple system on E is called a 
B*- triple system if 
(1) o(acia*) 	0 for all a in E 
(ii) 	11ana*li = 11a112 	for all a in E 
As it follows that IJ{a,a*,a}jI = 14 3 for all a in a B*_triple 
system, whenever A is a Banach Jordan algebra with involution such 
that A with the natural Jordan triple product is a B*_t r i p l e system, 
then A is a JB*_algebra.  On the other hand, it is shown in [19] that 
every unital JB*_a lgeb ra  is a B*triple  system. We now suninariSe further 
properties of B*triple  systems from [19] and [52] 
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THEOREM 44'3. Let E be a B*triple system. 
The open unit ball of E is a bounded symmetric homogeneous 
domain. 
If F is a continuous one to one map of E onto E , then F 
is a linear isometry if and only if F{a,a*,a} 	{F(a),(F(a))*,F(a)} 
for all a in E 
If C c B(E), then C £ HerB(E) if and only if 
Cfa,a*,a)= 2{G(a),a*,a} - {a,(G(a))*,a} 
for all a in E 
Let a e E such that 	{a,a*,a} 	a. 	(Such an element is called 
a tripotent). Then if we define t :ExE 	E by 
bAc = {b,a*,c} 
for b and c in E , (E, A) is a Jordan algebra, and a is an 
idcipotont in E. 
a is an extreme point of E1 if and only if a is a tripotent 
such that 	0 V O(aoa*) 
By the remarks after Theorem 4-41, and Theorem 44-3, every 
finite dimensional B*_triple system may be embedded as a B*_triple  
subsystem of a finite dimensional JB*algebra.  We do not know if this 
is true for infinite dimensional B*_triple systems, but nevertheless, 
with the results we have available 	JB*S..algebras are probably the 
easiest B*_triple systems which cannot always be embedded as C*_triple 
systems. 
We therefore look in more detail at the constructions involved 
in (iv) and (v) in Theorem 44-3, when A is an embedable JB*algebra. 
As usual o denotes the Jordan product on A , and { , , ) denotes 
the normal Jordan triple product. If e is a tripotent in A , and we 
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define a new product A : A x A + A by 
l*• {x,e,y) 
for x and y in A , it is clear that (A, A) is a commutative 
algebra. 




by Macdonald 's theorem. Hence (A, A) is a Jordan algebra, e is an 
idempotent in (A,A) and, by Theorem 237, IJXAyI < Jixililyll . Thus 
(A, A) is a complex Banach Jordan algebra. 
THEOREM 4•4-4. Let A be an embedable JB*_algebra, and let e be a 
tripotent in A . 	Let ,-.. denote the new Jordan algebra product 
constructed above. If S = {x:{e,x*,e) 	x) , then S is a closed real 
Jordan subalgebra of (A,A ), and SiS 	{x:x,e 	x).={x:e,{e*,x,e*},e)). 
Moreover, if j- is the natural involution on STh1S , then 
{e,x,e} for x in SciS , and SeIS , with product A and 
involution t is a unital JB*_algebra. 
Proof 	It is clear that 	S is a closed real linear subspace of A 





Hence XA 	S 
If y E S ('iS , then i{e,y*,e} = iy 	- i{e,y*,e} , and so 
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Hence, ScFiS is a complex Jordan subalgebra of (A,A). 
	





by Macdonald's theorem, and so 	e,e*,a+ib) = a + ib 
If z c A satisfies {e,e*,z) = z , then, by Macdonald's 
theorem 
e,{e*,z,c*),e) = 2{e,e*,{e,e*,z fl{{ e,e*,e},e*,z} 
= z 
Now suppose w c A satisfies fe,je*,w,ek},e) = w 	Let 
P 	w+{e,w*,e}) and q 	i(e,w*,e) - w) . Then {e,p*,e} = p 
and {e,q*,e) = q , so that w = p + iq c SiS 
Thus SiS = x:xAe-x) = Ix:fe,fe*,x,e*},e} =x} , so that 
S031S is a closed Jordan algebra with unit e 	Also, if w ESiS 
and p = 	w+{e,w*,e}), then p £ S , and so w = e,.w*,e} 
Finally, if [ , , J denotes the triple product in the Jordan 
algebra (A, A ) , for all x in ScTEiS , we have by Macdonald's theorem, 
{x,xt,x]= 2(xAxt)AX _(xAx)Ax 
= 2{{x,e*,xt},e*,x} - {{x,e*,x},e*,xt} 
= {x, {e*,xt,e*},x} 
x,{e*,{e,x*,e},e*},x} 
= 
r 	* = 1_x,x ,x 
Hence 111x1Xt,x]lJ = Ix1I3 , and so S1S is a unital JB*_algebra. 
COROLLARY 44'5. 	The following are equivalent 
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SiS = A 
A has a unit e o e 
e is a unit for (A ) A). 
Proof • (We have kept the notation introduced in Theorem 4-4-41. 
(ii) . By Theorem 44-4, {e,e*,x} = x for all x in A 
By Theorem 3-36, {e,e* x) = x for all x in A'. In particular, as 
A" has a unit, e o e = 1. 	Hence e o e*  is a unit for A 
(i) 	By Leuiuna 4'11, e is unitary, and so 
x = {e,{e*,x,e*),e) for all x in A . Hence A = SiS by Theorem 
4 , 4.4. 
(i) 	(iii). As SGiS = {x : xe = x}, e is a unit for A if and 
only if A = SCiS 
If Y is a unital JB* algebra, and u is a unitary in Y , then 
Theorem 4'4'4 and Corollary 44'5 allow us to construct a different 
Jordan algebra structure and involution on Y such that 
* 	 I- { x,x ,x} = [x,x ,x] 
for all x in Y . Moreover, if u = u , then 
(xt)* = {u,x*,uJ* = u,x,uJ = (x*)t 
for all x in Y , while if u is not central, x t  Y x 	in general. 
We contrast this result with Theorem 4'1'9. 
COROLLARY 414'6. Let Y be a unital JB*_algebra, with Jordan product 
o , unit 1, and involution * . Suppose that Y , with the same 
Banach space structure, is also a unital JB*_algebra under a second 
algebra product 	, with unit e and involution 	. Then e o e* = 1 
and 	 {x,x*,x} = [x,x,xj 
for all x in A 
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Proof 	If I 	is the identity map of 	(A, A ,1) 	onto 	(A, o ,*) then 
by Theorem 435, 	e o e* = 1 . 	The result now follows by the remarks 
before the Corollary. 
Finally, we note that Theorem 43'1, which showed that the open 
unit ball of a unital JB*_algebra is biholornorphically equivalent to 
the "upper half --plane", generalises to some other B*_triple systems, 
provided "upper half-plane" is replaced by Siegel or tube domain; 
see [si]. These include all finite dimensional B*_triple systems 
[51], all C*_triple systems with a partial isometry [40], and all 
unital JB*_algebras [19] or Theorem 431. This, however, is not 
always true, as the open unit ball of a C*_algebra  is biliolomorphically 
equivalent to a Siegel domain or a tube domain if and only if A has 
a unit [52]. 
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CHAPTER 5 
In this chapter, we present some conjectures and open problems 
in the theory of Banach Jordan algebras, and JB*_algebras in 
particular. Seven different topics are covered: compact JB*_algebras,  
an extension of the Shirshov Cohn theorem, embedable JB*_algebras,  
an extension of Kadison's Schwarz inequality [47] to JB-algebras, 
a type decomposition for JB*_algebras, Banach space properties of 
*- 	 * JB algebras, and derivations on JB -algebras. 
A) 	 Compact JB*_algebras.  
DEFINITION. Let A be a complex Banach Jordan algebra. A is called 
compact if, for all a in A, Ua is a compact linear operator. 
The definition of a compact Banach algebra was introduced by 
Alexander in [2], and the above definition is the analogue for Banach 
Jordan algebras. It is easy to see that [14] 3311, 3312 and 3313 
generalise to compact Banach Jordan algebras. The following is a 
slightly more substantial result. 
THEOREM 51. Let A be a compact Banach Jordan algebra, and let 
a s A . Then, for all 	RN {O}, 0(a) n {z e C : 	r} is 
finite, and o(a) is countable. Moreover, for all X c 
there exists an idempotent e in P(a2) such that 
{b 6 P(a2): (a2_A)hib = O} = eP(a2) 
where n is the ascent of the eigenvalue A 
Proof • By [14] Lemma 336, as P(a) is a compact Banach algebra, 




2) n fz 	C;[z1 	r} is finite. Thus Q(a) n {z c C:I zi 	ri} 
is finite, and so 0(a) is countable. The final statement follows 
from [14] Theorem 33-8. 
COROLLARY 52. Let A be a compact Banach Jordan algebra, and let 
a 6 A. If r(a) > 0 , there exists an idempotent e in P(a) such 
that UeA is finite dimensional. 
Proof By Theorem 5-1, there exists a non-zero idempotent e c P(a2 ) C P (a). 
e is a unit for the Banach Jordan algebra J = Ue(A), SO Uelj is 
the identity operator on J . Hence, as J is compact, J is finite 
dimensional. 
COROLLARY 5.3. Let A be a compact JB*a1gebra,  and let a c A 
Given 	c R{O} 	there exists a finite set of projections {e.} 
(1 	j 	n) and a finite set {X.} in C (1 < j 	n) such that 
3 
Ia - . 1A.e.II < n 




Proof a = a - 4 + i4 - i4 where a1 , a2 , a3 and a are 
self-adjoint and positive elements of IIaIIA1  . By Theorem 51, 
K 	o(a1) n {z 	C:lzl 	q) is finite, and we let K = 




	' P kl kkV < 4 
As 	in the proof of Corollary 5•2, U Pk A is finite dimensional, and 
Sk 
hence p = 	e. where {e.,A,e.} 	Ce. by [43] ,l58 and p205. 
k j=1J 	 .i 	 I 
Thus, 
m 
lla i? - 	. 	e. II < J; J=i 
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A similar result holds for .4,4 and a , and the ger.eral result 
now follows easily. 
Even with such a powerful structure theorem as Corollary 53, 
it does not seem possible to produce a representation theorem, without 
using the methods of Alfsen Shultz and Strmer in [5] . However, some 
simplification is possible, as, if A is a compact crnbedable 
JB* algebra, each projection ej constructed in Corollary 5'3 is a 
minimal projection iii AC , and also in the envelopping algebra 
of Her(A(C) . Hence, only "type I" representations of (Her(AC))" 
need be considered. 
LEMMA 5•4. Every compact closed self-adjoint subalgebra E of the 
complexification of a type I 	JB-factor is finite dimensional if 
n< 
Proof If 3 	n < oo , it follows from [5] Proposition 8•3, that E 
is finite dimensional. A 12 JB-factor is a spin factor by [5] 
Proposition 7.1. Hence if F is a closed subalgebra of a 12 factor, 
then F is a Hilbert space in an equivalent norm [85], and in 
particular is reflexive. Hence by [78], Theorem 37, F has a unit. 
Hence, E has a unit, and so, as it is compact, E is finite 
dimensional. 
In [80], Strmer classified type I 	factors. This leads to the 
following conjecture; for the notion of a quaternionic Hubert space, 
we refer to [89]. 
CONJECTURE. Let A be an eribedab1e compact JB*_algebra. Then A is 
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isometrically *isomorp11ic to E 
0 
f AA:X £ A), where each A 	is the 
complexi fication of the image of the compact self-adjoint elements 
of B(jo where 	C is a real, complex or quaternlonic hubert space 
8 	8 under a Jordan homomorphism, or A = M3 i t1 , and 
cA}={f c A:Vq c 	{O},{A:llf(A)ll >T1) is finite) 
B) 	 An extension of the Shirshov-Cohn Theorem. 
Our work on JB*algebras has largely depended on Corollary 1312, 
the extension of the Shirshov-Cohn theorem for unital JB-algebras. 
This raises the following problem, which we conjecture is false in 
general. 
PROBLEM. Let A be a uni-tal Banach Jordan algebra. Given a and 
b in A, is P(l,a,b) special? 
This is true if A is an alternative algebra and (A,o) is a 
uriital Banach Jordan algebra, where a o b = (ab+ba) for a and b 
in A by [70], Theorem 3'1. We now show it is also true for unital 
JB*_algebras.  
THEOREM 5 5. Let A be a unital JB*_algebra, and let a, b E A 
Then P(l,a,b) is special. 
Proof 	By Theorems 248 and 249, P(l,a,b,a*)b*) may be 
embedded as a JB*_subalgebra of 	 : £ r J} . If f e J 
then f(P(l,a,b)) = f(Q(l,a,b)) as f is continuous, and Imf is 
finite dimensnna1. Thus f(P(l,a,b)) is special, and so there is 
a one to one Jordan homomorphism of f(P(l,a,b)) into an associative 
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algebra S  . Thus P(l;a,b) may be embedded into the associative 
algebra E(OQE{Sf : f c J} 
We remark that an approach to the problem involving free special 
Jordan algebras or tensor algebras is not suited to the theory of 
Banach Jordan algebras. A related problem, which we also conjecture 
is false in general is the following. 
PROBLEM. If A is a special unital Banach Jordan algebra, is A 
homeomorphically isomorphic to a closed Jordan subalgebra of a unital 
Banach algebra? 
C) 	Alternative hypothesis under which a unit may be adjoined to a 
JB*  -algebra. 
We noted in passing in Chapter 3, that the method used for 
adjoining a unit to a B*_algebra does not work for JB*_algebras  
without some modification. Here, we sketch some of the possible 
modifications. 
THEOREM 56. 	Let A be a JB*_algebra which does not have a unit, 
J 	the Banach Jordan algebra obtained by adjoining a unit, 	B 	the 
set of self-adjoint elements of A , and 	K 	the set of self-adjoint 
elements of 	J . 	Suppose 	that, for all 	x 	and 	y in 	B 	and all 
d 	in K 
(1) IIx,y,x}1I 	11x112  IIyII ; 
(ii) sup{D{d,z,d}j 	: z 	c B1} = (sup{Ij{z,d,z}II:: z c B1})2  
Then, for all 	d 	and 	c 	in 	K , 	we have 	r(d+c) < r(d) 	+ r(c). 
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Proof 	Define p 	K -- 	by 
p(d) = (su{jI{d,z,d)JJ:z 	B1}) 	sup{IJ{z,d,z}jI:z c B1 ) 
tt follows easily that p is a norm on K such that 	p(b) 	Itbil 
for b in B , and p(d) < ildU for all d in K . As K 	BIR 
and (B,) is a Banach space, (K,p) is a Banach space and so p is 
an equivalent norm to 	11. 11. 
Let d E K , and let h, k E P(1,d) n K . Then there exists 
{h},{k} c Q(l,d) n K such that 	hn - h and kn - k . By 
Macdonald's theorem, as h0 , kn c Q(1,d) , for all z in B 	we 
have 
= {ho k,z,ko hn} 
Thus, either {kn,zkn) = 0 , in which case {ho k,z,ho kn) = 0 
or 	 Jjh n 	n o k , 	n 	nz,h o k )II < lj{hn ,x,h)JI I{k,z,k}ll 
where x = j{k,z,k) Jr1{k,,k} . Hence, for all n c IP , we have 
	
p(ho k) 	p(h)p(k) 
As (K,o)II.II) is a Banach Jordan algebra, and p is an equivalent 
norm on K, 
p(hok) = lirrp(h1 0 k) < lirnp(h)lirnji(k) = p(h)p(k) 
Thus, (K,) is a real Banach Jordan algebra. 
If y E B1 , either {y,h2 ,y} = ü , in which case {h,y,h} = 0 
or 	 11{h,y,h}112  = J[h,y,h}2 11 
= U{h,{y,h2 ,y},h}II 
= IJ{h,w,h}H jjjy,h2 ,y ) jj,  
where w = Ii{y,h2,y}Ir1{y,h2,y}. So 
1j{h,y,h)I!2 	(p(h))2 p(h2 ) 
and hence ((h))4 < ((h))2 (h2 ) . Thus, 
((h))2 < p(h2) 
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In particular, p(d2 ) = (p(d)) 2 , so that 
r(d) 
Hence, for all c and d in K , we have 
r(c+d) 	r(c) + r(d) 
If A is a non-unital JB*_algebra, which satisfies the hypothesis 
of Theorem 56, it follows by Theorem 3.1.12 and Lemma 32.1 that A 
is einbedable. We note that condition (i) is satisfied in a. Banach 
algebra, while (ii) is a replacement for the left regular representation 
being an algebra homomorphism. Ari example of an occasion when (ii) 
holds is given in the following Theorem. The proof is not very 
different from that in [90] for B* a1geb ras , and we shall omit it. 
THEOREM 57. Let A be a non-unital JB* algebra, B the self-adjoint 
elements of A , and K the Banach Jordan algebra obtained by adjoining 
a unit to B. Suppose that 
IJ{x,y,x}II 	IxII2 IiyI 	for all x and y in A ; 
there exists a net {ex} of posiLve elements in B1 such that 
{ e} is increasing, and, for all x in B , {eX,x,eA} 	x 
Then, for all d in K 
sup{ll{y,d,y}II:y c B1} = limfl {e,d,e}II 
= (lim11{d,e,d}II) 2 = (sup{I!{d,y,d}It:y E B1}) 2 
D) 	 Kadison's Schwarz Inequality. 
If A is a unital C*_algebra  and 	A -- A is a continuous 
positive linear map such that 	(l) = 1 = flIj , then a well known 
result of Kadison [47] states that, for all a in HerA 
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q(a2)0 ((a))2 
An easy proof, depending on Stinespi- ing's Theorem [79], of this result 
is given in [2]. Positive, and completely positive linear maps between 
C*_ algebras have been very extensively studied recently, in mathematics 
and mathematical physics; see for example [82] and [92] and their 
references. As Kadison's Schwarz inequality does not hold for certain 
Segal systems without the distributive law, [15], it is natural to 
consider if the result extends to JB*_algebras. We were unable to solve 
this. 
PROBLEM. Let A be a unital JB*algebra, and let 	A -* A be a 
continuous positive linear map such that 	l) = 1 = flfl . Is 
a2) > 
for all a in HerA ? 
E) 	 Type Theory. 
A fundamental development in the theory of von Neumann algebras 
was the decomposition of a von Neumann algebra into Types; I , I 
II , II 	and III , where n c N . Topping [84] showed that a 
similar classification was possible for JW-algebras, and recently, 
Chu and Wright [21] have given a theory of type for the real ordered 
Banach spaces with order unit, and order unit norm, which are Banach 
dual spaces. Here, we outline the proofs of the results to show that 
the two classifications of [84] and [21] agree for JW-algebras. 
Let A be a IV-algebra. A P-projection on A is a map U 
where p is an iderpotent in A ([3] Theorem 12-13). A symmetry on A 
is an isometric Jordan automorphism j of A onto itself such that 
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0 if and only if a 	0 , 4(e) = e , and 4La = La whenever 
a e Z(A) , the centre of A (by Theorem 34-3 and [95], Theorem 4). 
A central trace on A is a positive linear operator r : A -* Z(A) 
such that F(e) = e , rL = LF for all z in z(A) , and r = r 
for all symmetries $ of A 
T HE' OREM 58. Let A be a JW-algebra. A has a central trace if and 
only if, there is a positive linear map p: A + z(A) such that 
p(e)=e ; 
ip(za) = zp(a) for all a e A and all z c Z(A) ; 
ipu5a = p(a) for all a c A and all self-adjoint unitaries S 
in A 
Proof. Suppose F is a central trace on A . Then F is a positive 
linear map such that F(e) = e 	and 
F(za) = F(La) = LF(a) = zF(a) 
for all a e A and all z c Z(A). Moreover, if s is a self-adjoint 
unitary in A , then U5 is a symmetry on A , and so FU5(a) = F(a) 
for all a in A 
Conversely, suppose ip is a positive linear map from A onto 
Z(A) satisfying (1), (ii) and (iii) 	Then 
lI)L(a) = 	za) = zip(a) = Lzij(a) 
for all z c Z(A) and a c A . Let c be a symmetry, and let A = 
Then, ? is a positive linear map of A onto Z(A) such that A(e) = e 
A(za) = zX(a) , and ATJ(a) = X(a) for all a 6 A , all z E Z(A) and 
all self-adjoint unitaries s in A . Hence, by [84] Corollary 28, we 
have 	= 	= 	. Hence 	is a central trace on A 
By [84]. Theorem 26- and Theorem 58, it follows that a 
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JW-algebra is modular if and only if it has a central. trace. The 
argument of [21] p503 may be modified to show that a P-projection 
lJ 	is abelian if and only if p is an abelian projection [84]. A 
routine argument then shows that the decompositions of [21) and [84) 
agree for 3W-algebra. 
F) 	 Banach space properties of 
As JR*.a1gcbras have less algebraic structure than B*_algebras, 
it follows that Banach space theory is relatively more important in 
the study of JB*algebras, as we saw in Section 4s3. Here, we mention 
two results in the Banach space theory of B*_algebras, which we feel 
will have interesting analogues for JB*_algebras and more general order 
unit Spaces. 
In [38], Hamana gives a characterisation of those von Neumann 
algebras whose dual and/or predual satisfy the Dunford Pettis and/or 
some stronger properties. (The definition of the Dunford Pettis property 
is in [36].) As these are preserved by linear homeornorphiStfl, it 
follows that, for example, if A is a von Neumann algebra. all of whose 
irreducible representations are finite dimensional and of bounded degree, 
and B is a von Neumann algebra linearly homeomorphic to A , then the 
irreducible representations of B are finite dimensional and of bounded 
degree. 
The second result is due to Pisier [63]. It is a corollary of a 
more general Theorem, and was conjectured by Ringrose in [65], where 
equivalent formulations of the problem are given. 
THEOREM 59. (Pisier). Let A, D be two C*_algebras, and let 
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u c B(A,D). Then there exists a constant KC < 6) such that, for 
all 	n c IN 	and all xi,... ,x1 E A 
n 
(E u(x)o(u(x))*)II KUJ
j 	ii II 
E x ox 
We conjecture that this Theorem also holds for unital JB* algebras. 
G) 
	
Derivations of JB*_algebras. 
An important theorem on von Neumann algebras ([69] Theorem 416) 
states that every *_derivation is inner, that is, if M is a von Newmann 
algebra, and S is an associative 	derivation  on M , then there exists 
a c HerM such that 6(x) = ax - xa for all x in M . Even to state 
a possible analogue of this result, we require a suitable generalisation 
of the notion of inner derivations. 
DEFINITION. If A is a JB*_algehra, an inner derivation on A is an 
element in the closure of the set(A){. 1(La LbLb.La.):n 	IN,a,bc A}. 
It is easy to check that each element of 	(a) is a derivation 
on A 	([43],p35) . In addition, every derivation on a finite 
dimensional JB*-algebra is inner by [43], p324. We now show that a 
Jordan *_derivation on a von Neumann algebra is inner in the sense of 
the above definition. 
THEOREM 5.10. Let M be a von Neumann algebra, and let S be a Jordan 
*_derivation on N . Then, given T1 E 	{O}, there exists n E 1P, 
a1,.. .,an,  b1,..., b E N , such that, for all x in M 
n 
E (La Lbç LbjLaj)]1 < nIxII j=l 
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Proof By Theorem 422 and [77] Theorem 3.30  ó is an associative 
* derivation. Hence, by [69],  Theorem 41-6, there exists y c HerM 
such that 	ó(x) yx - xy . 	H = Fe 	, where 	F is a finite VOfl 
Neumann algebra and I 	is an infinite von Neumann algebra. 	Let 
Y 	U + w where u c F and w c I . By [83] Theorems 2 and 3, there 
exists n, in C 	 Ck, dk c M such that 
n 	 in 
W 	. (a.b.-b.a.) and IU_j (ckdk-dkck)- Zn < 
3=1 3333 	 1 
where z is the trace of u in F , and so z is in the centre of H. So 
n 	 in 
1ó (x) - 
	(LaLb_LbLa) (x) - k1 (L
c Ld -LdLC ) (x)fl 
M 
2!lw-j (a.i33Jb'-b.a.)H nxn + 2Tu - 	(ckdk-dk 
	
k=1 	ck) 
zil DXII j=1  
I am indebted to Mr. T.R.Behrndt for pointing out Sunouchi's 
results in [83], and for giving a proof of the following Theorem. If 
A is a J-algebra, and C,B C A , we let 
[B, C] 	{.[b,c] : n c N , bj c B and Cj C C) -. 
THEOREM 5•11. Let A be a JW-algebra with a faithful normal central 
trace p . If B is the norm closure of [[A,AJ,A], then B + Z(A) A. 
+ 
Proof 	By [84] Lemma 31 and Theorem 25, if a c 	and ii c fR 	{O}, 
n 
there exist {A}cR 	such that 	
1 1j 
A = 1 , and self-adjoint 
j  
unitaries s. ,. . •Srn,
J 
 c A 	such that 
JJ(a) - j l Xjsm,js(m_l),j...sl,jasl,j...s(m_l)i jsI,jll < 
It follows by induction that 
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(a)-a-E A ({[s 	.,s 	... .s 	as 	. ..s 	J,s 	.]+...+[[s 	.,a],s 	•J)If j1 j 	111,] rn-i,] 	1,j 1,j m-1,j 	m,j  
n 
Ihp(a)- EAs •..s as ...s II 
jl 	rn,j 	1,j 	1,j 	rn,j 
<11. 
So 	a) - a s B . However, 	a) c Z , so that a € B + Z . Hence 
A C B + Z . 	It is clear that conversely B + Z C A , and so A = B + Z 
Even with the above result we were not able to show that every 
derivation on a unital JB*_algebra is inner. Hence, we conclude with the 
following two problems. 
PROBLEM. Let A be a unital JB*algebra which is a Banach dual space. 
If [[A,A],A] denotes the linear span of the elements of the form 
({a,b,c}}- fb,a,c}) for 	a, b and c in A , and B is the norm 
closure of [[A,A],A], is B + (A) = A ? 
PROBLEM. If A be a unital JB* algebra which is a Banach dual space, 
is every derivation on A inner? 
164. 
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